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Preface to First Edition
A NUMBER of factors have entered into the writing and editing of
this volume which require some word of explanation.
Through the medium of his alphabet board, Meher Baba has
dictated in its entirety the present contents of the major portion
of this work, consisting of Parts 1 through 8.
Parts 9 and 10, “The Ten States of God” and the “Conclusion,”
were written by Eruch B. Jessawala in elaboration of notes dictated
to him by Meher Baba, and are a recapitulation of the previous sections dictated directly by Meher Baba.
Certain footnotes have been added by the editors using both
previously published and unpublished statements by Meher Baba,
as well as illustrative quotations rendered in free form from the
great mystic poets of the East. In addition, several footnotes and the
Supplement to this work include notes taken down by some disciples of Meher Baba, including the Sufi disciple of more than
twenty-five years’ standing, the late Dr. Abdul Ghani Munsiff, and
are based on Baba’s explanations and used with his permission. The
translation of the Persian poem “The Ascending Soul” on page 30
is reprinted from Reynold A. Nicholson’s Rumi, Poet And Mystic
published by George Allen & Unwin Ltd. The quotation from the
Bhagavad Gita found on page xx of the Introduction is reprinted
from Sir Edwin Arnold’s The Song Celestial published by Routledge
& Kegan Paul Ltd. For permission to reprint these translations
grateful thanks are due to the above publishers. The complete contents of God Speaks have been carefully corrected and approved
by Meher Baba.
The function of the present editors has been one primarily of
handling certain mechanical details necessary in rendering any work
into final form for publication. They would hardly have undertaken
even this minor function in relation to so fundamental a document
had they not been specifically requested to do so by the author.
ix

x
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Their own relationship to Sufism Reoriented should not be misconstrued by those few persons who are aware of the connection.
Meher Baba’s pronouncements have always been without sectarian purpose or bias. He has often made direct statements to the effect
that he appreciates all “isms” (Sufism, Vedantism, Christianity, Zoroastrianism, Buddhism, etc.), religious and political parties for the
many good things that they seek to achieve, but does not and cannot
belong to any of them. He regards Absolute Truth as including
and transcending them all, and his function as being detached
from all these divine paths, awakening the followers of these divine paths to their real meaning and true spirit. “The unity of all
life is integral and indivisible. It remains unassailable and inviolable in spite of all ideological differences.”
The reader will soon become aware of the fact that numerous
passages of God Speaks are distinctly repetitive. If this work were
intended to clarify or restate some reasonably well-known theorem
of current culture it would perhaps be desirable to arrange the
work in simple logical sequence and allow the thesis to unfold in
brief finality. However, God Speaks not only picks up the fragments
of many previous concepts of spiritual truth and arranges them in
orderly and mutually compatible fashion, but it takes the entire
subject several steps further than it has historically existed and
establishes several new and detailed thought patterns.
To do this effectively it seems necessary to look at the subject
matter again and again from a number of angles and with increasing conceptual proliferation. Illustrations and anecdotes are often
repeated in these various circumstances in order that each portion
may be self-contained, thus obviating the necessity of the reader’s
referring back to earlier passages for details which might be omitted in a later context.
The net result is not unlike the effect achieved musically in the
constantly elaborating theme of a Ravel’s “Bolero” or a Bach Fugue
from the “Well-Tempered Clavichord.”
Although it would seem at first a minor item, one of the most
troublesome issues in undertaking the editing of this work has been
the establishing of a consistent policy for capitalization of words. The
normal procedure of reserving such usage for proper names, the
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Deity and His immediate attributes is brought to a sorry dilemma
in a work which has as its major thesis the divinity of all creation. To
establish such a connotation in strict literality would result in a flood
of capital letters which not only would not aid in emphasizing such
a thesis but would obstruct the progress of the reader.
This matter is made even more puzzling by the subtle fashion
in which Meher Baba gradually draws the consciousness of the
reader from the concept of God in His unmanifest states to those
stages of development in which the individualized soul is apparently furthest from realizing his essential eternal oneness with God.
A strictly rational policy on capitalizations during such a progression of development, ending in a final return to full union with the
Father, is apparently unobtainable, and therefore the editors have
adopted the more feasible usage of capitalizing the Deity and His
immediate attributes, and thereafter have used capitals primarily for the sake of emphasis and helping the reader to distinguish
readily between conditions associated with the higher as contrasted
with the more gross planes (i.e., Energy of the subtle planes compared to nuclear energy).
Similar problems were encountered in as mechanical a process
as punctuation. In the complex issues which Meher Baba sorts out
for meticulous elucidation, strict adherence to classic rules of punctuation would result in an almost unendurable jumble of commas,
colons, dashes and semicolons. Here again the editors have adopted
an arbitrary policy of deliberately avoiding meticulous usage of
punctuation within a sentence as long as the thought flowed readily.
In many instances Meher Baba has coined terms to express a specific concept. It has seemed preferable to insure exact understanding
of his intent rather than to render the work more conventional by
substitution of well-seasoned terminology which almost expresses
the content of the coined phrase. Inverted and complex sentence
structure has also been left in numberless instances where possible
ambiguity or a breaking of the flow of thought seemed to result
from reinversion of structure or shortening of sentences.
In brief, the function of editor is to render a work into conventional usage and for ready assimilation. Wherever the present
editors have found this inconsistent with the major purpose of the
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work, conventional usage and simplicity of style have been happily
sacrificed for specificity of intent.
It would not do to leave the mechanical phase without cautioning the reader that most writers differentiate between the terms
“knowledge” and “wisdom,” assigning a more valued or spiritual
function to the latter. Meher Baba makes no such differentiation
and uses “knowledge” rather in the sense of “true knowledge.”
After intense concentration on this volume some readers may
wish to broaden their knowledge of Meher Baba’s viewpoint on the
subject of the finite and the infinite. Additional valuable material
is contained in his Discourses in five volumes, published by Meher
Publications, Ahmednagar, India,* as well as in Meher Baba’s foreword to Dr. William Donkin’s The Wayfarers,† and also Chapter I
of that work.
Washington, D.C.
January 23, 1955

* Republished in one volume by Sheriar Press, 1987.
† Reprinted by Sheriar Press, 1988.

IVY O. DUCE
DON E. STEVENS
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GOD HAS never spoken in my presence, but I am sure that I have
seen Him act in human form. That is the only manner in which I
can explain the incredible sensitivity of action and reaction which
characterized Meher Baba during those brief periods on a Saturday
afternoon in New York when I first saw him in action.
He was telling a story of a seeker after Truth who was called
upon to bear acts of arbitrariness and harshness of an extreme degree before his teacher would accept him. As Meher Baba’s fingers
flew over the alphabet board which he uses for communication,
and as his hands raised occasionally in brief gesticulation, I found
myself rapt even more in the teller and manner of telling than in
the story.
Sitting off to the side and outside his line of vision I raised my
hand almost involuntarily with thumb to forefinger to inscribe the
age-old circle of perfection. Even as I started to do so I was warmed
to see Meher Baba turn his gaze full upon me and lift his own hand
in the identical gesture. Human beings are not too often aware of
the feelings of their fellows, let alone minutely responsive to them,
and it surprised me to be in the presence of someone who possessed
such sensitivity of feeling.
I forgot the episode until he was en route to the elevator late in
the day, and as I stood among a knot of people at the side of his passageway I again raised my hand in a similar gesture, now deliberately
wondering if he would catch it in the even less probable position
in which I was placed. Again as I started the gesture he turned until
he looked me full in the face and repeated his response. This time
I was even more surprised than delighted at what now began to assume the proportions of an unexplainable phenomenon. As he
progressed on out into the hall and finally proceeded through the
door of the elevator I raised my hand quickly a third time to make
xiii
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the gesture of the circle of perfection. This time he turned his entire
body and with deliberation repeated his acknowledgment.
I do not feel that this is a trivial incident to introduce as important a topic as the basic purpose and mechanics of Creation, and
the author of that treatise. Meher Baba is memorable and eminently
satisfying not because of his undoubted genius in the realm of philosophy and universal mechanics, but because he has the capacity to warm the cockles of one’s heart as perhaps no other living
being is able to do.
In the long run each one of us is searching for a deep inner
sense of satisfaction and peace, a feeling of being contained in
some presence which is trustworthy and loving, for a spontaneous
understanding and response to our innermost needs. Above all we
need to be ourselves and to be accepted completely for ourselves.
The deep response which Meher Baba elicits from so many people
is due to that undreamed-of sensitivity to one’s most profound self.
There are many things of a much more astounding nature which
I might recount from the vast lore which has accumulated around
this figure in the four decades since he achieved his present spiritual stature. But all of them would obscure the one central issue, his
complete ability not only to understand but, in some manner, to
be one’s own self. Don’t ask me to describe such a phenomenon nor
to explain it. It must be experienced to be believed.
Even so, one would expect such a feeling of well-being to fade
gradually after its source had been removed. Even the most ecstatic
experience normally fades and becomes a memory, as does a nightmare as well. However, therein lies another of the unexplainable mysteries of contact with such a being. As I sat in the plane en route home
after a jammed eventful weekend I started to re-sort back into my
usual context of reality. Turning over one or two of my pet worries
in my mind I realized suddenly that they no longer worried me.
Not being easily panicked into rash conclusions, I sampled several more troubles and was completely puzzled to find that in some
instances I could see answers where I had seen none before, and in
others I could recapture no sense of agitation. Frankly, I thoroughly
expected to renew my usual troubled relation with these difficult
subjects as soon as I settled down at home again, but as the days
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and weeks and months and finally years rolled by I began to realize that even a short weekend in the company of such a man had
performed a major surgery on my emotional anatomy and had removed my ability to worry.
I describe these incidents in no sense of pride nor of beating
a tom-tom. They are two events which occurred in my own life and
I would be remiss to omit them from the small frame which I have
been entrusted to construct around the masterly painting created
in the following pages. I am sure that I have not knowingly heard
God speak, but I am sure that in my lifetime I have seen Him act.
In the choice of a title for his book God Speaks Meher Baba has
succinctly stated both the major thesis which he is to elaborate,
as well as his right to speak authoritatively on subjects which may
be treated by only the most advanced of our era. Before discussing
the right of the author to imply such a sublime source for his work,
it might be well to complete the complexity of the issue by stating quite simply that the greatest proportion of Meher Baba’s disciples and followers from all over the world regard him as the
Avatar of the Age. Put in western terminology, they consider him
as the Christ of our times, the successor to the tradition of Muhammad, Jesus, Buddha, Krishna, Rama, Zoroaster, and so on back into
the dusky past, and as the identical nature which reincarnated in
those specific and successive personalities.
If Meher Baba occupies such a crowning position in the spiritual structure of our civilization, then there would be no question
of his right to speak positively and with authority on the deepest
mechanics of Creation. But the simpler issue of his Divine Source
then becomes the much greater one of the legitimacy of his function
in the key role of a religious hierarchy which in turn is doubted
or frankly disbelieved by many people.
In two paragraphs we have stated a tremendous and a challenging problem. But it is one which must be worked out in actuality by
means other than the written words of an Introduction. In the
long run there are only two reliable answers to the fundamental
question of whether a given man is the Messiah. The personal answer can be personal contact. At this writing this is still physically
possible, and many have already availed themselves of this direct
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attack on the issue. Many have concluded their question in the affirmative, a surprisingly small proportion have reached a definite
negative, and another portion have confessed a deep bemusement
in which pleasure and delight are two major ingredients, but still
with an apparent inability to reach an ultimate conclusion on the
ultimate question.
The broad and long-term answer must be the net assessment
which society makes over the generations to come of the forces set
in motion. If the words spoken and the concepts advanced seem to
grow in vitality and reality, then the man is automatically recognized by hindsight to have been the great sculptor of the divine
shape for his age.
But no amount of advance argument nor demonstration can
convince society. It is as if the concepts carry their own vitality and
become the property and the watchword of the race regardless of
the efforts to conjoin or defeat their purpose.
For many, however, there will be no opportunity for personal
contact nor for acceptance or rejection in the flesh. And as these
events are occurring in our age, none of us can rely on the consensus of evaluation that society will have made over the generations
that are to come. For these, then, who are in such a position, it is required to peruse, and to think and to mull with an open mind, for
here may well be a great storehouse of the Truth and Reality for
which each of us searches throughout a lifetime. It is not necessary
to make a crisis of acceptance or rejection, but to allow the concepts
described to simmer in one’s own mental stew-pot. Gradually one’s
own deep sense of the sufficient, as well as the sheer factuality of life
itself, will corroborate or refute the outlines described.
During the five years which elapsed between the time I first became aware of the fact that there was someone in existence named
Meher Baba, and my meeting him for the first time in New York,
I had ample opportunity to question and rebel and come back
to the neutral point of “I just don’t know” on any number of the
controversial issues of Meher Baba’s life. He is not an easy man
either to accept or to reject.
That one weekend with its several opportunities to see him in
action was sufficient to convince me that he was hands-down the
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best story teller with gentle humor (even via the handicap of an alphabet board) I had ever encountered, the best business mind I had
known in a life spent working in big business, the best philosopher
I had met, and the most sensitively human and loving individual
I had ever enjoyed.
These are certainly a sufficiently formidable collection of qualities, but you immediately object that the addition of finite quantities can never produce infinity. Had I decided that he was really
the Avatar of the Age?
Frankly I haven’t the foggiest notion, and to me the question is
irrelevant. I’m sure I would have no means of judging the qualifications and achievements of Avatarhood, and further I had found
Meher Baba surpassing all of my previous standards of excellence
in areas in which I felt competent to judge. Once the rocket has left
my terrestrial sphere I have no concrete means of identifying its position in stellar space. But this I can say, my own intuition tells me
that I shall never again meet an individual with those profound capabilities and that uncanny ability to satisfy me internally which
I found in Meher Baba.
I cannot help but think back to a statement which one of my
research fellows made some years ago after hearing a brilliant discussion of the real Christ given by a director of the Mormon church.
“I have an idea,” he said, “that if Christ were on earth today, almost
none of us would recognize or accept Him.”
Those words have peculiar meaning to me now because they
have a content much deeper than the apparent cynicism shown on
their surface. Almost none of us would recognize Him not only because of our ingrained prejudices, but because almost none of us has
developed the inner standards of measurement capable of estimating the true size of such a being. His capacity and stature soar off
into realms where we are incapable of following and so we admit
our frustration in sizing, even if we have not already succumbed to
the virtually insuperable temptation to reject.
One of our most frequent crutches in estimating the probable
spiritual calibre of a man is to look for miracles accredited to him.
“What miracles has Meher Baba done to corroborate his stature?” you
ask. There are many stories of such, and I have personally witnessed
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events which startled my staid notions of the normalcy of events.
However, to start evaluating miracles would fall far short of the actuality and would becloud the reality with trivia. The importance
of the advent of a spiritually advanced soul lies not in what he apparently does outside of natural law, but what he is and does within
it. Such an individual does not come as some sort of glorified showman, to astound by performing feats of incredibility. This would
only leave humanity gaping for a short while in amazement, rather
than affecting the basic pattern of their lives and giving them a
gauge by which they might measure their own accomplishments,
as well as reaffirming the ability of any human to achieve such a
way of life.
These key figures in the history of the spiritual life take on a superhuman job of providing a living example of perfection, demonstrated amid all the restrictions and limitations with which we
more usual human beings are faced. To provide such an example
by drawing on forces outside our scope, or unhampered by many
of the restrictions with which we wrestle, would clearly not be just
and we would have every right to dissociate ourselves from such an
unrealistic scheme.
When the example is provided, however, in a rugged world of
harsh realities, subject to all the conditions of those realities, and
still turns out incredibly fine, then there is indeed reason to take
hope and strive for the same thing. This is one of the functions of
such individuals. One of the best established principles of effective
teaching is to provide a practical demonstration of the subject matter either through a bench experiment or by field experience. The
fact that God Himself should use the identical technique in the
demonstration of His realities should astound no one.
These are tremendous things which we encounter and we must
not be hasty in our assessment of them.
One might ask at this point the circumstances under which a
God-Man manifests. This seems to follow a basic natural law of
need similar to the economic law of supply and demand. When the
thread of recognition of spiritual truth begins to fray, this aspect of
God responds to the need and the great Awakener is born who will
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reawaken mankind. As a consequence the advent of great spiritual
teachers has always been associated with crisis in world affairs and
has been followed by a resurgence of human development in some
field which previously had lain almost fallow.
It is good to know that when the Avatar comes he comes to
show us the reality of our own selves, through laws and techniques
which are inherent in nature. It is good to know that these things
are hearty, spontaneous and at least three-dimensional, rather than
removed, other-worldly, pale and two-dimensional. It is good to
know that when a legitimate spiritual teacher assigns a task or a
discipline, it is effective because it is based on profound insight into
the mechanics by which nature produces change and the needs of
the individual nature. Spirituality then becomes a challenging matter of robust day-to-day living rather than a restrictive discipline
acquired on Sundays and progressively lost through the week.
It would not be fair to touch on various of the highlights of the
history of Meher Baba without discussing several controversial aspects of his nature. For instance, he often changes his plans in midstream, or says he intends to do something at a certain time and
then delays or seemingly never does it. Isn’t this irresponsible and
shortsighted, coming from so great a personage?
Meher Baba’s process of sudden reversal is indeed rugged, but it
does produce valuable results. Those who have lived long with Baba
are almost universally notable for their resiliency and adaptability,
but in addition to this there are undoubtedly more basic reasons
which have to do with the sheer indeterminacy of the average
human being’s free will as well as the functioning of a Perfect Master on levels of existence other than our own.
I cannot help but speculate that there is a direct carry-over from
the lessons learned in the world of material affairs into the realm of
spiritual development. Isn’t it true that the individual who has
never ossified into a set physical routine, but is rather alert and
adaptable, will have a similar adaptability to the multitudinous
changes to be made in inner development?
The fact that Meher Baba fasts quite frequently is incomprehensible to many people unacquainted with his way of working.
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Baba has always fasted intermittently for short and long periods,
and this phase appears consistently and importantly in his work.
This has sometimes been misconstrued as a good and holy act for
himself, or for penance or spiritual benefit. But it is not for himself,
but rather for his work on earth. As Krishna said to Arjuna in the
Bhagavad Gita:
Thou Son of Pritha! in the three wide worlds
I am not bound to any toil, no height
Awaits to scale, no gift remains to gain,
Yet I act here!
Canto 3–22
Meher Baba’s silence of almost three decades and substitution of an
alphabet board as a means of communication are equally puzzling.
Many people may regard it as unproductive to use an alphabet
board, and some even label it a subterfuge.
There have been a number of discussions by Meher Baba and
others on the reasons for this prolonged silence. I do not wish to
go into the various potential explanations here, but rather to call
attention to the most astounding fact of all. Despite such a severe
handicap, the equivalent of having one hand tied behind one’s
back, Meher Baba has planned minutely and personally the most
complex undertakings, taught hundreds and blessed thousands, directed undertakings and given words of cheer to persons at far distant points, and “dictated” in a relatively brief period of time as
monumental an enterprise as this book.
Meher Baba’s methods are often productive of exasperation.
There are many things which he does which defy understanding,
and he blithely goes on about his business without bothering to
proffer an explanation. For myself I admire greatly someone who
does not sit down at every other step to justify himself, but there
are apparently quite sound reasons for such behaviour in that there
just is not time for constant explanation, nor is there probably in
us the comprehension to encompass an explanation of the more
abstruse phases if given.
On February 25, 1894, Meher Baba was born of Persian parents
in Poona, India, and was given by them the name Merwan Sheriar,
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the family name being Irani. In 1914 he became God-realized*
through a kiss on the forehead bestowed by the great Sufi Master,
Hazrat Babajan. In 1915 he met his second master, Upasni Maharaj.
In 1921 he became a Perfect Master. In 1925 he commenced his silence, using as a means of communication a small rectangular board
on which are painted the letters of the alphabet. Baba forms words
quickly by pointing successively to the letters on this board. By this
time he had collected a small group of disciples who called him
“Meher Baba.” In 1931 he went to the western world and made his
first contacts with the West. In 1932 he was feted by many of those
whom you and I would perhaps consider Hollywood’s greatest. At
fifty-eight he broke a leg and an arm in a severe automobile accident
in Oklahoma. Now, at the age of sixty-one, Meher Baba is dynamic,
active, acutely aware of all that goes on about him.
I have not tried to give in any detail the events of Baba’s earlier
life because they have been ably described in C. B. Purdom’s The
Perfect Master,† followed more recently by Jean Adriel’s Avatar.‡ The
biographical outline given here is intended as nothing more than
a point of orientation so that we may go on to discuss several of
the key issues associated with Baba’s life which are inherently complex and perhaps impossible of interpretation in the long run.
There has been much speculation concerning the reason for
many of Baba’s actions and journeys, but the greater proportion
continue to be shrouded in some degree of mystery. In such a situation the usual procedure is to declare the individual irrational and
to write off his actions as delusion. This is not done with Baba for
the simple reason that a goodly number of his efforts and suggestions are seen to be based on an insight into the shape of things utterly beyond the average human ken. Often such an outcome
results within hours. Sometimes the verdict of events is not given
for weeks or months or even years.
* The Avatar is in reality one with God, but comes into the physical world with a
veil which must be removed by a Perfect Master when the time is ripe. Hazrat
Babajan performed this function for Baba.
† C. B. Purdom, The Perfect Master (Myrtle Beach, SC: Sheriar Press, 1976).
‡ Jean Adriel, Avatar (Berkeley, CA: John F. Kennedy University Press, 1971).
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However, this uncanny insight causes those who have invested
more than a few moments of casual criticism, to hold their peace
and be prepared to find the desirable long-term answer back of any
of Baba’s actions regardless of how imponderable they may appear
at the time.
There is further reason to regard Baba’s deeds and suggestions
with credence. One would be hard put to find one single situation
in which his influence has resulted in harm to the individual concerned. He will often push a person to the point of exhaustion or
even desperation in order to increase the capacity of that individual.
But there is a fine line of the possible which he never transgresses.
One of the periods in Baba’s life which has both drama and
pathos in it* is that covering the establishment of his school for boys
of all sects and castes. Established in the summer of 1927, it contained at one point a total of 102 boys, of whom 49 were Hindus,
20 Moslems, 32 Zoroastrians and 1 Christian.
One of Baba’s favorites among the students, Ali, was removed
from the school by his father when he became alarmed by reports
that many of the boys in the school had periodic fits of uncontrolled weeping. These were apparently related in some fashion to
the daily meditations which the boys carried out.
Three times Ali’s father removed the boy from the school and
carried him off to his home in Bombay. Three times the boy escaped
from the most careful surveillance and made his way back, mostly
on foot, to the school, so deep was his loyalty to Baba. Shortly after
the occasion of Ali’s fourth withdrawal, the school boys were all sent
home temporarily by Meher Baba and early in 1929 the school was
permanently closed. Soon after this Baba’s period of extended world
tours began and in seven short years he made seven trips to the
West and two around the world.
Attendant on these was some favorable publicity and much
that was critical or even scurrilous. Baba has never attempted to
develop a favorable “press.” He persistently maintains that those
who attack him do his work equally with those who praise him.
* Beautifully described by Ramjoo Abdulla in “Sobs and Throbs,” included in Ramjoo’s
Diaries, 1922–1929, ed. Ira G. Deitrick (Walnut Creek, CA: Sufism Reoriented, 1979).
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His consistency in his attitude of refusing to defend himself or to
correct errors in quoting his “remarks” or even simple misunderstandings is a phenomenon in this day when the world has become
convinced of the need for vindication of oneself in the eyes of society. Such absolute indifference might well be attributed to failure
to realize practicality, but one ends up with the sense that Baba acts
according to deep internal knowledge and is satisfied that the results will occur regardless of interpretation. Great receptions were
held for him in Europe and in America, and the publicity which
rocketed back and forth on his introduction to Hollywood created
a flood of statements which will never be completely integrated.
These trips to the West produced their own treasury of incidents rich in human emotion. One that has always interested me
deeply has been the account of Baba’s meeting with a Russian lady
who was profoundly disturbed because of her inability to form any
sense of warm relatedness to her daughter, who at that time was in
her twenties. Baba stroked her hand and told her that he would
help her, and several days later when she awakened in the morning
she was suffused by a deep and warm sense of love for the daughter such as she had never known. She asked forgiveness at once
of her daughter for her treatment of her in the past and forthwith
there was established a profound and trusting relationship.
Another instance which savours of the magic lamp of human
emotions was Baba’s meeting in Italy with a disturbed and brilliant
university professor who unpacked his own knowledge of esoteric
philosophy before Baba. After arriving at complete frustration in
his efforts to piece together the components of his life’s wisdom
in spite of Baba’s patience in listening, he finally threw up his hands
in despair and asked Baba just to sit quietly with him in meditation.
Baba smiled and laid his hand over that of the professor, and
those present in the room comment on the rapt sense of peace
which suffused the room and gradually erased the appearance of
desperation from the face of the man. After a few moments of silence he suddenly exclaimed, “I know now that Truth is Love.”
There are miraculous tales of Baba’s stay in the cave in which St.
Francis of Assisi had once meditated, of a meeting of the hierarchy
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atop a mountain in the Swiss Alps and of the violent storm which
raged as Baba stood untouched in a shaft of light which pierced the
disgorging clouds, while those who attended him were drenched as
they stood waiting for him a few feet down the slope.
There followed some years spent in dealing with the mad and
then the spiritually intoxicated. A so-called “mad ashram” was established at Rahuri in 1936 to which Baba and his disciples brought
a number of truly mad individuals. Later Baba’s work was increasingly with the “spiritually intoxicated,” those who had lost their
normal conscious contact with their surroundings as a result of the
intoxication of their divine love.
The difference between conventional madness and loss of normal consciousness as a result of spiritual ecstasy is recognized in India,
and as a tradition the people care for these latter “masts” as they are
termed. Baba’s work in this field is reminiscent of the function performed for him over the course of seven years by Upasni Maharaj,
the Perfect Master who gradually brought him back to full consciousness of his surroundings after the kiss on his forehead by the
Sufi Master Babajan had torn away the veil. Both of these Perfect
Masters selected Meher Baba as their spiritual chargeman (spiritual
heir), a unique function uniting the highest flowering of both Hindu
and Islamic traditions.
Meher Baba’s work with the masts in his ashram at Rahuri
branched out increasingly and over the course of the ensuing years
he made more and more trips into the heart and to the far corners
of India, contacting even if for a brief instant all the available masts
and saints. The story of these journeys is replete with instances of
severe hardship and the expenditure of great effort on the part of
all who participated.*
Once again one can only speculate on the inference of such
contacts. If I were to hazard a guess I would suppose that a dual
function had been fulfilled. Such spiritually advanced souls certainly control or have available some type of basic psychic or cosmic
energy, term it what one may. As a whole, they act something like
the worker bee, and India functions somewhat as the honey-comb.
* For details see William Donkin, The Wayfarers (Myrtle Beach, SC: Sheriar Press,
1988).
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Baba, as the royal patriarch of the hive, was setting up his liaison to draw upon this vast store of energy, and in return no doubt
gave each individual mast or saint a further push in his spiritual ongoing. This contacting of the masts reached a climax in the period
of 1946–1948, and was followed by two years of what Baba has
called his “New Life” phase starting on October 16, 1949. This is
doubtless the most imponderable of all the imponderables with
which the student has to deal. Preceding the New Life Baba broke
up all the ashrams maintained for the masts and for the more or less
permanent close disciples, as well as for the constant flow of people
whose stays range all the way from a brief interview to a period of
weeks, months or years.
Provision was made for the care of those who were dependent,
and then Baba asked for volunteers to follow him on a series of
journeys, often on foot and involving the most severe hardships.
Rigid rules of discipline and renunciation were set up before the
disciples were asked for volunteers to follow Baba into this new
phase of his New Life, which was one of exile, helplessness and renunciation. Twenty were finally selected and set out with Baba.
The travels and spiritual disciplines of those two years were
among the most difficult which Baba’s disciples have ever undergone. Those who participated in the journeys were tired, thin and
drawn as they emerged in late 1951. The detailing of the events and
their significance must await a more extensive work, but the onlooker cannot help but conclude that in this obscure phase there
was established a major blueprint for the future individual and
social development of the race. On October 16, 1950 Baba had stated
at Mahabaleshwar, “My old life places me on the altar of Godhood
and divine perfection. My New Life makes me take the stand of
an humble servant of God and His people. In my New Life I am the
seeker, the lover and the friend. Both these aspects—perfect divinity and perfect humility—have been God’s will and both are
everlastingly linked with God’s eternal life.”
On February 13, 1951 Baba had gone into seclusion at Mahabaleshwar for about 100 days, at the end of which he stated that on
October 16 it would be necessary for him to enter another phase of
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his work. This latter came to be known as the “manonash” (annihilation of the mind) period. This work lasted four months, ending February 16, 1952.
Baba then announced that he and a few disciples would leave
shortly for the United States and that he would lead from March 21
to July 10, 1952, a “complicated-free” life in which weakness would
predominate over strength, from July 10 to November 15 a “fullfree” life in which strength would predominate over weakness, and
from November 15 on a “fiery-free” life in which both strength and
weakness would be consumed in the fire of divinity.
On April 20, 1952 Baba arrived in New York with six men and
six women disciples of both eastern and western origins. They went
directly to Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, where a property had been
dedicated to Baba, and after a period of several weeks, Baba received
many old and new followers, particularly on May 17 when a vast
crowd congregated from all over the United States to see him.
The group then set out by car for California and another projected
series of interviews. While crossing Oklahoma the car carrying Baba
was struck and four of the five occupants seriously injured in one
of the heartbreaking incidents so common to our highways.
In the nearby little town of Prague, Oklahoma, there existed by
great good fortune a small private hospital operated by Dr. Burleson.
The efforts of this man and his tiny staff, confronted with a mass
of bloody flesh and stained clothing in which were entangled a
silent master and his injured companions, is certainly an epic in the
constant drama of the medical world in its ceaseless battle to alleviate misery and prolong life. As the tangle of misery was gradually sorted out it became clear that no one was in immediate danger,
but the number of broken bones and the areas of skinless and
abraded flesh were formidable. For days the dull and dreary routine
of setting, cleaning, bandaging and pumping in of new life went on.
Baba’s broken left leg and arm and severe contusions of the face were
not the most severe of the injuries, but among the most painful.
After two weeks the party returned by ambulance to South Carolina
and a period of recuperation.
How could a great spiritual leader allow such an accident to
happen to himself and his followers? Surely he could foresee and
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prevent it? I wonder how many times these questions have been
asked. Actually Baba had predicted as long ago as 1928 such an accident to himself and the necessity for it. He had even mentioned
on occasion that it would be necessary to “spill” his blood in America. But such a declaration on my part of “he knew it all the time”
falls wide of the central issue. The great spiritual leaders of the ages
have never avoided the mishaps of a reckless and unheeding civilization. In fact they have embraced their portion of human catastrophe and have lived it through without recourse to the arbitrary
usage of the cosmic power at their finger tips. The supreme function of the spiritually great is not what they do outside the law of
our physical world, but what they do within it.
In 1937* Baba had explained this function of the Perfect Masters. “A Perfect Master, who has to take upon himself the burdens
of the world, to absorb them, must necessarily have physical reactions, and consequently must suffer physically, like ordinary
human beings.
“By submitting themselves to the law of action and reaction,
the Perfect Masters establish that law, and are selflessly and willingly subject to it. But in spite of subjecting themselves to this law,
they stand above the law, and could rid themselves from physical
reactions. What then would be the meaning and purpose of ‘action
and reaction’?
“Perfect Masters absorb the dual effect of the ‘universal illusion’
by taking humanity out of the illusion, through liberating mankind
from the bonds of action and reaction.
“The Perfect Master absorbs duality in his true existence, in
order to sublimate it.”
After additional days of interviews with people in New York
Baba set out by air for a visit with followers old and new in Europe,
returning to India in late August, 1952. Almost at once he set out
on further journeys in that country to contact a few more masts,
but now his activities focalized more on giving spiritual blessing to
* [At that time Baba had as yet made no public statement regarding his Avatarhood
and he was generally regarded as a Perfect Master (Sadguru). However, in Supplement 30 Baba explains the difference between the roles of Avatar and Perfect
Master. Ed.]
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the great masses who thronged to the locations announced for his
public appearances. These mass darshans culminated in September,
1954 when he called on his male followers throughout the world
to congregate at his ashram in Ahmednagar for a “last” spiritual
conclave. About a thousand collected from the various corners of
India and the far reaches of Asia, Europe and America. Those who
arrived early witnessed on September 12 the congregation of sixty
thousand souls from the countryside surrounding Ahmednagar to
receive Baba’s blessing in the form of prasad.
Following this colorful and moving occasion each afternoon
Baba personally instructed the travellers. On September 29 Baba
addressed the thousand who had collected at his call, blessed them
and sent them on their way. On October 7 he abandoned the use of
even his alphabet board, depending now only on gestures for communication. (It is interesting to note that the gestures Baba uses for
communication are not the alphabetical A B C D—the formation of
fingers a silent person is apt to make use of, nor a sign language
as used by the deaf and dumb, but free and easy and somewhat
exaggerated gestures uniquely his own that describe most vividly
what he wishes to convey.)
Once again Baba announced that the breaking of his silence, his
manifestation and his death were all near. Baba has said that when
he breaks his silence he will speak only one word, the Word of
words, which will penetrate the hearts of men.
Thus, in collaboration with Murshida Duce, I have tried to
bring up to date once again the eventful life of Avatar Meher Baba.
It is left to history to sort out and weigh in the perspective of accumulating events the significance of his life and actions. We who
participate in the immediacy of the now can only offer the measure
of our love and human allegiance and declare our gratitude for the
great thing that has come into our lives.
DON E. STEVENS
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IN THE eighteen years that have passed since publication of the first
edition of God Speaks, the flood tide of Meher Baba’s presence has
spread around the world and his name has become a symbol of
hope and faith to millions. At the end of January four years ago
he himself dropped the body, which now lies interred in the tomb
prepared many years ago under his own careful instructions at
Meherabad, near Ahmednagar, India.
In this period it has been possible to witness the impact of the
universality of Meher Baba’s approach to the problems of the world,
and the uniformity of response of the peoples of all faiths and sects
to his love. From the earliest days, Meher Baba had pointed out that
he belonged to no particular religious group; rather that it was his
objective to breathe vitality into the words of truth handed down
in all the great world faiths. In repeated, clear, concise statements
he has underlined his independence of action and universality
of approach:
“I have no connection with politics. All religions are equal to
me. And all castes and creeds are dear to me. But though I appreciate all ‘isms,’ religions and political parties for the many good
things that they seek to achieve, I do not and cannot belong to any
of these ‘isms,’ religions or political parties, for the absolute Truth,
while equally including them, transcends all of them and leaves no
room for separative divisions which are all equally false. The unity
of all life is integral and indivisible. It remains unassailable and
inviolable in spite of all conceivable ideological differences.
“I am equally approachable to one and all, big and small,
To saints who rise and sinners who fall,
Through all the various Paths that give the Divine Call.
I am approachable alike to saint whom I adore
And to sinner whom I am for,
xxix
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And equally through Sufism, Vedantism, Christianity,
Or Zoroastrianism and Buddhism, and other ‘isms’ of any kind
And also directly through no medium of ‘isms’ at all . . .”*

The thorny subject of Meher Baba’s Avatarhood (Christ, Messiah status) has also clarified greatly in these intervening years.
When the first edition of God Speaks was placed before the public in 1955, the fact of Baba’s Avataric function had been described
to those other than his closest disciples for only a few years. Before
that time most people had regarded him as a great saint or a Perfect
Master, without guessing the further significance of his mission.
In 1954, however, Baba stated clearly and for the first time publicly that he was the Avatar of the Age. Already having recognized
him as a Perfect Master, the devotee had no problem making allowance for this extension of universal responsibility.
To the outsider, intrigued by the calibre of Meher Baba but lacking the opportunity to become absorbed into his being through
personal surrender, it was still early to try to judge the external
activities and results of the Avataric role. Surprisingly, very few
people took strong public difference with the statement that Baba
was the Avatar of the Age. Many, through reading God Speaks itself,
were convinced that such a work could come only from one who
had attained to the highest spiritual status and therefore it would
be better to wait and observe before making any judgment.
Oddly enough, of those who had not encountered Baba in the
flesh, it was not the traditionally spiritually inclined who first began to accept him as the Ancient One. It was the young, the rebels,
the experimentalists, questing for the clues to meaning in a life of
confusion and frustration, who suddenly began to recognize the
image and the words of this silent Master. Their instincts, sharpened by need and stretched by repeated failures of approach, suddenly found the answer in a photo of Baba, a book of his discourses,
a pithy statement about life printed on a small card.
As Baba had so often stated in the decades preceding, the advent of the Avatar and the acceptance of his word is precipitated by
the needs of Creation. When the need is great, the Avatar comes.
* From messages given out during the “Fiery Free Life,” 1952.
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And his word is accepted because it is the only thing which can satisfy. Mankind’s search for worthy and dependable goals has been
growing for generations. In our day it has become so insistent that
it has lashed out in wave after wave of social turbulence.
Into this social ferment steps Meher Baba with a clear statement
of the purpose of Creation and an all-embracing love so powerful
that the raw abrasions of need are soothed so abruptly as to lead to
silence and tears of relief. Repeatedly Baba describes Creation as
the vehicle by which God’s impulse to know His own divinity consciously is brought to fruition. In careful statements in God Speaks
he describes the manner in which the mechanism for the generation of consciousness is developed. The reality of infinite unity and
the consciousness evolved through resolving the infinite challenges
posed within the duality of Creation is traced in the most minute
detail. The physical form that acts as the medium for experiencing
the opposites of Creation is shown to be an increasingly complex
by-product of this will of God to know Himself consciously. The
very force of evolution of form becomes, not a random selection
of the fittest, but a result of the necessity of the residues of experience
to express themselves through increasingly more complex instruments. The evolution and perfecting of consciousness is itself
described as the entire purpose of Creation:
And, in regard to the evolutionary process, it is well to remember always that the beginning is a beginning in consciousness, the evolution is an evolution in consciousness,
the end, if there be an end, is an end in consciousness . . .*
These, as well as the host of balanced, practical insights into daily
life given out by Meher Baba over the decades, have been what the
young have cried out for. They recognize Baba empirically for what
he is: the answer to the dilemma of modern life. This is exactly
what Baba had stated that the Avatar must be. Thus the hand and
the glove fit exactly. In looking at the match, one can have no doubt
that Baba is precisely what he has said he is, the Avatar of the Age.
But what about Meher Baba’s more personal life during this
period? Despite his long-predicted serious automobile accident
* The Awakener, vol. VIII, no. 4, 1962.
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near Prague, Oklahoma, in 1952, and a later, even graver one near
Satara in India in December, 1956 , in which his hip joint was
smashed and Dr. Nilu killed outright, nevertheless the fifteen
years encompassed much intensive inner and outer work. With
reference to these two accidents, one must keep in mind that it is
a world of systematic balances in which we live, with none of the
magic of the fairy wand. The Avatar himself trues the balance by
the very process of the suffering which he willingly undergoes.
On these two occasions he has spilled his blood on two continents
for the sake of what he has known must be done.
In 1956 he made a trip to Europe and America and on around
the world, visiting Australia for the first time. This twelfth visit to
the West is amply chronicled in The Awakener (vol. IV, no. 1 and
vol. V, no. 2) and other works.
His thirteenth trip to the West in 1958, including this time only
Australia and America, produced an intense atmosphere of the reciprocal play of love between lovers and beloved (The Awakener,
vol. V, nos. 3 and 4). On this occasion it was clear that Baba was to
be for those who knew the song of their own hearts. The public was
not discouraged from seeking the presence of this intriguing being,
but no publicity was given to the visit. It was a true living in the
presence of the Beloved. In retrospect, one understands that Baba
knew that for many this would be the last personal contact. In fact
he stated as much, but we did not hear him.
In 1962 Meher Baba again performed the magic of drawing the
close ones to him, but in a significantly new pattern this time. In
the past there had been only the most limited mixing of his followers from the East and the West. In 1962, however, the mixing
was deliberate and on a grand scale.
Hundreds poured into Poona, India, the site of the meeting,
from Europe, America and Australia. Other thousands came from
Iran, Pakistan and India. The 1962 “East-West Gathering” at the
beautiful residence of Guruprasad in Poona was an epic of the
joining of streams of love from widely different natural springs
of culture. For five days Meher Baba sat with this closed invitational group of some thousands and mixed together the elements
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of disparity within the solvent that produces the only true unity:
supreme love.
One wonders how this incredible being was able to draw from
a body seriously hampered by long, hard use and crippling accidents, the physical resource to greet and bless the multitude for
long hours each day and well into the night. On the sixth day he
went even further. The gates of Guruprasad were thrown open and
the masses were allowed to come before him for the coveted spiritual blessing. From sunup to sunset the living stream passed before
him, and when finally the gates were closed at dark, a long ribbon
of humanity four abreast still stretched far into the distance, hoping against hope for the glance or the touch.
From this time, with brief exceptions in 1963 and 1965 for his
Indian devotees, Meher Baba went into increasingly restricted seclusion. Finally, in August, 1966, he issued instructions that no one
would be allowed to see him except at his own specific invitation.
There were very, very few invitations given, and even fewer exceptions made. He let all know that he was in the crowning phases of
his universal work, and then finally, that that work had been
achieved to his 100 percent satisfaction.
This should have been the signal to his devoted followers. But
one never conceives of the day when the beloved will not be physically at hand. On February 1, 1969, the news spread quickly around
the world via the network of deep devotion that Meher Baba had
dropped his body shortly after noon of the previous day. For seven
days the shell lay garlanded and strewn with fragrant rose petals
in the tomb long prepared for the occasion, head propped up on a
light pillow, “so that I may give my lovers darshan without having
to rise.” He had seen what would be necessary and, as always, had
prepared for it. His devotees recognized “the passing away of the
Infinite as Infinite, in its own Infinitude.” The entombment was
f o llowed in April, May and June by visits of large groups from
the East and the West to Guruprasad, to Meherazad—the residence—and to Meherabad—the tomb. We do not know how one
can describe what happened. The only way it can be done is for
you to sit down with one who was there. Francis Brabazon has
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related this great event most beautifully in a pamphlet entitled
“Three Talks” published by Meher House Publications, Sydney,
Australia, in 1969.
In this revised edition of God Speaks certain new points and
corrections indicated by Meher Baba have been made. There are
also some additions to the Supplement. Various of the charts have
received minor but necessary changes and five more charts have
been included. One chart was done as a labor of love by Ludwig
Dimpfl and concerns “Mystic, Sufi and Vedantic Terms Related to
the Planes of Consciousness as Used in God Speaks.” This chart was
sent to Meher Baba several years before he dropped the body. Eruch
B. Jessawala tells us that Baba went over it meticulously, making
two or three corrections, and expressed complete satisfaction with
it, approving its usage for God Speaks. It was so large it has been enclosed separately. Further footnotes have been added in the text
from separate information Meher Baba gave from time to time.
It should also be noted at this time that some terms used under
headings denoting Sufi, Vedantic and mystic terminology are in
certain instances not classic terms employed in those three disciplines. Rather are they terms employed to allow comparative study
and better understanding of the theme by the reader. A complete
glossary compiled by Ludwig Dimpfl was approved by Meher Baba
before he dropped his body.
In closing, we cannot avoid suggesting an inevitable corollary
of the life and words of Meher Baba. While he lived for the inner
man, that he might break through the shackles of the delusions
of reality by which he had bound himself, still the clarifications
given by Meher Baba have great import for the physical disciplines
as well. As one reads the various works given out by “The Highest of the High” of our times, the implications for all manner of
physical sciences are seen to be basic and revolutionary. As those
trained in the fields of physics, chemistry, geology, psychology and
many other disciplines study the life and statements of Meher Baba,
they will quite rightfully apply them first to the needs of their own
inner natures. However, as his words accomplish the first task of
establishing a sense of vital purpose and assured support, a second
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phase of significance will inevitably begin to assert itself. Life begins to move. And it moves both internally and externally. The
quick, successive recognitions of truths that bore inwards are followed by matching insights into the functioning of the external.
The simple, almost self-evident statements of Meher Baba are
seen to ramify into a kaleidoscope of fundamental and exciting
implications. He was sparing of words. He did not elaborate. He
laid down only a vital reinterpretation of basic truth. Out of that
flows the multitude of inevitable conclusions. The physicist, once
he has set the wheels in motion to rediscover his essential self, will
also begin to discover the impact of Meher Baba on his own field
of physics.
Meher Baba is like that. He flows quietly through all aspects
of life, and before one knows it, all of life has become nothing but
the fascinating game of watching Meher Baba deal with Meher
Baba. Certainly this is the ultimate in universality.
San Francisco, California
April, 1973

IVY O. DUCE
DON E. STEVENS

I am not come to establish any cult,
society or organization; nor even to
establish a new religion. The religion
that I shall give teaches the Knowledge
of the One behind the many. The book
that I shall make people read is the
book of the heart that holds the key to
the mystery of life. I shall bring about
a happy blending of the head and the
heart. I shall revitalize all religions and
cults, and bring them together like
beads on one string.
—MEHER BABA

GOD SPEAKS

PART 1

States of Consciousness

ALL souls (atmas) were, are and will be in the Over-Soul
(Paramatma).
Souls (atmas) are all One.
All souls are infinite and eternal. They are formless.
All souls are One; there is no difference in souls or in their being
and existence as souls.
There is a difference in the consciousness of souls;
there is a difference in the planes of consciousness of souls;
there is a difference in the experience of souls and thus
there is a difference in the state of souls.
Most souls are conscious of the gross body (sthul sharir);
some souls are conscious of the subtle body (pran);
a few souls are conscious of the mental body (mind or mana);
and
a very few souls are conscious of Self.
Most souls have experience of the gross sphere (world);
some souls have experience of the subtle sphere (world);
a few souls have experience of the mental sphere (world); and
a very few souls have experience of the Over-Soul.
Most souls are on the gross plane (anna bhumika);
some souls are on the subtle plane (pran bhumika);
a few souls are on the mental plane (mano bhumika); and
a very few souls are on the plane beyond the mental plane
(vidnyan).
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Most souls have great binding; some souls have little binding; a few souls have very little binding; and a very few souls have
absolutely no binding.
All these souls (atmas) of different consciousness, of different
experiences, of different states are in the Over-Soul (Paramatma).
If, now, all souls are in the Over-Soul and are all One, then why
is there any difference in the consciousness, in the planes, in the
experiences and in the states?
The cause of this difference is that the souls have different and
diverse impressions (sanskaras).*
Most souls have gross impressions; some souls have subtle impressions; a few souls have mental impressions; and a very few
souls have no impressions at all.
Souls having gross impressions, souls having subtle impressions, souls having mental impressions and souls having no impressions, are all souls in the Over-Soul and all are One.
Souls with gross impressions have consciousness of the gross
body (sthul sharir) and have experience of the gross sphere.
Souls with subtle impressions have consciousness of the subtle
body (pran) and have experience of the subtle sphere.
Souls with mental impressions have consciousness of the
mental body (mana or mind) and have the experience of the mental sphere.†
Souls with no impressions have consciousness of Self (soul,
atma) and have the experience of the Over-Soul (Paramatma).
* [See also Meher Baba, “The Formation and Function of Sanskaras,” Discourses, 7th
ed. (Myrtle Beach, SC: Sheriar Press, 1987), 32–39. Ed.]
†
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Thus souls with gross impressions experience the gross sphere
through the gross body; that is, they experience different and diverse experiences such as seeing, hearing, smelling, eating, sleeping, clearing the bowels and urinating. All these are experiences of
the gross sphere.
Souls with subtle impressions experience successively three
planes of the subtle sphere through the subtle body, and in these
three planes they have only the experiences of seeing, smelling
and hearing.
Souls with mental impressions, through the mental body or
mind, in the mental sphere experience only seeing, and this seeing
is the seeing of God.
Souls having no impressions, through the Self experience the infinite power, infinite knowledge and infinite bliss of the Over-Soul.
The soul that is conscious of the gross body is not conscious of
the subtle body, not conscious of the mental body, and not conscious of Self.
The soul that is conscious of the subtle body is not conscious
of the gross body, not conscious of the mental body, and not conscious of Self.
The soul that is conscious of the mental body is not conscious
of the gross body, not conscious of the subtle body, and not conscious of Self.
The soul that is conscious of Self is not conscious of the gross
body, not conscious of the subtle body, and not conscious of the
mental body.
The soul that has experience of the gross world does not have
experience of the subtle world, nor experience of the mental world,
nor does it have experience of the Over-Soul.
The soul that has experience of the subtle world does not experience the gross world, nor does it have experience of the mental
world, nor does it have experience of the Over-Soul.
The soul that has experience of the mental world does not experience the gross world, nor does it experience the subtle world,
nor does it have experience of the Over-Soul.
The soul that has experience of the Over-Soul does not experience the gross world, nor does it experience the subtle world, nor
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does it experience the mental world. That is, the soul that is conscious of Self and has experience of the Over-Soul is not conscious
of the gross body, subtle body and mental body and does not experience the gross, subtle and mental spheres (worlds).
This means that in order to have consciousness of Self and to
have the experience of the Over-Soul, the soul must lose consciousness of the gross, subtle and mental bodies. But as long as the soul
is impressioned either by the gross, subtle or mental impressions,
the soul consistently and respectively has consciousness of the gross
body, subtle body or mental body, and the gross, subtle and mental experiences are persistently and necessarily undergone.
The obvious reason for this is that as long as the consciousness
of the soul is impressed by gross impressions, there is no way out except to experience these gross impressions through the gross body.
Similarly, as long as the consciousness of the soul is impressed
by subtle impressions, there is no way out but to experience these
subtle impressions through the subtle body.
Similarly, as long as the consciousness of the soul is impressed
by mental impressions, there is no escape but to experience these
mental impressions through the mental body.
As impressions of the gross, subtle and mental vanish or completely disappear, the consciousness of the soul is automatically and
obviously directed and focussed towards itself, and this soul then necessarily has no alternative but to absorb experience of the Over-Soul.
Now, gross, subtle and mental bodies are nothing but the shadows of the soul. The gross, subtle and mental spheres (worlds) are
nothing but the shadows of the Over-Soul.
Gross, subtle and mental bodies are finite, have forms and are
changeable and destructible. The gross, subtle and mental worlds
are false; they are zero, imagination and vacant dreams. The only reality is the Over-Soul (Paramatma).
Therefore when the soul with its gross, subtle and mental bodies experiences the gross, subtle and mental worlds, the soul actually
experiences in reality the shadows of the Over-Soul with the help
of its own shadows.
In other words, the soul with its finite and destructible form experiences falsity, zero, imagination and a vacant dream.
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Only when the soul experiences the Over-Soul with its Self
does it experience the Real with reality.
When the soul is conscious of its gross body, then this soul identifies itself with the gross body and takes itself as the gross body.
This means that the infinite, eternal, formless soul finds itself
as finite, mortal and having form.
Impressions (sanskaras) are the cause of this ignorance. In the
beginning the soul, which is eternally in the Over-Soul, at first
acquires ignorance through impressions rather than acquiring
Knowledge.
When the soul acquires a particular form (body or sharir) according to particular impressions, it feels and experiences itself as
being that particular form.
Soul in its stone-form experiences itself as stone. Accordingly,
in due course, the soul experiences and feels that it is metal, vegetable, worm, fish, bird, animal, man or woman. Whatever be the type
of gross form and whatever be the shape of the form, the soul spontaneously associates itself with that form, figure and shape, and experiences that it is itself that form, figure and shape.
When the soul is conscious of the subtle body, then this soul
experiences that it is the subtle body.
When the soul becomes conscious of the mental body, then this
soul experiences that it is the mental body.
It is only because of impressions (nuqush-e-amal or sanskaras)
that the soul without form, the Infinite Soul, experiences that it is
veritably a gross body (sthul sharir), or a subtle body (pran) or a
mental body (mana or mind).
The soul, while experiencing the gross world through gross
forms, associates with and dissociates from innumerable gross
forms. The association with and dissociation from gross forms are
termed birth and death respectively.
It is only because of impressions that the eternal, immortal
soul, existing in reality without births and without deaths, has to
experience births and deaths innumerable times.
While the soul has to undergo this experience of innumerable
births and deaths because of impressions, it has not only to experience the gross world, which is a shadow of the Over-Soul and which
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is false, but together with it the soul has also to experience the happiness and misery, virtue and vice of the gross world.
It is only because of impressions that the soul, which is beyond
and free from happiness and misery, virtue and vice, has necessarily
to undergo experiences of misery and happiness, vice and virtue.
Now this much is established, that the experiences of births
and deaths, happiness and misery, virtue and vice are experienced
only by the gross form of the soul while experiencing the gross
world; but the gross form of the soul is a shadow of the soul and
the gross world is a shadow of the Over-Soul.
Thus all the experiences of births and deaths, virtue and vice,
happiness and misery experienced by the soul are nothing but the
experiences of the shadow. Hence all that is thus experienced is false.
Atma in Reality Is Paramatma
In order to clarify the relationship of “atma-Paramatma” we compare Paramatma with an infinite ocean, a limitless ocean, and the
atma as a drop in this ocean. The atma is never out of this limitless
ocean (Paramatma).
The atma can never be out of Paramatma because Paramatma is
infinite and unlimited. How can the atma come out of, or have a
place beyond, the limitlessness of the limitless? Therefore the atma
is in Paramatma.
After establishing the primary fact that the atma is in Paramatma we go a step further and say that atma is Paramatma. How?
For example, let us imagine an unlimited ocean. Let us also
imagine that we separate or take out one iota of ocean from the limitless expanse of this unlimited ocean. It follows then that this iota
of ocean, while in the limitless ocean, before separation is ocean
itself, and is not there in the shoreless ocean as an iota of the ocean,
because every iota of ocean, when not limited by the limitations
of a drop, is unlimited ocean.
It is only when an iota of ocean is separated from the unlimited ocean, or is taken out of the unlimited ocean as a drop, that this
iota of ocean obtains its separate existence as a drop of the shoreless
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ocean, and that this iota of ocean begins to be looked upon as a drop
of the unlimited ocean.
In other words, the infinite, unlimited and limitless ocean itself
is now looked upon as merely a drop of that infinite, unlimited and
limitless ocean. And in comparison to that infinite, unlimited and
limitless ocean this iota of ocean, or this drop of the iota of ocean,
is most finite and most limited with infinite limitations. That is, the
infinitely free iota finds itself infinitely bound.
Similarly, the atma, which we have compared with a drop of
the infinite ocean, obtains a seeming separate existence, though in
reality it can never be out of the limitlessness of the limitless, infinite
Paramatma which we have compared with the infinite, unlimited
and limitless ocean.
But just as the iota of ocean acquires its limitation as a drop
through being in the form of a bubble on the surface of the ocean, and
the bubble bestows upon the iota of ocean an apparently separative
existence from the infinite ocean, likewise the atma, which is in
Paramatma and is Paramatma, apparently experiences separative
existence from the infinite Paramatma through the limitations of
a bubble (of ignorance) with which the atma shrouds itself. No
sooner does the bubble of ignorance burst, than the atma not only
finds itself in Paramatma but experiences itself as Paramatma.
Through this limitation, formed by the bubble of ignorance,
self-created by the atma, the atma apparently inherits a separative
existence from Paramatma. And because of this self-created separativeness from infinite Paramatma, the atma, which is itself infinite, unlimited and limitless, apparently experiences itself as most
finite with infinite limitations.

PART 2

The Initial Urge and the Journey of
Evolving Consciousness

LET US now think of one unconscious soul.
In the beginning the soul had no impressions (sanskaras) and
no consciousness.
Therefore at this stage or in this state, the soul had no gross
form or body, subtle body or mental body, because only the existence of gross, subtle and mental impressions (sanskaras) can
give existence to gross, subtle and mental bodies, and only the
existence of these bodies can make possible the existence of gross,
subtle and mental worlds.
Hence in the beginning the soul had no consciousness of gross,
subtle and mental bodies and was also unconscious of its own self,
and the soul then naturally had no experience of the gross, subtle
and mental worlds and also had no experience of the Over-Soul
(Paramatma).
This infinite, impressionless, unconscious tranquil state of the
soul reverberated with an impulse which we call THE FIRST URGE
(the first urge to know Itself).
The first urge was latent in Paramatma.
When we compare Paramatma to an infinite, unlimited ocean
and when we say that Paramatma got the first urge, it could also be
said in terms of comparison that the infinite, unlimited ocean got
the first urge or THE WHIM.*
In the Infinite, both finite and infinite are included.
* [See also Meher Baba, “The Whim from the Beyond,” Beams from Meher Baba on the
Spiritual Panorama (San Francisco: Sufism Reoriented, Inc., 1958), 7–11. Ed.]
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Now was this first urge infinite or finite, and was it at first finite
and then infinite or vice versa?
The first urge was most finite, but this first urge was of the Infinite.
This most finite first urge was of the infinite Ocean-Paramatma,
and the manifestation of this latent most finite first urge of the Infinite was restricted to a most finite point in the infinite, unlimited Ocean.
But as this most finite point of manifestation of the latent first
urge, which was most finite too, was in the infinite, unlimited Ocean,
this most finite point of manifestation of the first urge was also
unlimited.
Through this most finite point of manifestation of the first urge
(also most finite), the shadow of the Infinite (which shadow, when
of Reality, is infinite) gradually appeared* and went on expanding.
This most finite point of manifestation of the latent first urge is
called the “Om” Point or Creation Point and this point is unlimited.
Simultaneously with reverberations of the first urge, the most
gross first impression emerged, objectifying the soul as the most absolute opposite and most finite gross counterpart of the Infinite.
Because of this most gross first impression of the first urge, the infinite Soul experienced for the first time. This first experience of the
infinite Soul was that it (the Soul) experienced a contrariety in its
identity with its infinite, impressionless, unconscious state.
This experience of contrariety effected changeableness in the
eternal, indivisible stability of the infinite Soul, and spontaneously
there occurred a sort of eruption, disrupting the indivisible poise
and the unconscious tranquility of the infinite Soul with a recoil or
tremendous shock which impregnated the unconsciousness of the
unconscious Soul with first consciousness of its apparent separateness from the indivisible state of Paramatma. But the Soul
being infinite, the first consciousness that it derived from the recoil or shock of an absolutely opposite and most gross first impression of its apparent separateness was naturally and necessarily
finite first consciousness.
* The sense to be conveyed is that the shadow of the Infinite seeped through or oozed
out of the most finite point.
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This first consciousness derived by the Soul is obviously most,
most-finite in proportion to the experience of the absolute opposites of its own original infinite state.
It then means that in the beginning, when the impressionless
infinite Soul was first impressioned, it got as its first impression an
absolutely gross impression. And the first consciousness it (the
Soul) derived was most, most-finite.
Simultaneously at that instant, the unconsciousness of the infinite Soul actually experienced most, most-finite first consciousness
of the most-gross first impression.
This infinite and eternal Soul did get consciousness, but this consciousness by impression was not of its eternal state or its infinite
Self but was of the most-finite, by the most-gross impression.
Now as will be explained later, if the soul is conscious of impressions (sanskaras) then the soul must necessarily experience
these impressions, and in order to experience the impressions,
the consciousness of the soul must experience them through proper media.
As the impressions are, so are the experiences of impressions
and so must be the media to experience the impressions. That is, the
impressions give rise to experiences, and to experience the impressions the use of appropriate media is necessitated.
Therefore as the infinite, eternal and formless Soul now has the
most, most-finite first consciousness of the most, most-gross first impression, quite obviously and necessarily this most, most-finite first
consciousness of the soul must utilize the most, most-finite and
most, most-gross first medium to experience the most, most-gross
first impression.
At this stage it suffices to mention here for the limited human
understanding that the most, most-finite first consciousness of the
soul, while experiencing the most, most-gross first impression,
centred itself in an appropriate most, most-finite and most, mostgross medium, imperceptibly tending the Soul (without form) to associate and identify its very infinite, eternal Self with this most,
most-gross and most, most-finite limited form as its first medium.
The first consciousness of the indivisible Soul, experiencing the
first impression through the first medium, creates a tendency in the
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soul to associate and identify its eternal, infinite Self with the first
form, the most-finite and most-gross, which was as the seed of the
contrariety, spontaneously sown by the reverberations of the first
urge, imperceptibly germinated and manifested, for the first time,
in the shape of duality. When it is made to associate and identify itself, by its newly gained consciousness, with the finite, gross form
or medium, the consciousness of the soul actually makes the infinite, eternal, indivisible Soul without form experience that it is
that finite, gross form.
Thus the consciousness gained by the unconscious soul, instead of experiencing reality through unity and identity with the
Over-Soul, experiences illusion through duality and identity with
the gross form, multiplying diverse, innumerable impressions in
a series of experiences while associating with the gross form and
gradually gaining or evolving more and more consciousness.
In order to understand more clearly and concretely how the
consciousness gained by the soul gradually develops through the
process of evolution, let us examine that state of the conscious soul
where the consciousness of the soul associates itself with stoneform as the most-finite and most-gross medium, and the soul thus
begins to identify itself as stone.
Actually the consciousness of the soul utilizes the stone-form
only after innumerable cycles and ages of diverse experiences
through diverse species of forms, of which there are seven major
different kinds of most, most-finite and most, most-gross gaseous
forms, which cannot even be concretely grasped nor imagined by
ordinary human beings.
It is for convenience that we begin with that state of conscious
soul when it just begins to associate and identify itself with
stone-form.
In stone-form, too, there are varied species, and the consciousness of the soul has to utilize each and all of these species
as appropriate media, one after the other, in accordance with the
diversity of impressions of the soul, to experience varied and
countless impressions gathered one after the other in stone-form.
If we take stone as a medium for most-gross impressions, it follows that the soul, which is eternally in the Over-Soul, now with
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most-finite consciousness experiences most-gross impressions
through the medium of stone-form.
It is thus that the infinite, indivisible, eternal soul (without
form) which is eternally in the Over-Soul, while experiencing the
most-finite gross impressions through its own most-finite consciousness, utilizes the most-finite gross medium of the first-most
species of stone (“first-most” meaning the very, very first), and the
soul is thus imperceptibly, though spontaneously, made to identify
itself as stone.
After ages and cycles the most-finite gross consciousness is
gradually much more evolved in the soul by innumerable and varied experiences of the most-gross finite impressions through the
identification of the soul with the first-most species of stone. Eventually, when a limit to having experiences is reached, the identification of the soul with the first-most species of stone is gradually
dissociated and that stone-form is dropped.
The soul remains now for a period without any medium, though
the most-finite consciousness which has been evolved remains together with the most-gross finite impressions of the most-first
species of stone-form just shed.
Thus the soul, now without any medium or form, is conscious
of the most-finite impressions (sanskaras). But as long as consciousness is centred in impressions, the soul must necessarily experience
those impressions.
Therefore, in order to experience the impressions of the mostfirst species of stone-form dropped, the consciousness of the soul
centred in the impressions of the dropped stone-form begins to associate with the most-next species of stone-form. The soul identifies
itself with this species of stone, and the consciousness of the soul begins to experience, through association with the new medium of the
most-next species of stone-form, the impressions of the most-first
species of stone-form.
The most important point to be understood here is that when
the consciousness of the soul dissociates its identification from
one form or medium and retains only the impressions of the form
so dissociated, these impressions are experienced through another
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appropriate medium when the consciousness of the soul associates
with the next medium or form. But this next medium or form is always created and moulded of the consolidated impressions of the
last species of form with which the soul associated and identified
itself and which (impressions) were retained by the consciousness
of the soul even when dissociated from the form.
Thus, innumerable diverse experiences of countless impressions experienced by the consciousness of the soul through diverse
species of stone-forms, one after the other, lead to the greater evolution of consciousness of the soul.
Ultimately a stage is reached after ages and cycles of experiences
where the consciousness of the soul has a tendency to dissociate
the soul even from the most-last species of stone-form; and, although
the most-last species of stone-form is dissociated or dropped by the
soul, the most-finite consciousness evolved thus far remains together
with the most-finite gross impressions of the most-last species of
stone-form dropped.
The soul, now without any medium or form, is conscious of the
most-finite gross impressions (sanskaras) of the most-last species of
stone-form. The soul must necessarily experience these impressions.
Now, in order to experience the impressions of the most-last
stone-form, the soul associates and identifies with another medium—
the metal-form. This medium of metal-form is but the mould of the
impressions of the most-last species of stone-form. In other words,
the most-first species of metal-form is created and moulded of the
most-last species of stone-form impressions.
It is thus that the infinite, eternal soul without form, which is
eternally in the Over-Soul, experiences through evolved consciousness the most-gross finite impressions of the most-last species of
stone-form while associating and identifying itself with the mostfirst species of metal-form.
There are diverse species of metal-form just as there are of stoneform, and the consciousness of the soul utilizes these diverse innumerable species of metal-form as media through which to experience
the diverse and innumerable impressions gathered. Thus the evolution of the consciousness of the soul gains and gathers momentum
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in proportion to the diverse and multiple experiences of varied
and innumerable impressions, through different media or species
of forms.
This is how the cycles of evolution of consciousness of the soul
go on evolving further and greater consciousness with evolution of
forms of higher and higher species, while experiencing and exhausting the impressions of the dissociated forms of the lower and
lower species.
The consciousness of the soul experiences and exhausts all the
impressions of the most-last species of stone-form through the
medium of the most-first species of metal-form. When all the impressions of the most-last species of stone-form are exhausted, the
consciousness of the soul dissociates itself from the most-first species
of metal-form, and drops that form. But the consciousness now retains the impressions of the most-first species of the metal-form.*
These impressions of the most-first species of the metal-form
are now experienced by the conscious soul through its association and identification with the most-next species of metal-form.
This form is but the consolidated mould of the impressions of the
most-first species of metal-form which was dropped or dissociated
by the conscious soul. A chain of varied species of metal-forms is
thus created and the soul (or to be more precise, the consciousness
of the soul) associates with and dissociates from every species
of the metal-form, exhausting and gaining diverse impressions.
While experiencing these impressions, the soul evolves more and
more consciousness simultaneously with the evolution of the
higher and higher species of forms. After ages and cycles, at last the
consciousness of the soul associates and identifies itself with the
most-last species of metal-form to experience the impressions of
the most-last but one species of metal-form that the soul has just
dropped or dissociated.
* [The reader should not think the oft-appearing “mosts,” such as most-first, mostnext, most-finite, are superfluous or redundant, because each species of a certain
form—stone, for instance—has numerous repetitions with slight variations before going on to the most-next species of that same form, and it seemed necessary
to differentiate. “Most-last” is used to mean the form most recently encountered,
i.e., the highest and latest evolutionary form of the species, and should not be construed as the form furthest down the scale. Ed.]
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This soul, eternally in the Over-Soul, though being infinite and
without form, finds itself as metal.
While identifying itself with diverse species of metal-form
the soul begins to experience simultaneously the gross world in
accordance with and in proportion to the soul’s experiences of
the stone-form and the metal-form.
The metal-form, which includes a series of diverse species of
metal, is as inorganic, inanimate and solid as the stone-form, which
includes a series of diverse species of stone.
The soul, or more precisely, the consciousness of the soul,
while identifying itself with the species of stone- and metal-forms,
finds itself as one with the stone- or metal-form and thus realizes
itself as inorganic, inanimate and solid, and experiences these inorganic, inanimate and solid states throughout the entire evolution
of the stone- and metal-forms in the gross world.
The solid, inanimate state of the soul is one in which life and
energy are still dormant in spite of greater evolution of consciousness. Hence the forms in this solid state cannot of their own accord
move about by themselves (i.e., they cannot have voluntary motion), and therefore the consciousness of the soul, associating with
these solid forms which are inanimate and inorganic and with life
and energy still dormant in them, tends to assert recumbent, horizontal positions rather than to assert vertical, upright stands or
erect positions in the gross world.
After ages and cycles of varied innumerable gross experiences
of diverse and innumerable impressions through a variety of
species of metal-forms, the consciousness of the soul eventually
dissociates itself even from the most-last species of metal-form.
Thus the identity of the soul with the most-last species of metalform is dropped and as usual the conscious soul now is once again
temporarily unidentified with any form (i.e., the soul is now without any form).
In this state of the conscious soul, when there is no form with
which to be associated, the consciousness of the soul is centred
only in the impressions of the most-last species of metal-form,
which has now been dropped.
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Thus the conscious soul in this state—of having no form for
identification—is conscious only of the impressions of the mostlast species of metal-form.
The conscious soul must exhaust these impressions of the
most-last species of the metal-form by the consciousness of the
soul experiencing these impressions through some appropriate
medium. And the appropriate medium to spend or exhaust these
impressions of the most-last species of metal-form is the most-first
species of vegetable-form. This species of vegetable-form is nothing but the consolidated mould of the impressions of the most-last
species of the metal-form.
When the consciousness of the soul associates now with the
most-first species of vegetable-form, the soul, thus conscious, tends
to identify itself with that form and actually finds itself as that
species of vegetable-form, quite oblivious of the reality that it
(soul) is infinite, eternal and without form—eternally in the OverSoul (Paramatma).
In this state of the most-first species of the vegetable-form the
consciousness of the soul experiences the gross world, in accordance with and in proportion to the impressions it experienced and
experiences of the stone-forms, metal-forms and vegetable-form
respectively.
While thus experiencing the gross world, this consciousness of
the soul, identified with the vegetable-form, realizes now that it
is vegetable and has half inanimate and half animate attributes.
The conscious soul now asserts in the gross world through this
vegetable-form an upright, erect stand. Although this form cannot stand independently by itself, it uses the support of other
media to assert an upright stand. This form is still not capable,
however, of giving the experience of voluntary movement to the
consciousness of the soul.
After the impressions of the last-most species of the metal-form
are exhausted by the consciousness of the soul through the mostfirst species of vegetable-form, this most-first species of vegetableform is dropped (i.e., the consciousness of the soul dissociates itself
from this most-first species of vegetable-form).
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Again the conscious soul realizes that it is without a form although the evolved consciousness is there. This evolved consciousness of the soul is now centred in the impressions of the
most-first species of the vegetable-form just dropped or dissociated.
To experience these impressions of the most-first species of
vegetable-form, the consciousness of the soul, now without any
form, utilizes an appropriate medium, which is the most-next
species of the vegetable-form. This most-next species of the
vegetable-form is nothing but the consolidated mould of the impressions of the most-first species of vegetable-form.
By association with the medium of the most-next species of
vegetable-form, the consciousness of the soul experiences in the
gross world the impressions of that last species of the vegetableform just dropped. When these impressions are exhausted through
diverse experiences, the consciousness of the soul relinquishes its
association with the most-next species of vegetable-form and again
experiences that it (the soul) is without gross form and that its consciousness is centred only in the impressions of that species of form
last dropped. Again, to experience these impressions the consciousness of the soul tends the soul to identify with the next species of
vegetable-form. This chain of impressions, experiences and species
of form, from one form to another, is so linked that it is apparently
endless; and the consciousness of the soul, in order to evolve itself fully and completely, has no other course but to become entangled in this vicious circle until, perforce, the consciousness of
the soul thus gained, makes the soul realize that it is infinite, eternal and eternally in the Over-Soul, and makes the soul experience
infinite power, knowledge and bliss.
The point that is important and which is to be carefully noted
is that, as the cycle of evolution of consciousness of the soul rolls
on and on, and further and greater consciousness is evolved through
experiences of further and greater impressions, this evolution of
consciousness inadvertently evolves a series of forms of higher and
higher species while exhausting the impressions of the lower and
lower species that get dissociated or dropped or shed.
Thus the gap between the beginning and the end of a series of
species of one particular form, such as stone-form or metal-form or
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vegetable-form or other forms, beginning with the lowest or crude
most-first species of a form of particular kind and ending with the
highest or sublime most-last species of form of that particular kind,
is progressively filled in by the evolution of forms of higher and
higher types suitable to the impressions and aiding the consciousness of the soul to gain higher and higher consciousness. In short,
in between the most-first and most-last species of form of a particular form, there are diverse species of forms of that particular
form, evolved to suit the requirements of the evolving consciousness of the soul.
Coming to the point, when the consciousness of the soul associates itself with the most-last species of vegetable-form, the
conscious soul identifies itself with this most-last species of vegetableform and experiences the impressions of the most-last but one
species of the vegetable-form that was last shed.
When all the impressions of this most-last but one species of
vegetable-form are exhausted, the conscious soul no longer identifies itself with the most-last species of vegetable-form because the
consciousness of the soul has dissociated itself from that most-last
species of vegetable-form. This most-last species of vegetable-form
is also eventually shed by the conscious soul after ages and cycles
of experience of the whole vegetable kingdom through the gross
world, on the earth and in the waters.
Although the most-last species of vegetable-form is shed by the
conscious soul and the soul is now without any form, yet the consciousness evolved is there, and through this consciousness the
soul (though without form) is conscious of the impressions of the
most-last species of the vegetable-form just shed.
These impressions must necessarily be spent or exhausted.
In order to experience these impressions the consciousness of
the soul now associates with an appropriate medium to experience
these impressions of the most-last species of the vegetable-form.
Therefore, the consciousness of the soul thus tends the soul to
identify itself with the most-first species of the worm-form. It must
be remembered that this form of the most-first species of wormform is nothing other than the consolidated mould of the impressions of the most-last species of vegetable-form.
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While the conscious soul thus identifies itself with this mostfirst species of worm-form, the soul realizes that it is actually a
worm and becomes worm-conscious.
Despite all of the consciousness so far evolved, the soul is still
not conscious of its reality, its original, infinite, eternal state, eternally in the Over-Soul. Although the soul is eternally in the OverSoul and is infinite and without form, this partially conscious soul
actually experiences itself as a worm in the gross world. This is
ignorance. This ignorance persists as long as the consciousness of
the soul is not fully evolved, but even when the soul has come to
full consciousness, it is still said to be enveloped by ignorance because this fully evolved consciousness does not make the soul Selfconscious instantaneously. On the contrary, when the consciousness
of the soul is fully evolved the soul begins to identify itself as a
human being.
While the consciousness of the soul associates itself with the
most-first species of worm-form it experiences and exhausts the impressions of the most-last species of the vegetable-form. When all
the impressions of the most-last species of vegetable-form are completely exhausted or spent through the diverse experiences had by
the soul while identified with the most-first species of worm-form,
then this most-first species of worm-form is dropped or dissociated
and the soul is once again without any form although it is conscious
of the impressions of the most-first species of worm-form.
These impressions of the most-first species of worm-form must
be experienced and exhausted. Therefore the consciousness of the
soul associates itself with another appropriate medium and tends
the soul to identify with the most-next species of worm-form. This
medium of the most-next species of worm-form is nothing other
than the consolidated mould of the impressions of the most-first
species of worm-form.
Species after species of worm-form are thus moulded and
dropped while the consciousness of the soul rapidly evolves through
experiencing the varied impressions of worm-forms through diverse
species of worm-forms.
When the conscious soul is worm-conscious and experiences
itself as a worm in the gross world, the consciousness of the soul
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also has for the first time the experience of voluntary movement,
and also experiences that it is an animate creature. This wormconscious soul in its travail to gain more and greater consciousness also experiences itself in the gross world as an invertebrate,
and at a later stage in other states of vertebrate, limbless, creeping
worm-forms of diverse species. In other diverse species of wormform the consciousness of the soul undergoes further varied experiences of voluntary movement through crawling, through pairs
of legs and sometimes through multiple pairs of legs, and sometimes
through pairs of legs and pairs of wings. Sometimes the wormconscious soul in varied species of worm-form realizes itself as
possessing a hairy surface, sometimes a smooth and silky and sometimes a rough or scaly surface (hide). The worm-conscious soul also
realizes more acutely that it has to struggle for its sustenance and
also for its survival, and that it is endowed with sensation and life.
This worm-conscious soul, with further evolution of consciousness through greater and varied innumerable experiences
of varied and multiple impressions of varied species of worm-form,
also experiences and realizes that it is an amphibian—that it has
not only voluntary movement on earth but also freedom and mobility in water.
For our own convenience in understanding the evolution of consciousness more clearly, we include in the worm-form the varied
species of worms, varied species of insects, varied species of reptiles and varied species of amphibia. In short, we include in the
worm-form all species that tend to crawl or that crawl in spite of
having limbs, legs and wings, or that are otherwise distinct from
birds and quadrupeds.
The stone- and metal-forms had no upright or erect stand.
They were recumbent forms. Their posture was flat and horizontal.
The vegetable-form had an upright, erect stand. Now the wormform is again of the recumbent type of form which has no upright
or erect stand but is prone to have a prostrate posture.
When the consciousness of the soul associates itself with the
most-last species of worm-form after experiencing all the impressions of the varied species of worm-form, and when the conscious
soul eventually drops or sheds this most-last species of worm-form
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after ages and cycles of multiple diverse experiences in the gross
world, the conscious soul again finds itself without any association
or identification with forms. But the consciousness of the soul is now
centred in the impressions of the most-last species of worm-form just
shed. These impressions must necessarily be exhausted through
experience, and to get experience a suitable medium is necessary.
Therefore the consciousness of the soul, being centred in the
impressions of the most-last species of worm-form, associates with
an appropriate medium and tends the soul to identify itself with the
most-first species of fish-form in order to experience and exhaust
the impressions of the most-last species of worm-form. This mostfirst species of fish-form is nothing other than the consolidated
mould of the impressions of the most-last species of worm-form.
As soon as the impressions of the most-last species of the wormform are exhausted through experiences, the most-first species of
fish-form is dropped or shed because the consciousness of the soul
dissociates from this most-first species and the conscious soul no
longer identifies itself with that species.
Although the conscious soul is now once again temporarily
without form, yet the consciousness of the soul is centred in the impressions of the most-first species of fish-form.
In order to experience these impressions of the most-first species
of fish-form, the consciousness of the soul associates itself with
a suitable medium and tends the conscious soul to identify itself
as the most-next species of fish-form. This species is nothing but
the consolidated mould of the impressions of the most-first species
of fish-form.
After ages and cycles, and after innumerable varied impressions
of diverse species of fish-forms are experienced and exhausted, the
consciousness of the soul eventually associates itself with the mostlast species of fish-form in order to experience and exhaust all the
impressions of the most-last but one species of fish-form.
Thus the fish-conscious soul, identifying with varied species of
the fish-form, experiences in the gross world that it is a living creature in water; a vertebrate endowed with life, sensation and voluntary motion; an animate creature with limbs (if any) modified
into fins; and that it has to struggle for sustenance and for survival.
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The fish-conscious soul does not experience an upright, erect stand
but it experiences itself as a recumbent that can never hold its head
high and erect and assert an upright stand in the gross world.
The fish-conscious soul eventually sheds or drops its identity
with the most-last species of fish-form as soon as the consciousness of the soul has experienced and exhausted all the impressions
of the most-last but one species of fish-form. Thus the conscious
soul once again finds itself without identification with any form.
But the consciousness of the soul is conscious of impressions of
the most-last species of fish-form.
These impressions of the most-last species of fish-form must be
experienced and exhausted, and therefore the consciousness of the
soul now associates with another suitable medium and thus tends
the soul to identify itself with the most-first species of bird-form,
which is but the consolidated mould of the impressions of the
most-last species of fish-form.
In the most-first species of bird-form the consciousness of the
soul experiences and exhausts the impressions of the most-last
species of fish-form.
When all the impressions are thus exhausted the consciousness of the soul dissociates itself from the most-first species of birdform, and the conscious soul drops or sheds its identity with the
most-first species of bird-form (i.e., the most-first species of birdform is dropped).
The conscious soul is once again without form but it has consciousness centred in the impressions of the most-first species of
bird-form just dropped.
These impressions must be experienced and exhausted, and
therefore the consciousness of the soul automatically associates
itself with the most-next species of bird-form and tends the conscious soul to identify itself with the most-next species of bird-form,
which species is but the consolidated mould of the impressions of
the most-first species of bird-form.
On and on, ages after ages and cycles after cycles, this chain
of successive associations and dissociations with varied species of
a particular form moves onwards steadily and progressively, and
gives out innumerable different impressions to be experienced by
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the conscious soul. Directly and indirectly, these associations and
dissociations of the consciousness of the soul are absolutely essential to keep the wheel of evolution of consciousness revolving.
The evolution of gross forms is but a by-product in the universal
factory of evolution of consciousness.
The bird-conscious soul identifies with one species, then with
the next, and then the next species of bird-form, one after the
other, in regular succession until all the species of bird-form are associated and dissociated alternately by the consciousness of the
soul while experiencing multifarious impressions in the gross
world, and thus the evolved consciousness of the conscious soul
tends the soul to realize itself as bird in every species of the birdform. Though the soul is eternally without form and in the OverSoul, yet the bird-conscious soul consistently realizes that it is no
other than a bird in the gross world experiencing bird impressions
on earth, on water and in air. It realizes itself as a feathered vertebrate capable of flying in air, and with the help of two legs it maintains an erect stand.
Eventually, after ages and cycles of experiences of varied species
of bird-form, the bird-conscious soul sheds or drops the mostlast species of bird-form as soon as the consciousness of the soul
dissociates itself from the most-last species of bird-form; and the
consciousness of the soul dissociates itself from the most-last
species of bird-form as soon as the consciousness experiences and
fully exhausts all the impressions of the most-last but one species of
bird-form in the most-last species of bird-form.
Again the conscious soul experiences itself as being without
any form for the time being although the consciousness, evolved
further and greater, is always there. (Once consciousness is achieved
by the soul, this consciousness goes on evolving more and more
and can never be lost or devolved.) This consciousness of the soul
without form now gets centralized in the impressions of the mostlast species of bird-form just dropped. These impressions must necessarily be spent or exhausted by the consciousness of the soul.
Therefore consciousness associates itself with a suitable medium
and thus tends the conscious soul to identify itself with the mostfirst species of animal-form. Through this most-first species of
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animal-form the consciousness of the soul experiences the impressions of the most-last species of bird-form that was dropped or
from which it was dissociated. This most-first species of animalform is nothing other than the consolidated mould of the impressions of the most-last species of bird-form shed.
After innumerable and diverse experiences of the impressions
of the most-last species of bird-form through the form of the mostfirst species of animal-form, the consciousness of the soul completely exhausts the impressions of the most-last species of birdform and then automatically dissociates itself from identification
with the most-first species of animal-form. In this manner the form
of that species is shed by the conscious soul, or the form of that
species is said to have dropped or died.
Again, the conscious soul, with greater evolved consciousness,
finds itself without a form, although the consciousness of the soul is
centred in the impressions of the form (just discarded or dropped)
of the most-first species of animal-form.
These impressions of the form (just dropped) of the most-first
species of animal-form must be experienced or exhausted by the
consciousness of the soul, so that the conscious soul should not be
aware of any impressions of any form, but be conscious only of the
reality of its own infinite, eternal state, without forms or impressions, and through knowledge experience the Over-Soul. Throughout the travail of the soul to gain that consciousness for itself which
would make it realize the reality of its Self, the conscious soul goes
on and on in an apparently unending chain with its consciousness
endeavoring ceaselessly to experience and exhaust all impressions
that centralize the consciousness of the soul, deviating this consciousness from the reality of the eternal and infinite state of the
Self (eternally in the Over-Soul) to the consciousness of duality
of illusion of the gross world. Thus the consciousness of the soul,
in an effort to gain consciousness of the reality of the Self, is consistently shrouded in an envelope of ignorance.
Therefore, in order that the consciousness of the soul should
experience and thus exhaust the impressions of the most-first
species of animal-form, the consciousness of the soul now associates automatically with an appropriate medium which will permit
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and aid it to experience the impressions of the most-first species of
animal-form. This association of the consciousness of the soul perforce tends the conscious soul to identify itself with the most-next
species of animal-form. This most-next species of animal-form is
no other than the consolidated mould of the impressions of the
most-first species of animal-form.
As soon as the impressions are experienced and exhausted
through the most-next species of animal-form, this species is
dropped by the conscious soul. The soul once again experiences
that it is not identified with any gross form of the gross world.
When the animal-conscious soul is without any form the consciousness of the soul is centred in the impressions of the mostnext species of animal-form just dropped or shed.
These impressions must also be experienced in order that they
may be exhausted, and therefore the consciousness of the soul automatically associates itself with another medium and this perforce
tends the conscious soul to identify itself with the most-next to the
next species of animal-form.
After ages and cycles of varied and innumerable associations
with and dissociations from diverse species of animal-form, the consciousness of the soul eventually associates itself with that medium
which tends the conscious soul to identify itself as being the mostlast of the last species of animal-form.
All throughout the experiences of the animal-conscious soul,
the soul identified itself (through its consciousness) with varied
species of animals in the gross world in water, on earth and below
the surface of the earth, and realized the experiences of an animate
creature, usually as a quadrupedal-organized being, endowed with
life, sensation and voluntary motion, and which all the while had
to struggle for sustenance and survival, sometimes as an herbivorous creature and sometimes as a carnivorous creature. The animalform has no erect or upright posture and has a tendency to look down
with drooping head. Apes, however, are the most evolved types of animals, and they tend to stand erect like human beings.
Ultimately, after ages and cycles, when all the impressions of the
most-last but one species of animal-form are experienced and exhausted through the medium of the most-last species of animal-form,
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the consciousness of the soul dissociates itself from the most-last
species of animal-form and the conscious soul no longer identifies
itself with this most-last species of animal-form. This form is dissociated by the consciousness of the soul and is dropped or shed.
However, though the most-last species of animal-form is dropped
or shed, the impressions of the most-last species of animal-form are
left or retained, and the consciousness of the soul is centralized or
focussed on the impressions of the most-last species of animal-form.
The conscious soul is once again without form.
These impressions must necessarily be experienced and exhausted, and hence the consciousness of the soul now associates
itself with another suitable medium and the soul perforce tends
to identify itself through its own consciousness with the mostfirst human-form. This human-form is no other than the consolidated mould or cast of the impressions of the most-last species of
animal-form.
Through the most-first human-form the consciousness of the soul
experiences and exhausts the impressions of the most-last species
of animal-form.
When all the impressions of the most-last species of the animalform are experienced and exhausted by the consciousness of the
soul, then the consciousness of the soul dissociates itself from the
most-first human-form and the conscious soul automatically drops
or sheds the body association. This is called the death of the mostfirst human-form. But the consciousness of the soul is now focussed
or centralized in the impressions of the most-first human-form and
the soul is now temporarily without a form.
In order that the impressions of the most-first human-form
may be experienced and exhausted, the consciousness of the soul
associates itself with another appropriate medium, and the conscious soul is thereupon inclined to identify itself with the mostnext human-form, which form is no other than the consolidated
mould or cast of the impressions of the most-first human-form just
dropped or shed. This identification of the conscious soul with the
next form and those following is called the birth of a human being.
As soon as the consciousness of the soul associates with the
most-first human-form the EVOLUTION OF CONSCIOUSNESS IS
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FULL AND COMPLETE.* Because the consciousness1 of the soul is

fully developed in human-form, the evolution of form is also complete, and no new higher forms are now evolved once the conscious soul identifies itself with the most-first human-form. In
short, in human-form the consciousness of the soul is full and
complete. The process of the evolution of consciousness is brought
to a standstill. The human-form is the highest and the most sublime form evolved during the evolution of consciousness. Hence in
the human being consciousness is fully developed and the form
moulded and cast after ages and cycles is the most perfect form or
medium. The consciousness of the soul therefore utilizes this perfect medium to experience and completely exhaust all impressions
so that the fully conscious soul becomes devoid of any impression
whatsoever, and thus is able to realize its own real, eternal and infinite state in the Over-Soul.

* [Meher Baba maintains that such subjects should no longer be left indefinite,
although he concedes that belief or non-belief in evolution and reincarnation
does not in any way hasten or impede man’s spiritual progress. He tells us the
spiritual significance of evolution and reincarnation in the following words: “It
is the evolutionary struggle that enables the soul to develop full consciousness as
that in the human-form, and the purpose having been achieved, the side issues
or by-products of evolutionary travel (the nuqush-e-amal or sanskaras) have to be
done away with, while retaining the consciousness intact. The process of reincarnation therefore is to enable the soul to eliminate the sanskaras by passing through
the furnace of pain and pleasure.” Ed.]
1. All numbered references are contained in the Supplement.

PART 3

Characteristics of the Different Kingdoms

TO ACHIEVE complete development of consciousness in the human
form, the evolutionary process had to take seven major leaps, viz.,
from stone to metal, from metal to vegetable, from vegetable to
worm, from worm to fish, from fish to bird, from bird to animal and
finally from animal to the human being, each possessing different
characteristics.
Characteristics of the Kingdom of Stones
and the Kingdom of Metals
In the stone-forms and metal-forms, the soul has its initial experiences of the gross world. The kingdom of metals, like the kingdom of stones, is inorganic and solid. Both kingdoms include
within their range a rich variety of species. In the solid states of
stones and metals, life and energy are dormant. Therefore they are
regarded as inanimate. The stone-forms and metal-forms cannot
move about by themselves, i.e., they have no voluntary motion. For
this reason the consciousness, which associates itself with these
forms, tends to assert itself through a recumbent, horizontal position (rather than through an erect position or vertical, upright
stand) in the gross world.
Characteristics of the Vegetable Kingdom
In the vegetable kingdom, consciousness realizes itself as half
animate and half inanimate. The increased consciousness of the
vegetable-form asserts its existence in the gross world through an
upright or erect stand. The vegetable-forms have to take the help
28
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of some other things such as earth or rock for maintaining an erect
position. They can neither stand by themselves nor move voluntarily from place to place since they are rooted in one spot.
Characteristics of the Kingdom of Worms
In worm-consciousness the soul gathers experiences of voluntary movement. It experiences itself as animate. In its travail to
gain more and further consciousness, the worm-conscious soul experiences itself in the gross world, first as an invertebrate and later
as a vertebrate, and goes on creeping in diverse species of worms.
Voluntary movements are made by crawling by means of pairs of
legs, sometimes by multiple pairs of legs, and sometimes by pairs
of legs and pairs of wings. Worms may have surfaces that are hairy,
smooth, silky, rough or scaly. The worm goes through a struggle for
existence and survival and is endowed with sensation and life.
Sometimes it is an amphibian, i.e., it has not only voluntary movement on earth, but has also mobility in water. For the purpose of
this explanation, the worm-form includes all worms, insects, reptiles
and amphibia, of their species. Even when they have legs and wings,
they have a tendency to crawl and they are distinct from birds and
from quadruped animals. The worm-form is recumbent, has no upright or erect stand and is prone to lie prostrate.
Characteristics of the Kingdom of Fish
The fish-conscious soul identifies itself with varied species of
fish and experiences the gross world as a living creature in water (a
vertebrate endowed with life and sensation and voluntary motion),
and has fins. It goes through a struggle for sustenance and survival.
The fish-conscious soul does not assert its existence in the gross
world through an erect stand, but experiences itself as recumbent,
never holding its head high and erect.
Characteristics of the Kingdom of Birds
The bird-form enriches (enlightens) consciousness with new
experiences since, as a feathered vertebrate, it is capable of flying
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in the air and, with the help of its two legs, of maintaining an erect
stand in the gross world.
Characteristics of the Kingdom of Animals
The animal-form brings to consciousness further expansion,
since it can yield new experiences through the greater varieties existing in the kingdom of animals. Endowed with life, sensation and
power of voluntary locomotion, quadruped animals have to face
a struggle for existence and survival. They are sometimes herbivorous and sometimes carnivorous. Animal consciousness does not
assert its existence in the gross world through erect or upright posture, but has a tendency to look downwards with drooping head.
Apes, however, are the most evolved type of animals, and they tend
to stand erect like human beings.
Characteristics of the Kingdom of Human Beings
In the human-form the evolving consciousness of the soul attains its full development. The process of evolution of consciousness has its terminus in the human form. Here consciousness is full
and complete.
When a human being is born, it can only lie prostrate and it
continues to experience this state for a fairly long period. But it
soon expresses a tendency first to sit erect and then to standerect.
The fully evolved human consciousness of the soul eventually asserts its existence in the gross world through an upright position.*
*

The Ascending Soul
I died as mineral and became a plant,
I died as plant and rose to animal,
I died as animal and I was man.
Why should I fear? When was I less by dying?
Yet, once more, I shall die as man, to soar
With angels blessed; but even from angelhood
I must pass on; all except God doth perish.
When I have sacrificed my angel soul,
I shall become what no mind e’er conceived.
Oh, Let me not exist! For Non-existence
Proclaims in organ tones, “To Him we shall return!”
—Rumi

PART 4

Reincarnation and the Impressionless
Equipoise of Consciousness

DURING the course of evolution of its consciousness, the soul
(atma), while consciously identifying itself with varied, finite
gross forms, was also simultaneously, though unconsciously,
identifying itself with its finite subtle form and its finite mental
form, which associated with the soul in compact, homogeneous,
unconscious alliance throughout the entire course of evolution of
consciousness right from the first urge.
Although the soul frequently and consciously dissociated itself
from the finite gross forms which acted as media to experience the
impressions gained in the course of evolving greater and higher
consciousness, the soul could never dissociate itself, consciously
or unconsciously, directly or indirectly, from its finite subtle form
and its finite mental form.
On the contrary, while the soul dissociated its identification
with any one medium of finite gross form, it was the unconscious
association of soul with its finite subtle form that fortified the soul
(now without any gross medium) with finite energy (the driving
force) to give a tendency to the consciousness of the soul towards
identifying itself with the next medium of the next finite gross form,
in order to experience the impressions of the last dissociated finite gross form, retained and reflected by the finite mental form
of this soul.
It is but natural that, together with the evolution of higher and
greater consciousness of soul, the evolution of the finite subtle
form of soul also takes place to fortify the soul with greater finite
31
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energy to incline the consciousness of the more and more grossconscious soul to identify itself with higher and higher types of
finite gross forms evolved by the impressions of the last lower finite gross form.
Similarly, the evolution of the finite mental form of the soul
also takes place simultaneously to accommodate, retain and reflect the increasingly innumerable, varied impressions gained and
gathered by the evolution of greater and greater consciousness of
the soul.
Thus it is that, when the soul tends to identify itself with varied species of vegetable-forms, the evolved finite subtle form and
the evolved finite mental form of the soul begin to show greater
and visible signs of the soul’s association with its much evolved
finite subtle form and finite mental form in the shape of varied,
rapid cycles of changes taking place in vegetable-forms; and also,
in the shape of vegetable-forms showing first signs of peculiar, varied and meaningful tendencies of self-preservation and survival
of the fittest.
In the worm-, bird- and fish-forms, this tendency of the finite
mental form of the soul is translated gradually and steadily into
the shape of instinct, until in the animal-form this instinct is fully
manifested as one of the finite aspects of the finite mental form
of the soul. Gradually this instinct is further and completely
transformed into intellect, this being the highest finite aspect of
manifestation of the mental form in the human-form of the grossconscious human soul experiencing the gross world.
So it is that only in human-form are the subtle body and the
mental body fully developed, wherefore the soul, associating itself consciously with human-form is, so to speak, fully equipped
with a human body, subtle body and mental body, together with full
consciousness of the gross.
Although the soul has gained consciousness in human-form
and thus experiences the gross world, yet the gross-conscious
human soul is unconscious of the subtle body and so cannot experience the subtle world. It is also unconscious of the mental body
and thus cannot experience the mental world.
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Even though the soul has only gross consciousness and is unconscious of the subtle and mental, it does work through the subtle
and mental bodies, although indirectly, on the gross plane. Even
though the gross-conscious human soul is unconscious of its subtle
and mental bodies and their respective subtle and mental worlds,
and therefore does not realize the energy of the subtle and the mind
of the mental, yet it can use energy through various gross aspects
of energy such as nuclear energy. And it can use mind through
various gross aspects of mind such as desires, emotions and
thoughts. Of these, desires are the predominant aspect of the mind.
So this soul, now fully gross-conscious of the first-most human
gross form and still unconscious of the subtle and mental, experiences in the gross world the impressions of the last-most animal
gross form dissociated or dropped.
When all the impressions of the last-most animal gross form are
exhausted, it is but natural that the first-most human gross form is
dissociated from the soul. This experience of the soul is universally
termed the death of the human being.
As explained previously, although this soul is dissociated from
the first-most human gross form, it is never dissociated from its
subtle or its mental forms or bodies.
It was also previously explained that though this soul is dissociated from its first-most human gross form, the soul retains and
experiences through the subtle and mental bodies the impressions
of the dropped or dissociated first-most human-form, and the soul
again associates itself with the next-most human-form to experience the impressions of the previous human-form dropped. In fact,
the next-most human-form is nothing but the consolidated mould
of the past impressions retained of the previous body or form that
dissociated from the soul. Thus the association of the soul with
the next-most human-form is called universally the birth of a
human being.
The apparent gap between the death and the birth of a human
being is that period in which the gross-conscious soul, in its association with its fully developed subtle and mental bodies, has experiences of the predominant counterpart of the opposite impressions
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gathered by the recently dissociated human-form. This state of the
soul, in the apparent gap between death and birth, is generally called
hell or heaven, and this process of intermittent association and dissociation of consciousness of the conscious soul in human-form, now
fully conscious, is termed the “Reincarnation Process.”
If the predominant counterpart of the impressions of opposites
(such as virtue and vice, good and evil, male and female, etc.), as
experienced by the soul now associated only with the subtle and mental, is of virtue or goodness (i.e., the positive aspect of the opposite
impressions), then the soul is said to be in heaven. If it is of vice or
evil (i.e., the negative aspect of opposite impressions), then the soul
is said to be in hell.
The states of heaven and hell are nothing but states of intensive
experiences of the consciousness of the soul, experiencing either
of the predominant counterparts of the opposite impressions while
the soul is dissociated from the gross human body or form. The
soul itself does not go to heaven or hell, as is the general belief,
because it is eternally infinite and eternally in the Over-Soul. It is
the consciousness of the soul which experiences the impressions.
As soon as the predominant counterpart of impressions is experienced and exhausted, and just when equilibrium is about to
be maintained between the opposites of impressions of the last
human-form that was dropped, at this juncture the soul automatically associates with the next-most human-form, moulded of the
consolidated impressions of opposites which were about to be in
a state of equilibrium.
Thus the gross consciousness of the soul, after experiencing
either hell or heaven, associates with the next human-form (takes
another birth) to experience and exhaust the residual opposite impressions of the last birth. As has already been said, this next
human-form of the soul is nothing but the consolidated mould of
the residual opposite impressions of the last form.
It is in this manner that an apparently unending chain of births
and deaths of human-forms or beings continues to form and dwindle.
This is the course of reincarnation in human forms of the soul, after
it has gained full gross consciousness through the whole series of
evolution of the gross consciousness. Right from the unconscious
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state of the soul (comparable to the deep-sleep state of man), until
it has gained full gross consciousness (comparable to the wideopen eyes of man in the awake state) while experiencing the gross
world, the soul is One—indivisible, infinite, formless—and is eternally in the Over-Soul.
Throughout the whole process of evolution, reincarnation was
an absolutely spontaneous outcome of the first urge, manifested
in the unconscious soul, to become conscious of its eternal and infinite Self.
As has been mentioned already, we can now understand that
the cycle of evolution of consciousness of soul evolved further and
greater consciousness, together with the evolution of forms of
higher and higher types, while exhausting the impressions of the
dissociated forms of lower types.
Thus the evolution of consciousness of soul apparently causes the
soul to identify itself with, and gather varied innumerable impressions
of, higher and higher gross species of forms of the gross world.
The clean-cut and major concrete gross forms (after the mostfirst seven major, most abstract gaseous and fluid forms) with which
the consciousness of the soul associated (with every leap of greater
and greater consciousness) are separated by the seven leaps from
stone to metal, from metal to vegetable, from vegetable to worm,
from worm to fish, from fish to bird, from bird to animal and lastly
from animal to human being.
The most-finite first impression of the first urge gave to the unconscious soul the most-finite first consciousness. Gradually, varied impressions gained greater finite consciousness for the soul,
and eventually the evolution of consciousness was complete when
the soul identified itself with the most-first human-form.
In human-form the soul achieves full and complete consciousness.
Therefore the soul, having now gained full and complete consciousness in human-form, does not need any more or any other
higher forms to evolve consciousness.
This consciousness is full and complete.
Though this soul has gained full and complete consciousness,
it is still not at all conscious of its Self as One, indivisible, eternal
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and infinite, and does not experience infinite knowledge, power
and bliss. But it is only fully conscious of its identity with humanform and its varied aspects, and experiences the gross world in full.
The soul with full consciousness is still unconscious of its original infinite state because of the unwanted (though necessary) burden of the gross impressions of the human-form from which the
consciousness of the soul dissociates as that form drops dead.
These impressions, of the human-form now dead, still cling to the
full consciousness gained; and, as usual, the consciousness of the
soul centralizes itself in these gross impressions of the human-form
just dropped.
In trying to unburden consciousness of these impressions, the
gross consciousness of the soul tends the soul to experience and exhaust these impressions through innumerable opposite experiences
taken through a series of reincarnations. In this process of reincarnation the consciousness of the soul, while trying to liberate itself
from the burden of impressions, gets still further entangled at every
stage of reincarnation. When a complete balance of experiences of
opposite impressions is just about to be attained, it is just then disturbed by the consciousness of the soul associating itself with the
next new human-form. Absence of this association would otherwise
have neutralized the effect of the impressions by an equal balance
of respective opposite experiences and would thus have liberated
the consciousness of the soul from all impressions of opposites.
Here the simile of a “perfect balance” would be appropriate.
The consciousness gained by the soul during the process of evolution resembles the indicator at the fulcrum of a perfect balance,
and the two pans of the balance are filled with the unequal weights
of opposites of impressions such as virtue and vice, etc.
In this way consciousness, acting like the indicator at the fulcrum, tries to gain equilibrium, which is impossible as long as
there are in existence unequal impressions of opposites remaining
to be experienced. It is therefore that the gross consciousness of
the soul constantly seeks to experience the predominant opposite
impressions in order to gain a total equilibrium of the impressions
of opposites.
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But the tragedy is this, that as soon as the gross consciousness
of the soul tends to reach the zero point of equilibrium by gradually experiencing the predominant opposite impressions, it so
happens that the consciousness of the soul invariably gets too engrossed in experiencing the predominant opposite impressions,
and experiences them or exhausts them to such a degree that these
predominant opposite impressions are now reduced (i.e., through
experience) to such a level, that those impressions which were
over-balanced by the original predominant opposite impressions
now become predominant; and a great disturbance of balance or
equipoise occurs; wherefore consciousness, acting like the indicator at the fulcrum, swings or switches in just the opposite direction of its original experience.
It is at this juncture that the consciousness of the soul turns towards the experience of the newly predominant opposite impressions through another human-form. A human being takes form
or birth as a medium to satisfy the demanding need of the consciousness of the soul, which now seeks to exhaust or spend or experience the more predominant opposite impressions.
It is but natural that the predominant qualities manifested now
by this human soul will be in accordance with the predominant opposite impressions, of which this new human-form is but the mould.
Thus, in the process of reincarnation, the fully gross-conscious
human soul, fortified with fully developed subtle and mental bodies, though unconscious of these, must necessarily experience
countless varied experiences of impressions of opposites—the impressions which are diametrically opposite—in a chain of unending experiences.
Through its association with the gross body, the soul seeks to
exhaust its previously accumulated opposite impressions, but rarely
succeeds in doing so. On the contrary, it often accumulates fresh
impressions of opposites. When the gross form is about to exhaust
the impressions which brought it into existence, it is dropped. The
residual opposite impressions lead the soul to heaven or hell, in
accordance with the predominance of virtue or vice. In discarnate
existence also, all opposite impressions seek to be exhausted
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through the subjective experiencing of vivified impressions. But
even here, in the state of heaven or hell, the equipoise of impressionlessness is generally approximated but missed, and the residual
predominant opposite impressions goad the consciousness of the
soul to associate with a new gross medium. Complete equipoise is
lacking in death as well as in birth. It can only be achieved in the
gross world. Therefore an endless chain of lives in the gross sphere
is sustained by residual impressions, until consciousness succeeds
in getting established in impressionless equipoise.
At every stage and in every state of reincarnation, the consciousness of the fully human-conscious soul gets firmly centralized in the
more and more concentrated impressions of human-forms with which
it has identified and from which it has dissociated. There seems to be
no escape* from these concentrated impressions. These impressions
must be experienced and exhausted, and the more the impressions are
experienced the more the impressions become concentrated.
The only solution to “thin out” this concentration of impressions
is for the consciousness of the fully human-conscious soul to experience increasingly and more rapidly these impressions in such a
way, and in so great a frequency that every impression experienced,
and the impression that this experience created, should be counterbalanced somehow by an opposite impression.
* Knowing that Creation is not an accident and that it has a deeper meaning than
is apparent to the eye, the seers of all ages have time and again drawn the attention
of the world to the fact that, although for a certain period of his life on this planet
man may identify himself exclusively with the life of the senses, his transcendental destiny is God-realization.
Maulana Rumi, in his Masnavi, has a parable that illustrates this: The cub of a tiger
happened to be reared amongst a flock of sheep. As the cub grew up, it developed all the traits of the sheep and grazed and bleated like them, so that it never
thought of itself as anything different from the sheep. One day, however, a tiger
from the jungle approached the one from the flock and said to him, “Do you know
that you are a tiger like me, and not one of the sheep?” Thereafter he coaxed the
strayed tiger to look at its image in a rivulet nearby, and succeeded in enlightening it as to its true nature.
The moral of this fable is that man also allows himself to be identified with the world
of the senses and seems to have no way of escape. But there is a way of escape, for
eventually a Master appears who enlightens him. He is then redeemed, and finds
himself in the course of time face to face with his ultimate goal—God-realization.
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Throughout the process of reincarnation this play of balancing
and counter-balancing the opposites of impressions continues, and
on this play is sustained the reincarnation process. On this play depends the eventual emancipation of the human-conscious soul
from the chains of ignorance, and the ultimate realization of Selfconsciousness.
Thus, in the process of reincarnation, the fully gross-conscious
human soul must necessarily experience innumerable and diverse
experiences of impressions of opposites—the impressions which
are diametrically opposite—in an apparently unending chain of
consistent experiences.
Therefore, while the gross-conscious human soul, which is now
fully conscious, undergoes the experience of opposites in the gross
world, the consciousness of the soul has to identify (or reincarnate)
itself a number of times as a male, then as a female, and vice versa,
in varied castes, creeds, nationalities, colours, and in different
places; as rich one time and then as a pauper; sometimes healthy
and sometimes sick, and so forth, all the while reviewing opposite
impressions, creating opposite impressions, and simultaneously exhausting them by opposite experiences.
It is only through these diverse opposite impressions and their
respective opposite experiences, that the gross-conscious human
soul in the gross world could possibly one day, after millions of
births and deaths, and through these opposite experiences of births
and deaths, be able to balance or thin out the residual or concentrated opposite impressions.*
It is this cycle of deaths and consequent births of human-forms
that ultimately results in inciting the fully evolved consciousness
of the gross-conscious human soul to involve this consciousness to
that depth where the fully involved consciousness of this soul realizes the reality of the infinite, eternal state of the Self.
* Sarapa arzu hone ne bandah kardiya ham ko

Vagarnah ham Kuda the gar dil-i be mudu’a hota.
—Mir Taqi

“The fact that I am weighed down from head to foot with desires has made a
slave of me; I should be God in reality, were my heart and mind desireless.”
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This process of involution of consciousness gradually takes
place as the gross impressions of the opposites gradually become
fainter and less concentrated.
At this stage the consciousness of the gross-conscious human
soul gradually gets dissociated from the gross world, as the involution of consciousness infolds, and gradually dissociates from experiencing the impressions of the gross world.
This involution of gross consciousness is only possible when
the opposite impressions gradually, after a very, very long process,
thin out through the process of unfailing reincarnation, which leads
to the limit of gross impressions of the opposites and gross experiences of the opposites.

PART 5

The Planes

Involution of Liberating Consciousness
When the consciousness of the soul is ripe2 for disentanglement from the gross world, it enters the spiritual path and turns inwards. Its gross impressions now become less deep. They become
fainter or more subtle, with the result that the soul now becomes
subtle-conscious. This is the first step in the involution of consciousness, which is striving for liberation from the burden of impressions. A number of cycles of births and deaths in the human
form have to contribute towards that ripeness of gross experience,
which ultimately propels the consciousness of the soul onto the
path of liberating involution, on which impressions become fainter
and fainter and eventually disappear. Gross impressions become
subtle impressions; subtle impressions become mental impressions;
and mental impressions are ultimately wiped out, leaving consciousness free to reflect the Truth.
The process of involution is generally gradual. Man’s heritage
of form as well as impressions is from animals, so the gross impressions are very strong. In extremely rare cases, the gross impressions
can suddenly disappear, and the freed consciousness of the soul experiences the Over-Soul. But it is more usual for the gross impressions to become fainter and fainter (thus getting converted into
subtle and mental impressions), and then fade away completely.
As a general rule the soul, which has started on its homeward journey, does not come back to the gross world in which it had lost itself
as if in a wilderness. This does not mean that the subtle-conscious
soul does not take a gross form or dwell in the gross world with its
41
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gross body. It means that the consciousness of the soul is no longer
entangled with the gross form or the gross world, and that it is
chiefly engrossed in the subtle world. As a general rule the soul first
snaps its link with the gross world, then with the subtle world and
lastly with the mental world, and comes to realize itself as beyond
all these. While it traverses this path it crosses six planes, of which
the first three belong to the subtle world, the fourth is on the border line of the subtle and mental worlds, whereas the fifth and the
sixth belong to the mental world. The soul, abiding everlastingly
in the Over-Soul, is beyond all planes.
First and Second Planes
As the gross consciousness of the gross-conscious human soul
gradually involves, this involving gross consciousness experiences
partially the first plane3 of the subtle world through the medium
of the fully developed subtle body of the soul.
At this stage the involved gross consciousness of the grossconscious human soul gets the first glimpses of the first plane of the
subtle world and experiences these glimpses or impressions partially through the gross body and partially through the subtle body.
Here both the gross and the subtle senses are used simultaneously.
This is the stage when it is said that the human soul stands as
it were on the line of demarcation, as shown in the sketch,* which
demarks the gross world from the subtle world. The consciousness
of this human soul experiences strange things. With his gross eyes
he sees glimpses of the subtle plane, with his gross ears he hears celestial music of the subtle plane, and with his gross nose he enjoys
subtle scents. In short, the gross-conscious human soul, partially on
the first plane of the subtle world, experiences subtle impressions
with gross senses.
Gradually, with further involution of gross consciousness, the
gross-conscious human soul experiences completely the first plane of
the subtle world. Now the gross-conscious human soul is no longer
gross-conscious but he is subtle-conscious. This subtle-conscious
* Facing p. 55.
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human soul gradually becomes conscious of the second plane4 of
the subtle world. This subtle world is the domain of infinite Energy, the infinite power of God, which when translated into the
finite, here manifests in the form of the infinite energy of the
subtle world.
When in human form the soul has subtle consciousness, it is
unconscious of the body (gross) and mind (or the mental body);
but it does work through the gross body and through the mind
(mental body), not directly, but on the subtle plane.
So even if the subtle-conscious human soul is unconscious of
the gross body and mental body and therefore does not realize the
gross and mental worlds, he can use the gross body through various aspects of the gross, such as eating, drinking, sleeping, seeing, feeling, hearing, etc.; and he can use the mental body through
various aspects of mind (mental body), such as desires, thoughts
and emotions.
The subtle-conscious human soul on the second plane, with
greater involution of consciousness, is gradually gaining consciousness of the infinite energy of the subtle world and is capable
of performing tricks, or minor miracles of lower degree. For instance, with one wish he can make a dry tree green and vice versa;
he can stop railway trains and motor cars, fill a dry well with fresh
water, and so forth. This subtle-conscious human soul on the second plane experiences the subtle world with the subtle senses of
his subtle body. He is now totally unconscious of the gross world,
although from all outward appearances he remains and functions
as an ordinary man—eating, sleeping and having feelings of pain
and pleasure, etc.—yet actually his involving consciousness experiences not the gross but the subtle world and creates fresh subtle impressions only of the sights, scents and sounds of the subtle world.
Third Plane
Further involution of the subtle consciousness of the subtleconscious human soul makes the soul experience the third
plane 5 of the subtle world. Here the subtle consciousness gains
greater consciousness of the infinite energy of the subtle world
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and the soul experiences greater finite power. Here he is capable
of performing grand miracles such as giving sight to the blind and
restoring limbs to the maimed. Here this subtle-conscious human
soul is also capable of experiencing the different planes and worlds
of the subtle sphere, just as a gross-conscious human soul is capable of travelling from Asia to Australia or America using the
gross vehicles at his disposal.6
The second and third planes of the subtle sphere are the two
major planes which are solely in the domain of the subtle sphere.
The first plane is partially in the domain of the subtle sphere and
partially in the gross sphere. Similarly the fourth plane is partially
of the subtle sphere and partially of the mental sphere. This fourth
plane is known as the threshold of the mental sphere.
Fourth Plane
With a gradual and further gain in the involution of the consciousness of the subtle-conscious human soul, the consciousness
of the soul inclines the soul to experience the fourth plane. On the
fourth plane the soul is fully conscious of infinite energy. It is the
very same infinite energy which is the shadowy aspect of that infinite power of God. Here the soul is equipped with full power and
is even capable of raising the dead and of creating new forms and
worlds* breathing with life. On the fourth plane there are no occult
powers. They are divine powers.
As shown in the sketch facing page 55, the subtle-conscious
human soul on the fourth plane, possessing the key to the store
of infinite power, is seen on the threshold of the mental world, confronted by the full blast of intense desires and emotions which are
the aspects of Mind of the mental world. At this stage, the soul experiences, as it were, a state of the darkest night. He finds himself
caught up between the Devil and the deep. The overpowering incitement by intense desires to wield and use this infinite energy
at will proves a treacherous foe at this juncture when the involution
* The vidnyan-conscious souls of Qutub state or Perfect Masters control such a happening and see that such gross mishaps do not come to pass unless preordained.
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of consciousness of this subtle-conscious human soul is unfailingly
progressing rapidly towards gaining mastery over all desires.
If these desires at their zenith overpower the soul on the fourth
plane, and if the powers are misused, then the experience of liberating this infinite energy invariably proves fatal at this juncture
for the soul on the fourth plane. The result is that all of the consciousness gained by the soul is violently disintegrated, and the
soul retains only the most finite consciousness and identifies itself once again with the stone-form. This soul then has to pass
through the whole process of evolution from the stone-form onward to regain full consciousness.
The soul of the fourth plane has semi-subtle and semi-mental
impressions. He is subject to most tantalizing temptations because
he has intense and overpowering desires, good or bad. Being in
possession of tremendous power, he is impelled to make good or bad
use of it. If he misuses his power for the satisfaction of lust or for the
sake of craving for name and fame or for some other low purpose,
there is a sudden fall of this consciousness of the soul, causing it to
revert to the stone stage of consciousness. But if, by overcoming his
temptations, he makes good use of his tremendous powers, or does
not make any use of his powers, he goes into the fifth plane, where
he is safe and has no possibility of downfall. But also if he makes
good use of the powers, he is sometimes pulled up into the sixth
plane by the vidnyan-conscious souls of Qutub state or Perfect Masters (but not Jivanmuktas nor Majzoobs).
Good use of power in the gross world may be directed towards
material and spiritual ends. For example, wealth might be spent for
the material well-being of others, as for charitable hospitals, relief
for the starving and the distressed, etc., or for their spiritual wellbeing, by providing them with spiritual instruction and spiritual
possibilities. But in the fourth plane, good use of powers invariably
consists in harnessing them only for the spiritual well-being of others. These powers can never be used to bring about material prosperity for anyone. That definitely is a bad use. We might take the
following as an example of good use of the powers of the fourth
plane: Suppose a spiritual pilgrim is going through a desert and
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is on the point of death due to unquenchable thirst. The soul of the
fourth plane can appear to him in the gross body and give him relief by giving him a jug of water and then disappear. Such use can
be termed good use.
Powers can be used for individual or collective good. But even
good use binds and arrests the further progress of the soul. That
is why the fourth plane is the most difficult to cross and is fraught
with greatest dangers. The person who is stationed on the fourth
plane finds it most difficult to abstain from wielding the tremendous powers at his command for the fulfillment of his overpowering desires.
The fourth plane is the threshold of the mental world. On this
plane, more than on any other subtle plane, the spiritual pilgrim is
particularly susceptible to having a precipitous fall. The crisis
which confronts the soul of the fourth plane is grave and hazardous, because he comes into the possession of stupendous divine
powers before having brought his mind into complete subjugation.
He cannot control his mind completely because, unless and until
he rises onto the fifth plane which is of the mental world, he cannot directly experience or use his mind. Like the gross-conscious
human soul, the subtle-conscious soul of the fourth plane also uses
his mind indirectly. Now on this fourth plane the mind is fully
alive. It is functioning in all its fully developed aspects of thoughts,
feelings and desires, which are at the zenith of their overwhelming
intensity. On the one hand, the soul is trying to gain mastery over
its own insurgent mind and bring into subjugation the subversive
forces of desires let loose. On the other hand, the limitless energy
of the planes is completely at his disposal and is constantly seeking
some expression or use.
If the soul yields to the overpowering temptations to put his
powers to wrong use, there is an enormous psychic crash of unimaginable magnitude. The explosive forces thereby released bring about
a complete disintegration of consciousness, subjecting it to a cataclysmic downfall from the heights of the subtle consciousness of
the fourth plane to the very lowest depths of rudimentary stone
consciousness which the soul experienced in the very beginnings of
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evolution. This psychic cataclysm of disintegration is comparable
to the fusing of an electric bulb due to an irreparable short-circuit.
The fallen soul has now no alternative except that of again going
through the long and laborious ascent of evolving consciousness,
through ages of evolution and reincarnation through numberless
forms, and then again gradually and patiently ascending through
the planes.
This disintegration of consciousness occurs only in the case
of fourth plane consciousness and that, too, rarely—only when the
powers of the fourth plane are misused. It is a fact normally that
when consciousness is once gained it can never be lost, but the case
of fourth plane consciousness is the one exception.
If the soul does not misuse the powers at his command but uses
them for good without being overpowered by desires, then, with
further involution of consciousness the consciousness of the subtleconscious human soul sometimes experiences directly the sixth
plane of the mental world and skips over the experiences of the
fifth plane of the mental world.*
But if this consciousness of soul on the fourth plane of consciousness neither uses nor misuses the powers of the fourth plane,
then gradually, with further involution of consciousness, the subtleconscious human soul on the fourth plane crosses the threshold of
the fourth plane and enters the mental world on the fifth plane.
Fifth and Sixth Planes
With greater involution of consciousness of the subtle-conscious
human soul on the fourth plane, the consciousness of the subtleconscious human soul identifies itself with Mind of the mental
planes and experiences the mental world.
This Mind of the mental planes has two sections. In the first section the state of Mind is inquiring or reflecting. In this state Mind
functions as thoughts—high thoughts, low thoughts; good thoughts,
bad thoughts; material thoughts, spiritual thoughts; and so forth.
* Entry into the mental world comprising the fifth and sixth planes may be compared to an entry into a room after crossing the threshold—the fourth plane of
consciousness.
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In the second section the state of Mind is impressive or sympathetic. In this state Mind functions as feelings—feelings of sufferings, emotions; feelings of desires, longings; feelings of pangs,
separation; and so forth.
When Mind of the mental world has distinct dual functions it
is necessary that the experiences in the field of Mind (i.e., the mental world) must be distinctively of two kinds also.
Thus the mental world has two domains—the domain of the
fifth plane of consciousness of Thoughts and the domain of the
sixth plane of consciousness of Feelings.*
Therefore the consciousness of the mental-conscious human
soul on the fifth plane 7 identifies with the first section of Mind only
and is conscious of that state of Mind which is inquiring or reflecting Mind. Thus this mental-conscious human soul of the fifth
plane is the creator and master of thoughts and is capable of controlling only the thoughts of all gross- and subtle-conscious souls.
This is often misinterpreted as controlling the minds of all grossand subtle-conscious souls. (He does not control the mind as a
whole but controls only that state of Mind which functions as
thoughts only.)
The mental-conscious human soul on the fifth plane of consciousness, while identifying himself as inquiring or reflecting
Mind, emanates only thoughts, does not identify himself with the
second state of Mind and is therefore incapable of establishing mastery over feelings, emotions and desires.
However, with greater involution of consciousness, the mentalconscious human soul on the fifth plane gains consciousness of
the second state of Mind of the mental world in the sixth plane
and thus tends to identify himself as that Mind in the second
state—the impressive or sympathetic Mind. Thus the consciousness of the mental-conscious human soul has involved sixth plane
consciousness of the mental world.
* The difference between the involving consciousness of the fifth and sixth planes
may be compared to the difference between the angles of vision of a man entering a room—the mental world. On entering the room, if the man looks straight
ahead of him he spontaneously sees God face to face, thereby gaining directly
consciousness of the sixth plane; but if his vision happens to focus on one of the
corners of the room, then he first gains only the consciousness of the fifth plane.
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The mental-conscious human soul of sixth plane consciousness experiences the mental world through complete consciousness of feelings and thus has no thoughts at all, but actually feels
that he is conscious of the feeling of seeing God face to face continuously in everything and everywhere. He “sees”* God continuously but cannot see himself in God as God. Therefore he cannot
reconcile his feeling-of-sight of God with his own identity with
God; and thus he longs for, feels for, has pangs for union with God
Whom he “sees” face to face. This identification with the second
state of Mind—feeling—is the predominant aspect of divine love
which ultimately leads to union with God.
The fifth plane of the mental world is the state of full consciousness of thought, hence only mastery over the control and
creation of thoughts is established, whereas no mastery nor control
over feelings or emotions and desires is established.
The sixth plane of the mental world is the state of full consciousness of feeling, and thus mastery over the control and creation of feelings is established and no more scope is left for even
a single thought to penetrate into the domain of feelings. The sixth
plane consciousness is thought-less and governs the feelings of the
gross- and subtle-conscious souls. This is often misinterpreted as
mastery over the hearts of all gross- and subtle-conscious souls. (A
soul with sixth plane consciousness does not govern or regulate the
so-called heart but controls and governs that state of Mind in the
mental plane which emanates feelings of emotion and desires.)
The loving of God and the longing for His union is really and
fully demonstrated in the sixth plane; when even the sixth plane
of the mental world is transcended, illusion vanishes and God
is realized.
In the human form when the soul is mental-conscious† it is
unconscious of the gross body and the subtle body; but it does
work through the gross and subtle bodies, not directly, but on the
* This is not to be confused with our ordinary way of seeing an object with our ordinary eyes. To “see” God face to face is to apprehend God through the one and
only sense of the mental plane, and this sense is of “seeing.” Here the pilgrim has
the intuitive recognition of God.
† [See also Meher Baba, “Mental Consciousness,” The Everything and the Nothing
(Myrtle Beach, SC: Sheriar Foundation, 1995), 101–104. Ed.]
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mental plane. So even if the mental-conscious human soul is unconscious of the gross body and the subtle body and therefore
does not realize the gross and subtle worlds, he can unconsciously
utilize the gross through various aspects of the gross and is thus
seen eating, drinking, sleeping, seeing, hearing and feeling as an
ordinary gross-conscious human being, though he is all the while
conscious only of the mental world with his mental sense of “seeing.” Similarly, he can unconsciously utilize the subtle through
various gross aspects of energy in the form of nuclear energies,
etc., while all the time being only conscious of “seeing” with his
mental sense. The mental-conscious human soul in the mental
world has now only one sense and that is of “seeing.”
So this mental-conscious human soul on the fifth plane experiences the first state of the mental world with the mental body or
the mind and gains consciousness of the first state of Mind. Here
this soul is capable of controlling the first state of Mind (i.e.,
thoughts of the gross-conscious and subtle-conscious human
souls) but is now totally incapable of performing any miracles because of his total unconsciousness of the infinite energy of the
subtle world and its powers. However, as this mental-conscious
human soul controls the first state of Mind of the subtle-conscious
human souls, the incitement in the subtle-conscious human soul
to perform miracles is checked, controlled or aggravated according
to the desire and will of the mind of the mental-conscious human
soul, who is capable of creating and controlling thoughts of other
minds and is himself stable and can never again slide down to any
lower level of consciousness.
Gradually, as the involution of the consciousness of the mentalconscious human soul progresses deeper and deeper, he experiences mastery over the second state of Mind (i.e., feeling) and he
now becomes fully conscious of the mind or the mental body, and
experiences the whole of the mental body on the sixth plane.8 This
experience is of “seeing” God face to face—seeing God everywhere
and in everything.
Right from the first plane up through the sixth plane the involution of consciousness progressed gradually and steadily as the
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consciousness of the soul had less and less frequent experiences
of multifarious and diverse opposite impressions which grew
fainter and fainter. Therefore, while the involution of the soul’s
consciousness was in progress, the diverse opposite impressions
became gradually scarcer and fainter until the involved consciousness of the soul on the sixth plane is fully conscious of the mental body and experiences the mental world in full with practically
no impressions at all except a faint last trace of residual impressions
of opposites. That is, the involved consciousness fully identifies
with Mind, and the soul tends to realize that he is Mind; and this
soul, as Mind, has a last and total impression that he “sees” God
face to face in everything but he cannot see himself in God.
This mental-conscious human soul of the sixth plane, almost
void of all impressions* and only conscious of mind, now is confronted with God face to face and sees God in everything but does
not see himself in God because, being still conscious of mind, he
takes himself as Mind. This mental-conscious human soul associates
himself with mind, and is conscious of himself as Mind, and experiences himself as still something other than God. This mentalconscious human soul on the sixth plane actually “sees” God face to
face more vividly and intensively than the gross- or subtle-conscious
human soul sees objects of the gross or subtle worlds.
At this stage the consciousness of the soul, which had experienced diverse, innumerable and opposite impressions, now experiences the last trace of dual impressions of the opposites. This
mental-conscious human soul on the sixth plane is still conscious
of duality, identifying himself as mind and differentiating himself
from God.9
Seventh Plane
This experience of duality lingers on and on until the final involution of consciousness of the mental-conscious human soul
* Like an aching tooth that gradually works loose but does not fall out for a long
time, the false ego remains until the last stage of the first spiritual journey, although
it becomes increasingly faint as the soul advances on the Path, only to vanish forever in the final fana of the seventh plane, to be replaced by the unlimited Real Ego.
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leads the soul to dissociate itself from the mind (the consciousness
of the mind had objectified God), and makes the soul associate itself with its own Self—the Soul or Atma.
Thus the consciousness of the soul is now said to experience
at last the consciousness of the seventh plane. Here on the seventh
plane the Self-conscious human soul is conscious of himself as God
and experiences infinite power, infinite knowledge and infinite bliss.
For the mental-conscious human soul to cross the sixth plane
and experience the seventh plane by his own efforts* is quite impossible.10 At this stage the grace of a Perfect Master is absolutely
essential to help the mental-conscious human soul to dissociate
himself from the consciousness of mind and to make him realize
his unity with the infinite state, to experience infinite bliss consciously and to realize that he (atma) was eternally in bliss.
So it is that the Self-conscious human soul of the seventh
plane is now fully conscious of the Self as infinite and eternal and
is now also conscious of the Source of energy and mind, which
were nothing but the shadowy aspects of his own infinite power
and infinite knowledge.
This Self-conscious human soul which is now Self-realized or
God-realized, not only experiences infinite power, knowledge and
bliss, but simultaneously radiates them. Sometimes, in certain cases,
such Self-conscious human souls also make use of this infinite
power, knowledge and bliss directly and consciously for the emancipation of other souls from their impressions and their respective
associations with the gross, subtle and mental forms and worlds.
In its travail to gain Self-consciousness the individual eternal atma (soul), unconscious of its infinite state in Paramatma,
gathered and experienced innumerable diverse impressions, and
all the while associated itself with finite and ephemeral existences, unfurling the gross, subtle and mental worlds while evolving gross consciousness of the gross world and while involving
consciousness of the subtle and mental planes of the subtle and
mental worlds.
* However, those in the sixth plane of consciousness realize God at the time of dropping their bodies.
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Involution of consciousness of the atma (soul), culminated by
the grace of a Perfect Master, led the atma to Self-realization of its
infinite state in Paramatma.*
Thus it is that when the consciousness of the atma gained Selfconsciousness and experienced infinite power, knowledge and
bliss, the atma realized that it exists—eternally; that all through the
travail to gain Self-consciousness, the impressions, experiences and
associations of the gross, subtle and mental bodies and worlds were
nothing but a vacant dream; and that the identification with gross
bodies, creatures and human beings and all the experiences of the
three worlds and the six planes, with all of their paraphernalia, had
their relative existences sustained and maintained as long as the
consciousness of the atma was immature. Maturity was only gained
in the seventh plane with consciousness fully involved. This led the
atma to realize the Self, or made the atma fully conscious of Godrealization. In other words, the atma’s own infinite state in Paramatma was consciously realized.†
It is only after the final annihilation of the mind and the wearing out of the curtain of mental impressions that consciousness can
function in full freedom from all impressional bindings. This
means crossing the deep abyss which separates the sixth plane
from the seventh plane. The seventh plane is the formless abode of
the Highest of the High.‡ The Most High or the infinite God as Truth
* Sav bar tahira daman ha thoj mire aya

Jab ankh khuli dikha apna hi garibaj hai.
—AsGar

“A hundred times I felt that I held your garment firmly in my hands;
When I opened my eyes I was amazed to discover it was my own
garment that I was holding.”
† The God-realized man is the Almighty, plus knowledge and consciousness. He is in
the perfect wakeful state. He is knowledge, knower and the known. He is love, lover
and the beloved. He knows that he is in every jiv-atma and that everyone is in him.
The God-realized man knows that he is the be-all and the end-all of existence,
and that he always was and will remain the same one, infinite Ocean of Truth. But
the ordinary man does not know whence he came and whither he will go.
‡ [The reader is referred to Fariduddin Attar’s Mantiq-ut-Tayr, a Sufi allegory generally known as The Conference of the Birds, for a delightful description of the journey
through the planes. Ed.]
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can be realized only by transcending the entire realm of imagination. Only on this seventh plane does the soul fulfill the initial
urge for self-knowledge by experiencing its own Self as identical
with the unchanging, eternal, indivisible and formless Over-Soul,
with infinite knowledge, infinite reality (Truth), infinite power and
infinite bliss.

PART 6

Summary of States of Divine Consciousness

AFTER taking human-form and gaining full consciousness, that full
consciousness which the atma (soul) craved in order to experience
Paramatma, the atma still does not experience Paramatma; because
even after attaining full consciousness, as long as this consciousness remains centred in gross impressions, the atma perforce is
made conscious of the gross body and must therefore experience
the gross world.
Without having human-form, it is impossible for the atma to
gain consciousness of subtle and mental bodies and of Self. Similarly, it is impossible to gather experience of the subtle world, the
mental world and of Paramatma. For the evolution of consciousness and for the evolution of form and for the experience of the
gross world, it is absolutely necessary to have gross sanskaras (impressions), and as long as there are gross impressions, the atma has
no consciousness of the subtle and mental bodies.
In human-form, because of the evolution of full consciousness
and because of the evolution of perfect form in the shape of a
human being, and because of having taken full experience of the
gross world, there is now no more need of gross impressions. Gross
impressions can become subtle impressions, subtle impressions
can become mental impressions, and mental impressions can disappear. So in human-form the atma can have consciousness of the
subtle and mental bodies and of atma itself, and experience of the
subtle world, mental world and of Paramatma. But the tragedy is
that immediately after gaining full consciousness in human form,
the atma does not gain consciousness of subtle (pran) and mental
(mana) bodies and Self, and likewise does not experience the subtle
55
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and mental worlds and does not have experience of Paramatma.
This is because gross sanskaras do not become subtle sanskaras
or mental sanskaras nor disappear immediately after the atma has
gained full consciousness in human-form. The reason for this is
that the first human-form made out of the last animal-form, when
dropped, leaves behind a legacy of impressions of the first humanform, and then each following incarnated human-form is made
up of the last human-form sanskaras. So the atma, in spite of having full consciousness, takes a number of human-forms as long as
gross sanskaras exist.
Eventually, one of two things happens: the atma’s gross sanskaras may entirely disappear all of a sudden, and the atma lose
consciousness of the gross body and gain consciousness of the Self,
thus losing the experience of the gross world and gaining experience of Paramatma. Or, the second more likely possibility is that
eventually the gross sanskaras will fade and become subtle sanskaras, subtle sanskaras fade more and become mental sanskaras,
and finally mental sanskaras fade to such an extent that they disappear. In this case the atma first loses consciousness of the gross
body and the experiences of the gross world, and gains consciousness of the subtle body and experience of the subtle world. Then
the atma loses consciousness of the subtle body and gains consciousness of the mental body and loses experience of the subtle
world and gains experience of the mental world. Finally, the atma
loses consciousness of the mental body, thereby gaining consciousness of the atma itself and loses the experience of the mental world and gains experience of Paramatma.
After the atma has gained Self-consciousness and experiences
the Paramatma the atma inherits one of the THREE STATES (not two
or four states but three states definitely):
First State A: Soon after this experience of the Highest of the High,
the atma generally drops all of its shadowy bodies (gross, subtle
and mental) and eternally enjoys individualized experience as a
whole—the infinite power, knowledge and bliss of God—without
using the attributes thereof.
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First State B: The atma may not drop these three bodies until
some time afterwards, although it is absolutely unconscious of
these bodies. Except that it retains the bodies, its state is actually
the same as “A.”
Second State: The atma retains the three bodies and, simultaneously with Self-consciousness, is also conscious of its three shadows
(gross, subtle and mental bodies) and at the same time experiences
the infinite power, knowledge and bliss of God. It also experiences
the gross world, subtle world and mental world as God’s shadows,
but it does not use the power, knowledge and bliss of God for the
other atmas who are mental-conscious, subtle-conscious and grossconscious and so it is independent.
Third State: This is exactly like the second state except that the
atma uses its infinite power, knowledge and bliss in making grossconscious atmas subtle-conscious; and subtle-conscious atmas
mental-conscious; and mental-conscious atmas Self-conscious; even
at one stroke making gross-conscious atmas Self-conscious.
Full Development of Subtle and Mental Bodies in
Human Form, and Involution of Consciousness
Only in the human-form are subtle (pran) and mental (mana)
bodies fully developed. Therefore, even when the atma has gross
consciousness and is unconscious of pran and mana, it does work
through pran and mana, not directly, but on the gross plane. So
even if the gross-conscious human atma is unconscious of pran
and mana and therefore does not realize Energy and Mind, it can
use Energy through various aspects of energy (e.g., nuclear) and it
can use Mind through various aspects of mind—such as thoughts,
desires and emotions.
In the human-form when the atma has subtle consciousness it
is unconscious of the gross (sharir) and mental (mana) bodies, yet
it does work through sharir and mana, not directly, but on the
subtle plane. So even if the subtle-conscious human atma is unconscious of sharir and mana and therefore does not realize the gross
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and mental worlds, it can use the gross, through various aspects of
the gross, as eating, drinking, sleeping, seeing, feeling, hearing,
etc., and it can use Mind through various aspects of the mind, as
thoughts, desires and emotions.
In the human-form when the atma has mental consciousness it
is unconscious of the gross (sharir) and subtle (pran) bodies, but it
does work through sharir and pran, not directly, but on the mental plane. So even if the mental-conscious human atma is unconscious of sharir and pran and therefore does not realize the gross
and subtle worlds, it can use the gross through various aspects of
the gross—such as eating, sleeping, seeing, feeling, hearing, etc.,
and it can use Energy through various aspects of energy such as
nuclear, etc.
To give a simile, let us consider, for instance, a gross-conscious
human atma as a soul on earth (which we take as a standard for
the gross plane) far flung from the sun, which, for instance, for the
purpose of our simile only, we take as the source of Energy of the
subtle and the source of Mind of the mental. (The simile of sun
and earth must never be misconstrued as the sun and earth of the
solar system.)
This sun, which we have now adopted as our standard, sheds
its rays of Energy and Mind continuously and simultaneously on
the earth (which we have taken as the standard for the gross); and
the gross-conscious human soul on earth—conscious only of the
gross—unconsciously imbibes from the sun’s rays the Energy of the
subtle, by making in the gross world the fullest use of the aspects
of this Energy in the form of nuclear energy. Also this grossconscious human soul on earth unconsciously makes use in the
gross world of the aspects of Mind such as thoughts, desires and
emotions, which it also imbibes from this sun’s rays.
For the purpose of continuing our simile we shall now take the
subtle-conscious human soul as a soul in air and hence much nearer
this sun than the gross-conscious human atma on earth. This
subtle-conscious human soul in air is conscious only of the subtle—
consciously imbibes the fullest energy from this sun, which is the
source of energy, and consciously makes use of this tremendous
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energy in its nascent form. Thus this subtle-conscious human soul
is capable of wielding tremendous power and is quite capable of
giving sight to the blind or limbs to the maimed. This is the domain
of the first three planes, and the capability of this soul to liberate
energy in any intensity is achieved according to the degree of subtle
consciousness gained by it in the second and third planes.
While this subtle-conscious human soul, in its realm of Energy, consciously makes use of energy in its nascent state, it is unconscious of the mental. Therefore, unconsciously, it makes use
of the aspects of Mind, such as thoughts, desires and emotions.
Thus, though it is capable of wielding tremendous power through
its consciousness of Energy, it is susceptible to getting entangled by
mind while making use of the aspects of Mind unconsciously. For
this reason this subtle-conscious human soul, although mighty
powerful, sometimes slides down to the lower level of subtle consciousness while making conscious use of its energy in the form of
miraculous powers.
To be more precise, the subtle-conscious human soul is either
in the first or second or third plane according to the degree of subtle
consciousness gained; or, one may say that the domain of the subtle
sphere comprises the first, second and third planes. Now the fourth
plane is that state of consciousness which draws a line of demarcation between the domain of the subtle world and the domain
of the mental world. In other words, the subtle-conscious human
atma on the fourth plane is like a human soul standing on the
threshold (of the mental world), which delimits the subtle world
from the mental world.
Therefore the subtle-conscious human soul at the stage of consciousness of the fourth plane is fully conscious of the first, second
and third planes and experiences in full the subtle world, and so
is completely conscious of the tremendous energy of the subtle
world. Thus this human soul on the threshold of the mental
world, commanding the energy at its height, is now nearest to the
domain of Mind, which is the mental world, and thus is much
more susceptible to the overpowering forces of the aspects of the
mind, viz., the thoughts, desires and emotions. And although this
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subtle-conscious human soul on the fourth plane consciously
makes use of the subtle world’s energy at its zenith, it is still unconscious of Mind. It therefore unconsciously makes use of the
aspects of Mind, which are now too overpowering and thus most
alluring for this soul which, so to speak, has to face and bear the
full blast of the aspects of the mind (thoughts, desires and emotions) at their highest.
This situation for the human soul on the fourth plane is extremely dangerous, since it is extremely treacherous. Here the
soul, equipped with highest energy, which can be put to use either
for the best or for the worst, has to maintain a sort of equilibrium
of two forces at their zenith, i.e., the height of the energy of the
subtle world and the overpowering height of aspects of the mind
of the mental world. If this human soul on the fourth plane, while
unconsciously using the aspects of Mind, is overcome by the overpowering allurements of these aspects (thoughts, desires and emotions), he then cannot resist using energy at its climax for the worst
by performing powerful miracles such as raising the dead, curing
the blind, the sick and the maimed, etc., just to satisfy his own
overpowering desires. He is even capable of creating the whole
world of forms with all of its creation, so great is the power obtained
from the energy at its height of which this subtle-conscious human
soul is conscious.
Thus this misuse of energy at its zenith, through the medium
and the overpowering allurements of the aspects of mind, also at
their zenith, creates a sort of tremendous, irreparable short-circuit
in the two fundamental supernatural forces—of energy at its zenith
in the shape of stupendous power, and of mind at its zenith in the
shape of irresistible desire—resulting in an unimaginably tremendous clash and explosion in the advanced consciousness of the
subtle-conscious human soul of the fourth plane. Absolute disturbance is thus created in the consciousness of this soul resulting in downright disintegration of the advanced consciousness of
this human soul. Thereupon this subtle-conscious human soul invariably falls to the lowest level of consciousness, which is the most
finite type of consciousness of the crudest form. Therefore this
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human soul has to take the form of stone and has again to go
through the process of evolution.
Example of a Gross-Conscious Scientist
Let us try to explain this situation by an illustration of what
sometimes occurs, even on the gross plane, to an ordinary human
being who handles tremendous power and who is, more often than
not, overcome by an intense desire to demonstrate his powers.
Let us compare then a subtle-conscious human soul on the
fourth plane, such as described above, with a great scientist of repute in the gross world. The latter, being fully conscious of the
gross plane, by sheer dint of effort and much investigation into the
fields of the science of energies, fully realizes the possibility of releasing tremendous energy through certain experiments.
This scientist, we will assume for the purposes of our illustration, gradually becomes fully conscious of the tremendous energy
that has come within his reach and which will ultimately come under
his complete control. He then desires intensely to make use of it.
Even when this gross-conscious scientist in the gross world is
conscious of the highest possible gross aspect of Energy, he is not
at all conscious of that Energy in its nascent state, which is only
of the domain of the subtle world and which can only be experienced and controlled by the subtle-conscious human soul, and
which can never, under any circumstances, be experimented with
or experienced by any gross-conscious human being.
Therefore, when this gross-conscious scientist in the gross
world on earth is conscious of the highest possible gross aspects of
nuclear energy, he is actually fully conscious of only one of the
highest gross aspects of energy of the domain of the subtle world.
And, when this scientist, who is conscious of one of the highest gross aspects of energy, which is now entirely under his control,
is overpowered by an intense desire—which is also the highest aspect of Mind of the mental world—to use it, then the scientist’s
whole career hangs in the balance, and it is thus very often at stake.
It is at this juncture of conflicting thoughts, which on the one
hand provoke the scientist to demonstrate his powers, and on the
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other hand soothe him to become reticent, that the scientist has
to be extremely careful to maintain an equilibrium—that is, balancing the tremendous aspects of energy at his disposal. It rests
with him either to use it for the welfare of the world, or to misuse
it for its devastating effects, or, not to use it at all. He is confronted
with the irresistible, overpowering force of the predominant aspect
of mind in the shape of intense desires which haunt him with fame,
name and power, tickling his ego to the utmost towards selfish
ends, irrespective of the potential destruction and devastation
which can be wrought.
If the scientist succumbs, therefore, to this overweening desire,
which is now at its zenith, and is thereby directed for his selfish
ends to misuse the power that he controls in the form of one of the
highest aspects of energy, he then consciously leads himself to attempt to explode the most deadly weapon in his control—more
powerful than, say, the latest hydrogen bomb.
It is at this stage that the crucial point is reached.
The scientist explodes his weapon, spreading devastating results; and the equilibrium which was thus far very narrowly maintained between use of power and overpowering desire is absolutely
disturbed.
This scientist could not content himself and was incapable of
maintaining an equilibrium or balance between the tremendous
aspect of energy that lay latent in his weapon, which fortified him
with power, and the intense desire to explode the weapon consciously, unmindful of the unimaginable result.
The tragedy of the whole thing was that this scientist, being
conscious of and intensely self-interested in the result of the explosion of the bomb, was the first to be directly affected by the blast
of the explosion despite all of the necessary precautions taken. The
immediate consequence to himself was that at first he was completely overpowered by his own experiment and was aghast; and,
he fell flat on the ground, absolutely unconscious. To add to this
tragedy, when he regained his consciousness, he regained it at what
cost? He had completely forgotten his state as a great and advanced
scientist and he was also incapable of remembering his immediate past, his boyhood and his activities as a young man with all of
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their associations with wife, children and friends. The greatest
change that took place in him was that he did not even feel that
he had lost anything—i.e., his memory and his consciousness of
being a great scientist. The doctors call such an occurrence a case of
amnesia. He had consciousness only of the fact that he was a man
of the most rudimentary type. He then started his life afresh, never
once imagining that he had lived the life of a great man of science,
who had had under his control vast and tremendous forces of energy. In a similar fashion occurs the tragedy of the most advanced
subtle-conscious human soul on the fourth plane. He, being energy personified, misuses the energy at its zenith in the subtle
world, and consequently loses all consciousness except the most finite consciousness which, according to the law of evolution, has to
take the most crude form of stone to experience that most finite
consciousness.
One of the functions of Perfect Masters is to guard the soul of
the fourth plane from wrecking his spiritual career through the
misuse of divine powers.* Very often, if the soul of the fourth plane
is about to lose control of his mind, his powers are snatched away
by the Perfect Masters, who can control the minds of all subtleconscious and gross-conscious souls. The cases of actual downfall are accordingly rare and occur as exceptions to the rule. They
must ultimately be attributed, not to any failure in the vigilance
maintained by the Perfect Masters, but to the original urge within
God Himself. So it is literally true that each and every thing, small
or great, that happens in the universe, happens only according to
the will of the Almighty.
* Being asked by the editors about Jesus’ “temptations,” Meher Baba replied:
“The truth is that Jesus was not tempted by Satan, but that Jesus got Himself
tempted, and He overcame the temptations. There was a great purpose behind
this. He had to get Himself tempted; thereby He shouldered the burden of the forces
of temptations that predominated in the world. Jesus then overcame all the temptations and in that way created a tremendous force which acted as a great set-back
to the forces of universal temptations. The same was true in the case of Buddha, and
it is the same every time in Avataric periods. Whenever God manifests on earth
as Avatar, His Godhood gives a universal push and the result is universal, i.e., not
only the humanity reaps the benefit but everything in the whole Creation reaps the
benefit of the universal push.”
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Here it is important to know that though it is an established fact
that once full consciousness is gained in the human form, it is virtually never lost; yet, in this case of the subtle-conscious human
soul on the fourth plane, there is the possibility of losing the consciousness gained. This occurs if the powers of the fourth plane
are misused, and if the equilibrium is not maintained with the highest energy at command, counter-balanced by the overpowering allurement of infinite desires which are the highest aspect of Mind.
Though the three fundamental aspects of Mind are thoughts, desires
and emotions, the desires form the highest aspect of Mind.
But, if the subtle-conscious human soul on the fourth plane
does not misuse the energy commanded by it, and maintains the
equilibrium by discreet use of infinite energy for the best, then this
soul on the fourth plane not only crosses this threshold of the fourth
plane and enters the domain of the fifth and sixth planes of the
mental world but gains consciousness of the sixth plane directly.
This is because this soul (with subtle consciousness and discreet use
of Energy at its zenith) was capable of overcoming and resisting the
most alluring and overpowering highest aspects of Mind, the desires, thoughts and emotions, which were most powerfully treacherous at their zenith. Thus this subtle-conscious human soul gains
directly the consciousness of the sixth plane by overpowering the
desires, thoughts and emotions at their zenith and becomes their
master, who now controls them and even has the capacity to create them.
Some subtle-conscious human souls neither use nor misuse the
tremendous flood of energy at its height liberated in the subtle
world; and when such souls do not fall prey to their desires, which
are also at their height, these subtle-conscious human souls cross
the threshold of the fourth plane and gain the consciousness of the
fifth plane in the domain of the mental world. Here these mentalconscious human souls are no longer the slaves of their minds because they are now conscious of the first state of Mind which
controls thoughts.
The mental-conscious human souls on the fifth and sixth planes
are now fully conscious of Mind and experience the mental world
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according to the degree of advancement of consciousness of the
fifth and sixth planes. These mental-conscious human souls of the
fifth and sixth planes are no longer conscious of the degrees of consciousness of the first, second, third and fourth planes of the subtle
world nor do they experience the subtle world any longer. Therefore these mental-conscious human souls are unconscious of the
tremendous energy of the subtle world. Hence these mentalconscious human souls, although they are conscious masters of
Mind, are now absolutely unconscious of the power of Energy
of the subtle world, and it is for this reason that these mentalconscious human souls never can perform any miracles. They can
neither raise the dead nor can they give sight to the blind nor limbs
to the maimed in spite of their advanced consciousness being
greater than the consciousness of the subtle-conscious human soul.
However, as these mental-conscious human souls are the conscious
masters of Mind, they can create and control the minds of the
gross-conscious and subtle-conscious human souls. For them, creating and controlling minds is but child’s play, if necessary.
In the case of the mental-conscious human soul, let us suppose
that its position is near the sun (which we have taken for our standard as a simile). This soul in human form consciously imbibes and
controls the aspects of Mind such as thoughts, desires and emotions, and makes in the mental world the fullest use of Mind which
proceeds from the sun (which we, for our purpose of explanation,
consider as the source). Thus this mental-conscious human soul, in
the realms of the fifth and sixth planes, is not only fully conscious
of the mind and its aspects but it is also capable of creating and controlling the thoughts, desires and emotions of all other minds too. The
soul is now quite stable and can never fall or slide down to any lower
levels of consciousness as could the subtle-conscious human soul on
the fourth plane (because the gross-conscious human soul and subtleconscious human soul are the slaves of their minds, whereas the
mental-conscious human soul is the master of his mind).
Finally, the case of the Self-conscious human soul is like a soul
in the sun itself. (While trying to understand the explanation, one
should bear in mind that the reference to the sun is given only as
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a form of simile. One must not misunderstand this sun as our
earthly sun nor misunderstand our earthly sun as the real standard
of the infinite and eternal source of infinite power, knowledge and
bliss, nor must we attach any significance whatsoever to our earth’s
sun, for our earth’s sun is nothing but one of the objects of Creation
of the soul’s own creating.)
This Self-conscious human soul of the seventh plane is conscious of this sun (which we have taken as an example of the source
of Energy and Mind), and although he invariably experiences and
radiates eternally the infinite power, knowledge and bliss, in some
cases such a soul also makes use of this infinite power, knowledge
and bliss directly and consciously for the emancipation of souls
from the sanskaras of the gross, subtle and mental worlds.

PART 7

The Sevenfold Veil

KABIR was a Perfect Master as well as a poet. Kabirwani, his book
of poems, is therefore the more unique because of his lucid expositions on God, love for God, the divine path and illusory Creation.
Being a Perfect Master, Kabir has said things as much for the man
in the street as for the initiate. He does not hesitate to disclose, both
allegorically as well as in plain words, some of the spiritual secrets
which, though within the grasp of ordinary man, are yet known
only to the spiritually illumined ones who alone truly understand
the deeper meaning underlying most of his sayings.
There are yogis (those who practice a systematic course of esoteric knowledge) who can of themselves suspend their physical
bodies in mid-air during the time they are in a temporary samadhi
(trance). There are some who can bodily walk on water or fly in the
air without the aid of external means, and yet all this is no sign or
proof of their having experienced divine love. Weighed on spiritual
scales these miracles have no value whatsoever. In fact, miracle
mongering by the average yogi is not only poles apart from the
spiritual path, but is actually a hindrance to the individual’s evolution towards spiritual progress.11,12 The following incident in the
life of a Hindu Master shows the disregard in which it is held by
Perfect Masters, who are Truth personified: The Master was one
day by the river’s edge waiting for one of the little ferry boats that
take passengers across the stream for the diminutive fare of one
anna. A yogi seeing him thus waiting, came up to him, literally
walked across the river and back, and said, “That was much easier,
was it not?” The Master smilingly replied, “Yes, and had less value
than that of the boat fare—one anna.”
67
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The ability to exercise constant control over one’s low desires
is no mean achievement. Success in establishing a lasting sublimation of all desires is indeed a greater one. But the greatest is the
burning away of all one’s desires once and for all, which divine love
alone can do. As there is never any show about divine love, this
“burning” in love is always without “smoke,” i.e., without show.
There are times when an outward expression of God-love may
amount to heroism, but to make at any time a mere show of one’s
love for God, for the sake of show, amounts to an insult to God.
That is why Kabir says that in the act of meditation13,14 when one
assumes an asan (posture) to meditate upon God, one should at
that time learn to avoid making any display such as the swaying
motion of one’s body, even if it is only for one’s own gratification.
As compared with dreams, the physical life is indeed a reality.
Similarly, compared with the reality of the path, the world and all
worldly life is vacant dreaming on the part of man. But as the world
and all of its experiences are illusory, so is the spiritual path that
leads to Reality. The former may be termed false illusion and the latter real illusion. Nevertheless, despite the vast difference between
them, they are both illusions, for God alone is the only Reality.
When Knowledge * is gained ignorance is banished, but for
ignorance to go, Knowledge must be gained. On the one hand,
God, and the capacity of man to see and become one with God, are
always there. On the other hand, Truth remains hidden from man
until he actually arrives upon the path or realizes God. This apparent anomaly is due to two different factors: man’s ignorance of
Truth, and the fact that Truth is beyond the faculty of reason and
far, far above the sphere of intellect. The fact remains that man has
become God and man can become God for the simple reason that,
knowingly or unknowingly, man is God. Only so long as man’s
ignorance lasts will there seem to be no end to the plural diversity of illusory things. When divine knowledge is gained he realizes that there is no end to the indivisible oneness of God. Under
the illusion of cosmic duality the apparent separation between
man and God is invariably referred to by masters in terms of the
* [In the sense of “wisdom” rather than of worldly knowledge. Ed.]
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intervenient “veil” and “curtain.” Hafiz, who was a Perfect Master
as well as a great poet, says:
Miyanah ’ashiq o m’ashuq hic hayal nist
Tu Kvud hijab-i Kvudi, Hafiz, az miyan barKiz.
“There is no barrier between the lover and Beloved; Hafiz,
lift yourself aside, you are yourself the covering over Self.”
Kabir, referring to the removal of the seven folds of the veil, says:
Tere ghukghata ke pata khola tujhe Rama milega.
“Open the folds of your veil, and you shall find God.”
The ghunghat literally means the covering that a woman extends
over her head and face in a number of folds; in spiritual parlance
it represents the heavy folds of ignorance that keep man hidden
from his real identity. The lifting of it, fold by fold, corresponds to
the stage-by-stage journey of a pilgrim from the first through the
fifth plane of the divine path.
The veil that separates a man-in-ignorance from God Who is All
Knowledge is so subtle that even the highest and finest thought cannot pierce through it. This veil consists of seven folds of seven different, deep colours. Each fold is tied with a separate knot; thus there
are seven knots to the seven folds. The seven colours represent the
seven root desires, corresponding to the seven fundamental impressions, i.e., lust, greed, anger, etc., connected with the seven
openings of sensation in the face, viz., (1) mouth, (2) right nostril,
(3) left nostril, (4) right ear, (5) left ear, (6) right eye, (7) left eye.
In Reality and as the only Reality, the soul is always God without
beginning and without end. False illusion begins with the descent
of the soul in seven material stages and real illusion ends with the
ascent of the soul to the seventh spiritual plane.
God is a macrocosm, God is a microcosm and God is also always
beyond both. Knowingly man is body and man is mind, but unknowingly, as in deep sleep, man is also beyond both.
Analogically it is true that man is made in the image of God. The
top of his head represents the vidnyan bhumika, arsh-e-ala, the highest spiritual state, or the seat of Brahman. The forehead corresponds
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to the entrance to divinity. The centre of the forehead, just above
the two external eyes, is the seat of the inner or third eye. When the
veil with all its seven folds is finally removed, man is then able,
through the third eye, to see God face to face and sees Him more
actually and naturally than what he is ordinarily able to see of his
body and the world through the two external eyes. In order to arrive at the divine entrance situated in the forehead, man has to pass
through the seven doors as represented by the seven physical openings in the face.
When an initiate succeeds in actually entering the divine path
it is for him a single seven-in-one achievement, and it applies to the
first of the seven folds of the veil, viz., (1) unfastening of the first
knot, (2) disappearance of the first fold, (3) crushing out of the first
root desires, (4) wiping out of the relative fundamental impressions, (5) doing away with the first of the seven deep, dark colours,
(6) entrance through the first door (as represented by the mouth),
and (7) arriving on the first plane in the subtle sphere, the pran
bhuvan or the alam-e-malakut.15
In dreams, an ordinary man is able to make partial use of his
subtle body with subtle consciousness, but only in respect to gross
experience and concerning only gross objects. Just as he experiences the gross world with full gross consciousness through his
gross body, so the initiate on the first plane begins to experience the
subtle world with subtle consciousness through his subtle body.
If the initiate is able to proceed further and manages to maintain
progress, he continues in the subtle sphere up to the fourth plane.
This progress involves the second and third successive single
seven-in-one achievements that parallel the sevenfold results
achieved in the first. This passing through the second and third
doors (represented by the right and left nostrils) brings a still greater
intensification of the real illusion, i.e., higher consciousness of the
path. After going through the second door, the initiate realizes even
more the wonderful things of the subtle world and at the same time
begins to run the risk of being lost in the maze of wonderment. The
mystical enchantments of the path beyond the third door are still
greater, and so also are the chances of becoming spellbound by
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them. Just as those with gross consciousness take the gross sphere
and its illusory experiences to be real, so the pilgrims in the subtle
sphere, while absorbed in the wonder of the plane on which they
are, may mistake it for the ultimate Reality. Hence a pilgrim often
gets stuck on a plane, deluded by its raptures into accepting it as the
Goal, until a Perfect Master or even mental-conscious souls help
him by pushing him on to the next plane.
The fourth seven-in-one achievement is a double achievement
because at one and the same time (1) the fourth and fifth knots are
unfastened, (2) the fourth and fifth folds disappear, (3) the fourth
and fifth root desires are crushed, (4) the fourth and fifth deep, dark
colours vanish, (5) the fourth and fifth relative fundamental impressions are wiped out, (6) the fourth and fifth doors (as represented
by the right and left ears) are passed through, and (7) the pilgrim arrives on the highest plane of the subtle sphere, the fourth plane.
As said before, the fourth plane is the plane of spiritual splendour and of divine powers (anwar-o-tajalliyat or siddhis). Pilgrims
advanced this far can, among many other things, even raise the
dead. They run a very grave risk of misusing these powers, thereby
inviting disaster, and only a very few can independently cross these
dizzy heights safely without the aid of a Perfect Master. It is of them
that Hafiz says:
Dar asitan-i janan asman biyandish
Kaz auj-i sar bulandi ufti biKak-i pasti.
“On the threshold of the Beloved, beware of the allurements
of the heavens, lest you bring about your fall from the heights
of progress and greatness to the depths of degradation
and ruin.”
In such case, a man is not only deprived of the spiritual progress he
has made on the path, but is thrown back from the position that he
had achieved through physiological evolution to the state of the
stone-form.
Just as anything may happen to a man travelling over an unknown path in the pitch blackness of the night, so anything may
happen to one who must pass through the fourth plane without the
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guiding hand of a Perfect Master. That is why, for all its dazzling
splendour and power, the period of going through the fourth plane
is termed in Christian mysticism, “the dark night of the soul.”*
If the advanced pilgrim is at all able to resist the allurements
and treacheries of the dark night of the soul, he enters the mental sphere (mano bhuvan or the alam-e-jabrut) by the fifth and final
double seven-in-one achievement which occurs on the same lines
as the fourth. All the folds of the veil are removed together with the
relative knots, desires, colours and impressions; the sixth and seventh doors (as represented by the right and left eyes) are crossed
and the fifth plane of light and love is reached.
Those who have safely arrived on the fifth plane are the wali
Allah (literally meaning “friends of God”). Their inner sight, or the
third eye, is now fully developed, but even though all the seven
folds of the veil have disappeared, the veil itself is still there. The
pilgrim is therefore not yet face to face with God and cannot see
the Beloved.
Because of their pure love for God, unadulterated by the false
ego, the position of these pilgrims on the fifth plane is secure, and
there is no possibility of retrogression. Without any harm to themselves they can and do give, consciously or unconsciously, immense
help to others in the subtle and gross spheres.
With rare exceptions further progress on one’s own is now impossible. By the help or grace of a Perfect Master one is able to remove the veil entirely and thereby arrive on the sixth plane, the
highest plane of the mental sphere, the plane of “divine sight,” the
entrance to divinity (as represented by the forehead) where one is
able actually to see God face to face, everywhere and in everything.
This is known as conviction by sight.
* For those on the Path the powers of the fourth plane are like the “Devil” who is
popularly believed to lead people astray. But for the timely help of the Sadguru
Dnyaneshwar, the great yogi Chang Deva would have come to grief on this very
plane. Similarly, when Baba Farid Ganje-Shakar reached this stage he could not
help testing his powers by making birds on the wing fall down dead and trying to
raise them to life again. He, too, was saved in time by an aged woman who was a
saint of the fifth plane. It was after this incident that Baba Farid came into close
contact with his Master, who finally led him to qutubiyat or Perfect Masterhood.
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Those on the gross sphere who believe in the existence of God
have their conviction (yaqin) based on their pure and simple faith
and belief. This conviction is ilm-ul-yaqin (intellectual conviction),
and is different from the distinctive convictions that follow:
1. conviction by intuitive perception (yaqin-ul-yaqin);
2. conviction by sight (ain-ul-yaqin);
3. conviction by actual experience (Haqq-ul-yaqin).16
Those on the path, up through the fifth plane, know there is
God, with a definite intuitive certainty (yaqin-ul-yaqin); their conviction is based on sure knowledge. Those on the sixth plane see
God everywhere; theirs is conviction by actual sight. Those on the
seventh plane, having become one with God, have conviction by
actual experience.
The highly advanced pilgrim on the sixth plane is still within
the domain of duality. Although face to face with God, the “see-er”
and the “seen” remain separated by a deep, fathomless valley which
can be spanned only by the touch of a Perfect Master. Whereas the
first five achievements are possible for man to obtain independently, the actual removal of the veil on the fifth plane is usually
accomplished by the grace of a Perfect Master’s guidance. The jump
from illusion of the sixth plane to Reality on the seventh plane is,
however, impossible on one’s own and entirely dependent upon the
direct touch of a Perfect One or a Perfect Master (Sadguru).
On the seventh plane, the plane of infinite knowledge, power
and bliss, the individual merges into God and becomes God, a Perfect One for all time and beyond all time. It is then immaterial
whether the physical body remains or drops. As a rule, the gross
shell falls within a short time after realization, but in some cases the
physical body holds on for a long time. These God-realized Ones
are known as Majzoobs or Brahmi Bhoots.
Again, only by the direct and personal help of a Perfect Master does one from among those God-realized Ones return to the
level of ordinary man, regaining consciousness of all the spheres
(gross, subtle and mental) yet retaining at the same time full Godconsciousness. He is then the Man-God, the Perfect Master, Sadguru
or Qutub.
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Where there is light, darkness is no more. Where there is
Knowledge, ignorance is absent. And, as the folds, the veil and the
valley of separation are all in the domain of ignorance, a Perfect
Master—who is the “Sun” of all Knowledge—can, in the twinkling
of an eye, impart God-realization to anyone he chooses.*
God alone is real, and as we are permanently lodged in the
Divine Beloved, we are all one.

* [See also Meher Baba, “The Fabric of the Universe,” Beams from Meher Baba on the
Spiritual Panorama, 13–15.
And also see Meher Baba, “The Ways to the Path and Its States and Stages,” Listen,
Humanity, narr. and ed. D. E. Stevens (St. Helier, Jersey, Channel Islands: Companion Books, 1989), 160–162. Ed.]

PART 8

The Beyond the Beyond State of God,
the First Urge and the Cycle of Evolution
and Involution of Consciousness

The Beyond the Beyond State of God
To begin with the beyond the beginning, there is the original
state of the Beyond the Beyond state of God or Paratpar Parabrahma.
This is the original state of “GOD-IS.” In Sufi terms this state is said
to be the state of Wara-ul-Wara.
In this original state of “God-Is” unbounded absolute vacuum
prevails.
In this absolute vacuum there is neither any manifestation of
the conscious or unconscious state of God nor is there manifestation of the consciousness or unconsciousness of God. Neither is
there the unlimited “I”—the Divine Ego or the Universal Ego—nor
is there the limited “I” or the individual ego. Neither is there universal mind nor is there limited mind. Neither is there unbounded
energy nor is there limited energy. Neither is there the universal
body—the mahakarana sharir—nor is there the limited body. Neither are there universes nor are there worlds. There is not even consciousness of either the consciousness—mahachaitanya—or of the
unconsciousness.
This state is absolutely the original unbounded absolute vacuum state of God—neither the nirguna-nirakar, nor the sagunasakar states of God—where “God-Is” and “consciousness is-not.”
When it is said, “God-Is,” it describes the state which prevails
beyond the beginning of the beginning of Creation.
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This state of God-Is is also called the “original divine sound
sleep state of God” in the Beyond the Beyond state.
The God-Is state is the state of infinitude. Infinitude by virtue
of being infinite is everything. That is, “EVERYTHING” is the nature of infinitude.
EVERYTHING by virtue of being everything embodies even
“NOTHING,” or else Everything can never mean everything. This
Nothing is latent in the Everything. But Nothing, being literally
nothing, the very being of being nothing is nothing at all.
As this Nothing is latent in the Everything, the Nothingness
of the Nothing is embedded in the Everything as the Latency.
Thus, in the infinitude of the God-Is state all that is latent in
the nature of Infinity, which is Everything, is the Nothing. Therefore anything that is latent in Everything is of the Nothing.
In short, except for the infinity of the infinitude, all things are
latent in the God-Is state of Everything; and all that is latent is of
the Nothing with all its aspects as Nothingness.
In the God-Is state where the Nothing is latent, automatically
by the nature of nothingness, consciousness also exists as Nothing.
Accordingly consciousness in the Beyond the Beyond state of God
is ever and ever latent in God Who is by nature the Everything—
infinite and unlimited and unbounded. Thus automatically, by His
very nature of being the Everything, God in the God-Is state has in
Him ever and ever infinite power, infinite knowledge, infinite bliss
and all that is infinitely glorious or beautiful.
Because God is the Everything and the Infinite, the opposite of
the Everything, which is the Nothing, must be most finite.
Therefore the Nothing is latent in the God-Is state as the most
finite; or, in the infinite state of God which is the Everything there
is latent the most finite state of the Nothing.
It is only natural that when this latent and most finite Nothing manifests, it ought to manifest as most finite.
But it is a most paradoxical fact that when this most finite Nothing manifests, its manifestation gradually expands ad infinitum.
The thing that gives infinity to this most finite Nothing is
God’s own latent trio-nature of infinite power, infinite knowledge
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and infinite bliss which, by virtue of being the nature of God, obviously pervades the infinitude of the God-Is state latently. Naturally, this infinite trio-nature also envelops this most finite Nothing
when latent in the infinity of the Everything.
“Om” Point
Therefore, when this most finite Nothing becomes manifested
as Nothingness, the manifestation of the most finite Nothing closely
linked with, and stretched forth by, the simultaneous projection
of the latent all-pervading infinite trio-nature of God, gradually
expands ad infinitum and gets apparently manifested as infinite
Nothingness or the Creation; and hence the universe of Nothingness which is illusory can be called God’s “shadow” and, God being
infinite, His shadow is also infinite.*
When it manifests, the Nothing, which is most finite and latent
in the Everything, projects out from a most finite point in the Everything where the Nothing as most finite is embodied.
The most finite point from where the Nothing projects out as
Nothingness is called the Creation Point or the Om Point. This creation point is naturally also in the Everything, which means in God
in the Beyond the Beyond state.
So the most finite Nothing projects as the Creation out of the
infinite Everything through the most finite “creation point,” into
the infinity of the infinitude of the God-Is state.
In short, when the most finite Nothing gets projected as Nothingness through the most finite creation point, which is also in the
infinity pervaded by the infinite trio-nature of God, the projection
of the most finite Nothingness—closely linked with and upheld by
* The whole Creation has come out of the Nothing. Out of the Nothing two things
have emerged, evolution and production. Out of the Nothing, seven states of gas
came into being. The seventh evolved state is hydrogen. Out of this seventh gaseous
state evolution and production came into being.
Creation can be reconciled with evolution because all is in seven stages: seven
stages of production, seven stages of evolution, and seven stages of involution.
So, it is said that God created the universe in seven days. From the Nothing, most
finite shadow and infinite shadow emerged simultaneously.
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the all-pervading infinite trio-nature of God—gradually expands
ad infinitum and manifests apparently as infinite Nothingness or
as infinite Creation.
The Whim or Lahar
The cause which led the most finite Nothing, latent in the infinite Everything, to manifest itself as infinite Nothingness, is the
original cause called the “CAUSE.”
This Cause is just nothing but the WHIM or lahar of God. This
original whim can also be called the first “WORD” uttered by God—
“WHO AM I?”

The infinitude of the God-Is state made God absolutely independent, and by virtue of being absolutely independent it is but
natural for God to exercise His infinite whim to experience and
enjoy His own infinity. To exercise a whim is always the mark of
an independent nature, because it is whimsicality that always
colours the independent nature.
It is the original infinite whim which is responsible for giving Cause to the latent-all that was of the Nothing to manifest as
Nothingness.
But before God exercised His original infinite whim to make
manifest the latent-all that was of the Nothing, this whim of God
was itself latent as the Nothing in the Everything of the infinitude
of absolutely independent God in the God-Is state.
How is it then possible for the latent original infinite whim to
surge in God and make manifest itself and all that is latent of the
Nothing as Nothingness?
Whim after all is a whim; and, by its very nature, it is such that
“why—wherefore—when” can find no place in its nature. A whim
may come at any moment; it may come now or after a few months
or after years, and it may not come at all.
Similarly, the original infinite whim, after all, is a whim, and
too, it is the whim of God in the state of infinitude! This whim
may not surge in God at all; and, if it surges, either at any moment
or after thousands of years or after a million cycles, it need not be
surprising.
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Thus it is, that the original infinite whim of God in the state
of infinitude once surged; and it surged both spontaneously and all
of a sudden in absolutely independent God Who is eternally Eternal. Hence this whim, which once surged, once began the Beginning of all things in Creation.
In short, this original infinite latent whim of God in the state of
infinitude, once it surged in God Who is absolutely independent,
made itself manifest, and simultaneously with its manifestation,
it manifested the latent-all that was of the Nothing as Nothingness.
Thus the whim created the Nothing.
Let us recapitulate how infinite Nothing came out of most finite
Everything:
God Beyond is infinite Everything. Infinite Everything may be
compared to an infinite, limitless ocean. Therefore this limitless
ocean is infinite Everything. Thus every drop in the ocean is most finite Everything. In short, if infinite ocean is infinite Everything then
every drop of the ocean is most finite Everything.
Before the whim surges in the limitless ocean and before Creation is manifested, the creation point (Om point) through which the
Creation is ejected is itself in the limitless ocean as infinite Everything because, prior to the surging of the whim, perfect tranquility
prevailed and pervaded the limitless ocean; there was no question
of “drops” of the ocean and there was no separateness. There was
limitless ocean as infinite Everything.
At the instant when the whim surged in the infinite Everything
the creation point or Om point manifested as most finite Everything.
Infinite Nothing was latent in the infinite Everything, but when
the whim surged the infinite Nothing got manifested through most
finite Everything, which is the Om point.
Thus, through the most finite Everything, the infinite Nothing
is ejected gradually, manifesting itself as expanding ad infinitum.
Simultaneously with the projection of the latent Nothing and
with the manifestation of Nothingness, the consciousness which
existed as Nothing, latent in the infinitude of the God-Is state,
also got projected and manifested itself gradually as the consciousness of God, and made God experience Himself as God the Creator
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of all the things that projected out of His state of the Everything
as Nothingness.
Whereupon, gradually gaining full consciousness, God in the
state of Creator became entangled in the maze of most-finite Nothingness found as infinite, stretched out and upheld through His
own infinite trio-nature.
The paradoxical irony is that the infinity itself of God makes
it infinitely difficult for God to escape the false apparent infinity
of Nothingness which goes on expanding ad infinitum through
the closely linked infinite trio-nature of God which is infinite
power, infinite knowledge and infinite bliss.17
But this entanglement is absolutely necessary in order that
God in the infinitude of the God-Is state should gain consciousness fully and completely for Himself and of His infinite reality,
and in this way experience consciously His unbounded, unlimited, infinite trio-nature of infinite power, infinite knowledge and
infinite bliss.
The fundamental fact is that full consciousness once gained
can never be lost. It remains eternally, regardless of whether that
consciousness fully gained is the consciousness of the false Nothingness experienced as real, or whether that consciousness is the
consciousness of Reality Itself.
Eventually consciousness does make God realize His own reality after that same consciousness has attained complete maturity.
Consciousness is fully matured to realize Reality only after it is nurtured by the apparent awareness of the false. This awareness of the
false as real becomes so intensified during the course of the evolution of consciousness, that the consciousness, steeped in false
awareness, makes God aware only of the false, which is experienced by God as the real. That is, God as Creator falsely experiences
the manifestation of the Nothing as real and Everything.
In order that the latent consciousness of God in the God-Is
state should make it possible for God to realize His own eternal reality, the projection of that latent consciousness in Everything
(which, when projected outwards, becomes focussed on the false
infinity of Nothingness) should be withdrawn inwardly. By such
an inward withdrawal, the focus of the same consciousness becomes
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centred on the infinity of Everything (from which it had projected
outwards and given rise to the experience of infinite Nothingness
rather than the experience of the infinity of Everything).
As said before, when the projected consciousness withdraws
inwards or undergoes full and complete involution, that Nothingness which was once experienced as reality automatically vanishes
for the consciousness which is now focussed completely on the
eternal Reality of the infinitude of God.
In short, there is no new consciousness to be attained to realize Reality—the Eternal. It is the same consciousness latent in the
Everything which, when it emerges out of the Nothing, first gradually evolves and, associating with the Nothingness, then experiences
the Nothingness as real. When the evolution of this consciousness
is complete and full, the same consciousness makes God experience the false Nothingness which expands ad infinitum as real and
infinite. Again, when the same full and complete consciousness
reaches full and complete maturity through its own involution, it
realizes infinite Reality as the only reality and gives God the experience of His own real and eternal infinite state.
God in His original state of infinitude is eternally infinite
through His infinite, unbounded and unlimited trio-nature of infinite power, infinite knowledge and infinite bliss. As God eternally
Is, the only virtual difference between the original state of God and
the new states of God that He acquires is that of the consciousness gained progressively through the impressions of the projected
Nothingness.
God in His original state of God-Is is not conscious of His infinite eternal existence nor of His own infinite nature though He
exists infinitely and eternally. Due to His own infinite whim God
acquires the consciousness of His reality and realizes His infinite,
eternal unlimited Self to experience His unbounded, unlimited and
infinite trio-nature.
Thus God, now with His newly acquired state of eternal consciousness, is consciously and eternally aware of His original Beyond the Beyond state of God-Is, which is for ever and ever
unconscious of the infinitude of His own God-Is state. Therefore
the goal is to realize the eternal and infinite God-state consciously.
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As already described, the original state of God is that state of
unbounded absolute vacuum where God is and consciousness
is-not. This state is the original divine sound sleep state of God
beyond the beginning of the Beginning of Creation.
The original infinite whim of God as the “cause” is responsible
for breaking the spell of the original divine sound sleep state of
God, and the result, which is Creation, is called the “effect.”
In order to grasp clearly the divine sound sleep state and understand more clearly all that follows immediately after the original infinite whim surges in God, bestirring Him from the divine
sound sleep, let the divine sound sleep state of God be compared
with the sound sleep of man.
This sound sleep state of man is literally the same original divine sound sleep state of God. God in the God-Is state is eternally
in the original divine sound sleep state, whereas God in the human
state daily experiences alternately the sound sleep state and the
awake state.
The infinite, impressionless and formless, eternal God experiences Himself as finite, limited, inanimate or animate forms or beings only because of the advent of the first most-finite impression
of the Nothing that manifested as Nothingness.
At one stage in the evolution of consciousness the impressions
of the Nothing impart to God the experiences of the human state.
These impressions of the Nothing are just the procreation of
the original most-finite first impression picked up by the mostfinite first ray of consciousness in God made manifest simultaneously when the latent original infinite whim surged in God and
projected the latent-all of the most-finite Nothing as Nothingness.
The original most-finite impression multiplied and increased
simultaneously and concurrently with the evolution of the mostfinite original trickle of consciousness.
The multifarious and varied impressions so formed were experienced by the greater evolution of consciousness through multifarious and varied media of finite or gross forms, because the
impressions formed must necessarily be experienced by the consciousness; but for consciousness to experience the impressions,
suitable media were absolutely necessary.
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Thus the evolution of consciousness goes on evolving further
and greater consciousness in conformity with the evolution of gross
forms of relatively higher and higher types, in order to experience
the impressions gathered in conjunction with the preceding relatively lower types of gross media.
In short, the most-finite first impression of the original infinite
whim surging in God gave to the unconscious infinite God the mostfinite consciousness. Gradually, varied impressions multiplied and
increased and gained greater finite consciousness for God, until
eventually the evolution of consciousness was complete when the
impressions of full consciousness gained identified God with human
form. God having now gained full consciousness in human form,
the need no longer persists for additional or higher forms to evolve
consciousness as this consciousness gained is full and complete.
During the process of the evolution of consciousness, the consciousness, while identifying God consciously with varied finite
gross forms—inanimate and animate—was also simultaneously
though unconsciously identifying God with His limited subtle form
and His limited mental form. These forms associated with the limited gross form of God in compact and homogeneous unconscious
association throughout the process of evolution of consciousness,
from the very advent of the first original projection of the latent
Nothing in Everything.
It is but natural that, together with the evolution of greater
and greater consciousness of God, the evolution of the limited and
finite subtle and mental forms simultaneously takes place, till in
human gross form the limited subtle and mental forms of God are
fully developed.
Though God has gained full consciousness in human form, and
though the limited subtle and mental forms are also fully developed in human form, yet the full consciousness so gained is only
of the gross which gives experience only of the gross world. Hence,
the fully gained consciousness is not yet conscious of the subtle
and mental forms nor does it consciously experience the subtle and
mental worlds.
In short, though God in the human state has gained full and
complete consciousness, He is still not conscious of His limited
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Energy of the subtle form nor of His limited Mind of the mental
form. Much less is He aware or conscious of Himself as the one
indivisible, eternal and infinite God with unbounded power and
unlimited knowledge. At this stage God is only fully conscious of
His identity with human form and its varied gross aspects, and experiences in full only the gross world as an ordinary human being
of the world in the form of man or woman.
But the consciousness of man together with his mental form
as the mind, his subtle form as energy and his gross form as the
body are all the outcome of the manifestation of the most-finite
Nothing as infinite Nothingness which was latent in the GodIs state. In other words, the limited mind, the limited energy and
the finite body are all of the Nothing, and the consciousness of the
limited mind, the limited energy and the finite body is also of the
Nothing.
In man, the mind is the seat of desires and thoughts, energy
is the seat of force and vigour, and the body, typifying happiness, is
the seat of happiness and misery. Hence these desires and thoughts,
force and vigour, happiness and misery are respectively the finite
aspects of the limited mind, energy and body of man.
Although these aspects of the finite basis of the triple nature of
man—the mind, the energy and the body (typifying happiness)—
are finite, due to the fact that they are the outcome of manifestation
of the most finite Nothing, yet these finite aspects of mind, energy
and body demonstrate their capabilities ad infinitum.
This is because each of these finite bases of the triple nature of
man—the energy, the mind and the body (typifying happiness)—
is closely linked with and upheld by each of the three infinite bases
of the trio-nature of God (sat-chit-anand), infinite power, infinite
knowledge and infinite bliss.
The fact is, that when the latent infinite trio-nature of God is
gradually manifested out of the gradual projection of the finite
Nothing, and when it simultaneously protrudes the projection
of the finite Nothing as Nothingness manifested ad infinitum,
this very same infinite trio-nature of God, at this stage of manifestation, becomes enmeshed in the apparent and false infinity of
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the Nothingness and thus gets itself expressed as the finite triple
nature of man with capabilities demonstrated ad infinitum.
How (1) the mind, (2) the energy and (3) the body, as the triple
nature of man, demonstrate their capabilities ad infinitum in Illusion is clearly experienced (1) through the inventive mind of a scientist, who finds no end to discoveries and inventions; (2) through
the release of nuclear energy in Illusion, which has reached a stage
where it threatens with its own force of illusion to destroy the very
Nothingness out of which it emerged and evolved into such a terrific force; (3) through the body (typifying happiness) which, now
keeping pace with the advanced progress of the evolution of the
Nothing, is infinitely urged to seek greater and greater happiness
to such an extent that happiness actually becomes the very basis of
the life of illusion.
The only reason for such infinite demonstration in the field of
Nothingness (which is Illusion) is because the basic finite triple nature of man—energy, mind and happiness of Nothingness—is upheld and stretched out ad infinitum by the basic infinite trio-nature
of God—infinite power, infinite knowledge and infinite bliss of
Everything.
Infinite power is unbounded and is never reduced nor exhausted,
whereas finite energy, though linked with infinite power, is reduced
and exhausted because it is only the outcome of the Nothing manifested as the finite energy of Nothingness.
Infinite knowledge is eternal, uniform and all-pervading and
therefore is without a break in its continuity. The limited mind,
however, though linked with infinite knowledge, is annihilated and
made to vanish ultimately because it is the outcome of the Nothing
manifested as the finite mind of Nothingness.
Infinite bliss is bliss eternal and continual and because it is perpetual it is without any opposite aspect. Happiness, on the other
hand, although linked with infinite bliss, is not perpetual and
therefore it has an opposite aspect of misery. This finite happiness
vanishes, even though it is the very basis of the life of the human
being, because life itself is transient. As the life of illusion is the
outcome of the Nothing manifested as the life of Nothingness, this
life must perish.
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A stage is reached when man in his travail to realize God ultimately loses his basic finite triple nature, that is body (typifying
happiness), energy and mind, and realizes the basic infinite trionature of bliss, power and knowledge. In this state man experiences that his nature is not the finite body (typifying happiness)
but is infinite bliss; not the finite energy but infinite power; not the
finite mind but infinite knowledge. Thus man loses his basic finite triple nature and realizes that his is the basic infinite trionature of God. This means that the basic finite triple nature of man,
which was upheld by the basic infinite trio-nature of God, is unlinked from the basic infinite trio-nature of God.
Although the man loses his basic finite triple nature, the full
consciousness that he gained in his travail is not lost, because full
consciousness once gained is never lost, except in gross misuse of
the powers of the fourth plane, as previously described.
In this state, with consciousness intact and complete, the limited and finite body (typifying happiness), the limited and finite energy, and the limited and finite mind are all totally unlinked from
the unlimited and infinite bliss, power and knowledge respectively.
This is the stage when man is fully conscious and yet no longer
experiences the false finite Nothingness as real and infinite. The
body (typifying happiness), energy and mind, which were instrumental in giving the experience of the Nothingness, no longer grip
the consciousness of man with finite impressions. These are now
unlinked and have simply vanished from the focus of the consciousness. They must vanish because they were of the finite Nothing by nature, which literally means absolutely nothing.
But before body, energy and mind ultimately lose their grip
over the consciousness of man, there is one predominant experience which he has in his everyday life, that of sleeping and waking
each day.
This fundamental experience in a normal man gives rise to
three basic states in his everyday life:
The first state
is the sound sleep state or the state of complete
unconsciousness of the Self in man.
The second state is the dream state or the semi-conscious or semiawake state.
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is the completely awake state or the state of complete consciousness of the Self in man as man.

Now, man’s cognizance is life in man, and man’s life is made
cognizant through the actions of man. Actions are generated by the
impressions of man and vice-versa. These impressions of man are
picked up and imprinted on the mind of man by actions. Impressions and actions are thus interdependent because impressions are
fed by actions and actions are motivated by impressions.
As said previously, the source of impressions is traced as far
back as the latent Nothing in the Everything, which means God
in the God-Is state. When the Nothing first became manifested as
Nothingness in the shape of Creation, the primal manifestation
of the Nothing gave rise to the first trace of consciousness in God
and hereupon the first impression of Nothingness manifested.
This first impression procreated impressions with the evolution
of consciousness.
Accordingly, all impressions are of the Nothing, and as Nothing
literally means nothing, these impressions are naturally nothing
but mere impressions. But, because it was through these very impressions of Nothing that consciousness evolved fully and completely in man, the consciousness of man is closely linked with
these impressions of Nothing and makes man consciously experience this false Nothing as Everything and real.
Impressions as such play a vital role in the life of man until
such time as they are completely wiped away, relieving and freeing consciousness from experiencing the false Nothing as Everything and real. Consciousness, when relieved of all impressions,
will no longer experience the false Nothing as real but it will experience Reality as the unlimited Self (i.e., God).
As long as impressions persist and continue to impress the consciousness of man, these impressions, activated and generated by
the energy of man, are being constantly imprinted on the mind of
man and are being retained or stored in his sub-consciousness.
Some of these impressions remain dormant in the subconsciousness of man for hours, or days, or years, and sometimes
for lifetimes. But most of them get projected through the subconsciousness of man every moment of his life while he experiences
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semi-conscious and fully conscious states; that is, the dream and
awake states, respectively.
When these impressions remain absolutely dormant the man is
in his sound sleep state. When these impressions begin to get projected from the sub-consciousness of man, they are hazy in their
initial stages, being in varied sub-subtle forms moulded out of the
Nothingness, and the man is said to be in a semi-conscious state
experiencing dreams through his sub-consciousness. When these
hazy impressions grow clearer in their final or ripe stages of projection, the Nothingness in sub-subtle forms is experienced as
gross forms and the man is said to be in a fully conscious or awake
state, experiencing the gross world through his full consciousness
in a completely awake state.
When the man wakes up, the projections of impressions of
Nothing manifest the same dream of Nothingness more forcefully
and realistically. In other words, the same dream is said to be at
its height now in the awake state of man.
Therefore the awake state of man is the experiencing of that
same hazy state of dreams, only now they are experienced clearly,
being at their height and in their fully ripe and final stages.
The dream of a man is but a drama enacted by the projection of
man’s own dormant impressions. These impressions, when projected through man’s sub-consciousness, create things and creatures of the dream, as sub-subtle forms.
Man in the dream state not only becomes involved in the drama
of his dream and plays the roles of both the creator of that dream
and of the hero in the drama of that dream, but in this drama man
also gets closely associated with the things and the creatures in
their sub-subtle forms, which are of his own creation in his dream
state. This creation of sub-subtle forms comes entirely as a result of
the manifestation of man’s own past and present impressions. Thus
man in his dream state associates sub-consciously with forms in
sub-subtle states.
When recollected by a man in the awake state, these very forms
which he has seen and associated with in the dream state remind
him of his conscious associations with the gross forms as things,
creatures and beings associated with in his day-to-day life of the
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present, and link them with his connections and contacts established in his life of the immediate and sometimes distant past.
But more often than not, a man also recollects in his conscious
awake state that a particular gross form, whether of a thing, creature
or being, with which he closely associates and which he actually
seeks, reminds him of having witnessed that same object in his dream
at some time in the past, either some days, months or years ago.
Thus it actually happens that a form of the future which he
happened to witness in his dream of the past, reappears to the man
as a gross form in his life associations of the present.
After a lapse of time the same object, that the man was totally
ignorant of ever having seen or contacted before in his lifetime, appears to him (now in the awake state) exactly as he had witnessed
it before in his dream state.
Experiences of a similar nature are also recorded in which a
man witnesses certain incidents in his dreams years in advance of
their actual occurrence.
How is it possible for a man to witness in advance, in the drama
of his dream, such forms and incidents of futurity, when this drama
of the dream is only the outcome of his past and present everyday
life impressions?
Is it really possible in the dream of the present, for one to come
across and witness a certain object which is totally of the future,
and to establish future associations with it in advance, yet all the
while remain ignorant of the object until it is eventually contacted
and consciously associated with in an awake state one day in the
distant future?
Even if such a thing be really possible, and if the future is being
inadvertently probed by man in his dream, then from where does
futurity spring into man’s present?
How could man living in the present through his own impressions of the past ever come to grips with futurity, even in a
dream state, and associate in advance with impressions of future
incidents and objects? What is it that endows man with the faculty
of prescience?
These very associations with future objects and incidents,
though experienced inadvertently and unknowingly by man in the
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present, are automatically developed and are inevitably there by
virtue of man’s being the creator of the drama in his dream state.
No sooner does man become the creator of the drama of his
dream state through the projection of his dormant impressions,
than this very projection of his own dormant impressions reflects
his past as if it were really his present, and man, finding himself involved in this drama, gets absorbed in his past while still maintaining his past to be his present.
In this manner, although all the time remaining in the present, the man inadvertently and unknowingly continues to preserve
his past, maintaining it to be his present. But when man continues to preserve his past, he (being at the same time the creator) also
concurrently becomes the preserver of his own creation through
his spontaneous associations with the objects in the drama of his
dream state. These very associations, though inadvertently established, maintain the continuity of the drama and endow the creator
with the role of the preserver as well.
In every wee-bit act of preservation of all of that which has
passed, man in his present, as the preserver of his past, inadvertently and unknowingly, also simultaneously establishes the future
in his very present by the very act of preserving his past as his present, which present had remained always as the future of the past.
Take for example a man who finds himself living in the present
of today and who looks upon yesterday as all of his past, and tomorrow as all of his future.
Now as soon as this man asserts that he is living in the present of
today, he inadvertently and unknowingly has preserved that past of
yesterday not only as the present of today but also as the future of tomorrow, just by maintaining himself as alive today in the present.
In every wee-bit act of preserving that past of yesterday while
maintaining himself as living in the present of today, that man also
inadvertently and unknowingly establishes in his present of today,
this today as the future of yesterday.
So it is that although the past and the future have their own
stand, yet both of these are consistently and concurrently preserved only in the present. It is only because of the present that
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both the past and the future find their point of fusion everlastingly
in the present.
In the eternity of existence there is no time.* There is no past
and no future, only the everlasting present. Therefore, in eternity
nothing has ever happened and nothing will ever happen. Everything is happening in the unending NOW, if there is anything happening at all; because all that has apparently happened, all that is
apparently happening and all that will ever apparently happen in
the illusory cosmic universe is all that which God has already
dreamt the moment His own original infinite whim surged as
“WHO AM I?” So, really speaking, nothing has happened and nothing will ever happen.
When man in his dream state associates with past, present and
even future forms, he simply invents the roles of creating association, then preserving that association and eventually destroying
that association, while all the time maintaining that he is the witness to all these in the present of his dream state.
On these very bases of the creation and preservation of all
things, creatures and beings created and preserved—whether in the
dream state or in the awake state—there hinges at every step in the
present an inevitable destruction as the future of all things created
and preserved.
Anything that has its beginning must have its inevitable end;
and all things created must inevitably be destroyed however much
such things be preserved, anticipating futurity, advertently or inadvertently, as destruction. In the very act of preservation, man in
the present automatically becomes the preserver of all things that
* The gross, subtle and mental spheres exist only in imagination, and so time and
space exist only in imagination. Time therefore has no absolute value, and in each
of the three spheres it has purely relative values that are quite independent of each
other. Thus time on the gross sphere is independent of time on the subtle and mental spheres; time on the subtle sphere is independent of time on the gross and mental spheres; and time on the mental sphere is independent of time on the gross
and subtle spheres. A dream is nothing more than an experience of gross things
by means of the subtle organs, and we have all been told how a long and intricate
dream may take place in an impossibly brief moment in that imaginary time which
is measured by the movements of the hands on our wrist watch.
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he created in the past. Man becomes the preserver, being in the
know of the future that consistently confronts him in the garb of
unfailing destruction that awaits its inevitable turn as futurity. Of
course, man himself is really not aware that he knows the future,
but the very fact that he is the preserver shows that he must be anticipating the destruction; and as destruction belongs to the domain of futurity, the man, though not aware that he knows the
future, is knowing it all the time that he is engaged in playing the
role of the preserver in the present.
In the very act of becoming the creator, preservation of all
things created follows and the creator, perforce, simultaneously
has to play the role of the preserver. Concurrently, in the very act
of becoming the preserver, destruction of all things preserved is
anticipated. Therefore, all things are advertently or inadvertently
preserved, and the preserver therefore establishes in the present the
future of all things created and preserved, anticipating the inevitable destruction.
God in His original infinite divine dream state eternally plays
the three roles of the Creator, the Preserver and the Destroyer simultaneously.
When God is in the process of preserving His own infinite Creation, He is already at the same time in the future, and having preserved what He created, which has passed, the future is definitely
established before Him even in His eternal present, which future
will destroy what He created in the past and what He preserved in
the present. Therefore God, being omniscient and eternally of the
present, knows of the past which He eternally preserves as the present; and also, at the same time, He constantly experiences in advance, in His eternal present, all that which is of the future.
Similarly, God in the man state, as man, inadvertently witnesses
all the time in his dream state that which is also to be experienced
in the future of his awake state. Man thus finds that he sometimes
has prescience of things that come to pass after a lapse of time.
To sum up: In the very act of creation, the acts of preservation
and destruction are also present; so, by creating illusion God, as
it were, simultaneously preserves and destroys it.
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In reality, therefore, nothing is created that remains to be preserved and destroyed, because the created Creation is of the
Nothing, and this Nothing in reality means absolutely nothing in
all respects.
Though this Nothing is indeed nothing at all, yet when it is said
that the Nothing is created by Brahma, preserved by Vishnu and destroyed by Mahesh or Shiva, it is spoken of only in terms of the infinite illusion, i.e., in terms of the infinite, divine dream state of
God related to the illusory universe—the brahmand.*
In the eternity of reality there is absolutely no such thing as creation, preservation or destruction, neither is there space, nor is
there any scope for relativity, much less could there ever be the correlated factors of time, such as the past, present and future.
In the eternity of Reality, the one, infinite, eternal, all-pervading
existence is.
In short, when the consciousness of a man makes him experience the impressions of the Nothing sub-consciously, the man
is said to be dreaming a dream. When the consciousness of the man
causes him to experience more realistically the impressions of the
same Nothing full-consciously, the man is said to be dreaming yet
another dream into the dream, or he is said to be dreaming into the
dream a vacant dream, experiencing the Nothing into Nothing.
Hence it is said most appropriately that the world and its affairs are
Nothing into Nothing—dream into dream. This means that God in
the man state experiences the life of man as a vacant dream into the
divine dream, which means Creation. Or, in other words, the life of
man is yet but another dream of God in the dreaming of His divine
dream or the Creation.
Although God in the man state has gained full consciousness
and falsely experiences the multifarious impressions of the false infinity of Nothingness as the reality of the gross world, this full consciousness and these innumerable impressions are all absorbed or
* Of the three aspects—Creator, Sustainer and Dissolver—Sustainer is the most important because “The Present” which sustains the past and the future is most important. Therefore, Parvardigar (Vishnu)—the Sustainer—is the most important
aspect of God.
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gulped in while God in the man state passes away in the sound
sleep state, indirectly asserting His original divine state of divine
sound sleep. When God in the man state completely wakes up
every day from His sound sleep state, the full consciousness which
lay dormant during sound sleep and the multitude of impressions
which had vanished (i.e., out of sight and out of experience) in the
sound sleep are now all catapulted out to produce once again the
false experiences of the finite Nothing manifesting as real and infinite Nothingness.
This unending chain of alternating absorption and ejection of
consciousness and impressions in the alternating sound sleep and
awake states continues until ultimately all of the impressions are
ousted or wiped off clean through the experiencing of the opposite
impressions in the processes of reincarnation and involution of
consciousness. Thus impressionless consciousness alone remains
to give God the conscious experience of His original, eternal, infinite, real God-state.
As God invariably gains full and unimpressioned consciousness
through the human-form, the different states of man may be taken
as examples with which to compare the different states of God.
The sound sleep state of God in the man state not only resembles the divine sound sleep state of God but is literally the same
original divine sound sleep state of God in the Beyond the Beyond
state of God-Is where unbounded, absolute vacuum prevails.*
* There is a profound and very real relationship between God-realization and sound
sleep. The eternal desire of the soul is to become one with God, but because consciousness attaches itself to the gross, the soul seems to become one merely with
the gross. In the stone state, for instance, gross consciousness makes the soul identify itself with the stone although, in reality, the soul is all the time one with God.
To make this clearer, let us suppose that you take opium or an intoxicating drink.
You feel elated or depressed, although there is no radical change in your body, and
it is only the consciousness that is affected and gives rise to your feelings. Thus you,
as an individual soul, are twenty-four hours within and one-with God, although
you feel merely gross-conscious.
Again, let us suppose that you feel tired and fed up and that you go to sleep. What
is it that you are trying to do? It is nothing but to try to take refuge in God—your
natural and inherent state. The whole Creation therefore has this conscious or
unconscious tendency to take shelter in God the Over-Soul by entering the state of
sound sleep for a time.
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When man passes away in the sound sleep state, absolute vacuum and no consciousness prevails, and though the “self” in man
continues to breathe normally, yet in that “self” of man there is no
consciousness of its limited “I” or ego, nor is there consciousness
of the limited mind, energy, body or the world. The self in man is
not even conscious of its own being. In short, in the sound sleep
state of man the “self-is” and consciousness “is-not.”
When a man wakes up daily from his sound sleep state he normally just wakes up for no reason whatsoever except that his own
dormant consciousness of impressions urges or excites his subconsciousness to eject out the consciousness, and experience the
dormant impressions which apparently vanish in sound sleep.
Therefore, as soon as the man wakes up, he invariably and simultaneously gains consciousness at first of his surroundings and gradually then of his own “self” with all of its paraphernalia of the limited
“I,” the mind, energy, the body and the world.
Similarly, no rhyme, no reason and no cause other than the original, infinite whim of the absolutely independent God was the actual Cause—the original cause—for God in the original divine sound
sleep state to wake up out of the unbounded, original vacuum.
Just as a man, who wakes up from his sound sleep state,* has invariably to pass through the state of dreaming first and then wake
up completely, gaining full consciousness after the semi-conscious
state of the dream (which may last for a very long duration or may
last only for a split second), so, too, is it the case with God in the
God-Is state. Before completely waking up from His original divine
sound sleep state, God necessarily experiences the divine semiconscious state which is the divine dream state or the creator state.
The original, infinite whim, as the Cause, manifested the first
trickle of most-finite consciousness in God. This most-finite consciousness made God, now in a semi-conscious state, experience
through sub-consciousness the most-finite impression of the latent
Nothing which was also manifested as the Nothingness. This experience of the most-finite first impression of Nothingness began
the “divine dream”—the creation of the universe.
* See chart “Real Awakening” facing this page.
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Thus the first trickle of consciousness in the God-Is state infused God with the divine sub-consciousness which in turn bestowed the divine semi-conscious state upon God Who was in
the divine sound sleep state. In this divine semi-conscious state,
God dreams divinely and experiences the divine dream, or the
Creation, much before the real, divine awakening state, which
state, awakening Him completely, would give Him the experience of God fully conscious of His infinite, unbounded and unlimited divine nature.
This divine sub-consciousness of God also emerged from the
Nothing which was latent in the God-Is state of the Everything,
and necessarily was projected through the creation point, or Om
point, in the original absolute vacuum of the Everything.
The very vibrations of the projection of the divine subconsciousness of God, through the creation point in the original
absolute vacuum, bestirred the divine sound sleep state of God and
made manifest the original breath of God, or the original Word—
the divine nad—together with space, time and the cosmic universe,
with all of its paraphernalia of the limited and finite ego, mind,
energy and the individual and multiple forms.
As the projection of the infinite divine sub-consciousness of
God in the divine dream state gathers momentum, the divine
dream, or the Creation, begins to evolve, and God in the divine
semi-conscious state not only begins to experience the divine
dream but simultaneously gets involved in His divine dream by
identifying and associating Himself with all the things which He
experiences in the field of cosmic evolution.
When the infinite divine sub-consciousness of God has projected infinitely through the creation point in the absolute vacuum, the whole Creation projects forth gradually and evolves in
size, shape, form, colour, and so forth, in accordance with the intensity of the projection of the divine sub-consciousness.
At this stage God, in the Beyond the Beyond state of divine
sound sleep, is just aroused from the divine sound sleep—not
completely but semi-consciously—even after the complete emergence of the divine infinite sub-consciousness that was latent
in God.
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God, being now in the more evolved divine semi-conscious
state, experiences more forcefully the divine dream and also identifies and associates Himself more intensely with His very Creation.
Gradually, though now more forcefully, God experiences Himself as everything in the cosmic evolution and identifies Himself
with the universes, the airs, the inanimate and animate beings—
such as stones, metals, vegetation, birds, worms, fishes, animals
and human beings. God in this way receives apparently real, but
really false, answers to His First Word “Who am I?”—such as “I am
stone,” “I am metal,” and so forth, and finally obtains the answers
“I am man,” “I am woman.”
When God identifies Himself with human beings, He is no
longer semi-conscious; because at this stage in the divine dream
state, as soon as God identifies Himself with a human form He
gains full consciousness.
Full consciousness now having been gained, this consciousness
ought to dispel all dreams and cause God to experience the real
awake state, giving Him the realization that He is God. At this
stage, although God identifies Himself with human beings and although God is now fully conscious, with a feeling of greatest
awareness,* yet God has not realized His real, divine awake state
because the full consciousness thus far gained is of the Nothingness of the Nothing which was latent and which is now manifested
apparently as Everything through the projection of His own divine
infinite sub-consciousness. This leads God to identify Himself with
His projected creation rather than to become conscious of Himself as the real Everything and of His own identity as God.
In short, this is the stage at which God, while identifying Himself with human beings in full consciousness, still remains quite
oblivious of His own real and original state of God-Is.
Even in this state of full consciousness God still continues to
experience the world of His own creation, and with greatest awareness simultaneously continues to identify Himself with human
* Before attaining human form there is consciousness but not awareness. In sound
sleep there is neither consciousness nor awareness. Till the sixth plane there is
awareness. In the seventh plane there is only consciousness.
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beings, thus finding Himself sometimes as man and sometimes
as woman according to the predominance of impressions which
are opposite in nature. In other words, God in the man state, although fully conscious and completely aware, experiences Himself
not as God in the God-Is state but as man in the human state, not
as infinite but as finite.
The paradoxical irony is that God the Real now finds false creation as real, having lost His own reality in illusion and having
made His own reality an obstacle to experiencing Reality.
In order that God-in-man should experience Himself as Godin-Reality, the projection of the full consciousness of God, which is
now fixed on man, should be so drawn inward that the same full
consciousness, which when projected outward identified God as
man, should now identify Him as Himself. This is realization of the
God state and this realization is the divine goal which alone brings
about the end of the divine dream.
Attainment of the divine goal would mean that at this stage
God-in-man, through the gradual process of involution of consciousness, should eventually experience the passing-away-in that
original divine sound sleep state of absolute vacuum while retaining the legacy of the full consciousness which has been gained.
Thus God would be able to realize His eternal “I am God” state
consciously. Whereupon, attaining His original state consciously,
God would experience His own divine eternal existence and His
own divine nature which is the Everything—infinite and real; and
so at last get the real answer to His First Word or question of “Who
am I?” as “I am God.”
To make it clearer, to attain the divine goal with full consciousness evolved, the human-conscious God strives, through further experiences by the process of reincarnation, to withdraw inwards
towards Himself the already projected full consciousness, which He
gained as soon as He identified Himself with the first human-form
in His divine dream (Creation).
As this stage of the beginning of the end of the divine dream approaches, the full consciousness of God which experiences the false
awake state in the human form strives to the utmost through the
process of involution to withdraw inwards, unto Himself, this fully
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evolved consciousness which is projecting outwards onto all things
in the cosmic universe rather than unto Himself.
In order to describe the various stages by which the complete
unconsciousness of God in His original sound sleep state gradually
projected full consciousness through the process of evolution of consciousness, and how the projected consciousness was eventually
withdrawn inwards through the process of involution of consciousness, after numerous reincarnations, before actually experiencing the
real divine awake state of “I am God,” let the different stages be visualized step by step, comparing each stage of gradual gain in consciousness of God with the relative states of a normally conscious
man who is at first in sound sleep and who subsequently gains consciousness enough to realize eventually his ordinary awake state
every day.

First Stage
Visualize a man with eyes completely shut and in sound sleep.
This man is completely unconscious and is oblivious of all that surrounds him. Now picture at the same time the original divine
sound sleep state of God as He is in the original absolute vacuum
of the God-Is state. In both cases, that is, both in God’s formless
state and God’s state of human-form as man or woman, there is
complete absence of consciousness, and in both cases absolute vacuum prevails. Simultaneously, also picture the total absence of consciousness in both cases as comparable to the completely shut eyes
of a man in sound sleep.

Second Stage
Visualize the next state of the man as being still asleep but
beginning to open his eyes very, very slightly, because he is just
bestirred from his sound sleep state and the spell of absolute vacuum is shattered by the emergence of the dormant impressions
now commencing to project through the sub-consciousness of the
man which also lay latent in him in his sound sleep state. Because
of the projection of the varied impressions through the subconsciousness of this man, he now begins to experience dreams while
still asleep, although no longer in the sound sleep state, because the
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absolute vacuum no longer prevails. For the man to commence
experiencing dreams means that in his initial stage of the semiconscious state he begins to experience through his subconsciousness the dormant impressions of the Nothingness in
sub-subtle forms. The man now is not only in the initial stage of
the semi-conscious state and is not only beginning to experience
dreams, but he is also starting to get involved in the dreams by beginning to associate with the creatures in sub-subtle forms of his
own creation. Thus the projection of impressions, which lay dormant in the sub-consciousness of man, makes man play the role of
the hero or the creator in the drama of his dreams. Because this
man in this dream state has only just stirred from his sound sleep
and has just attained the semi-conscious state, picture this man
experiencing the dreams as one who is starting now to open his
eyes very, very slightly. The beginning of the opening of the eyes
resembles the advent of the first trace of consciousness as subconsciousness manifested in man.
While visualizing this state of man, as a parallel, picture likewise
that state of God in which He has just stirred from His original divine sound sleep state. God now only begins to experience the divine
dream state, or the Creator state, as soon as the first most-finite
impression of the Nothingness is projected through the divine subconsciousness of God. Both of these—i.e., the Nothingness and the
divine sub-consciousness of God—were latent as of Nothing in the
original state of God as the Everything. God, now in the initial stage
of the divine semi-conscious state, just begins to identify Himself
with the creatures of His own Creation (i.e., His own divine dream)
through the infinite divine sub-consciousness which just begins to
project the Creation, that is, the impressions of the Nothingness.

Third Stage
Visualize the third state of the man as still asleep, but with
half-open eyes, because a man in this state now completely experiences the semi-conscious state. In order to picture this complete
semi-conscious state of the still-sleeping man, continue to visualize
him with eyes very, very slightly open, representing the beginning
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of the semi-conscious state. In this state, as said above, he starts to
experience dreams due to the false, illusory impressions of the
Nothingness which were collected sub-consciously and are now
ejected out through the projection of the sub-consciousness, giving
rise to the beginning of the dream state of man. But, as the dreams
continue, and as they gather momentum due to the intensity of the
projection of multifarious and varied dormant impressions through
the sub-consciousness of the man, he gets more and more involved
sub-consciously. As a result he now firmly associates himself with
the creatures of his own creation in the dreams and he is completely
in the semi-conscious state. This semi-conscious state of the man represents that state which is neither the complete sound sleep state
without consciousness nor the complete awake state with full consciousness. This state, so to speak, is the semi-awake state. Now visualize this third state of the man as the state of semi-consciousness
represented by half-opened eyes experiencing the dreams more
forcefully and much more intently.
While visualizing this state of the man, picture as a parallel that
state of God in the divine dream state where God is experiencing
a semi-conscious state. At this stage, God as the creator of Creation
experiences the creator state through the infinite, divine semiconscious state. Here the infinite divine sub-consciousness, intensively projecting Creation into being, continually affirms God’s
identification with the creatures of His own creation. This gives
rise to infinite experiences of a more forceful nature in the divine
dream of God, when God actually finds Himself as the creatures
of His Creation.

Fourth Stage
Visualize the fourth state of the man as that in which he is still
asleep but trying gradually to open wider his already half-opened
eyes in accordance with the greater and greater intensity of the projection of more and more impressions through the sub-consciousness
of the man still in his dream state. Here the man is not only in a
semi-conscious state but is verging on being fully conscious, and is
about to realize his awake state.
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Now paralleling this, picture also that state of God in the fourth
stage of His divine dream state. Compare the fourth state of the man
in the semi-conscious state with a very critical stage in the divine
dream state of God. Here the projection of infinite impressions,
through the infinite divine sub-consciousness of God, is so intensified in the course of the cosmic evolution of the consciousness
of God, that this projection is about to be so completely fixed, or so
perfectly focussed, onto the infinity of Nothingness as to identify
God with His own most perfect image in His divine dream of Creation. Thus at this stage in the divine dream state, God the Creator
is about to identify Himself with a human form after innumerable
identifications with all and everything that is in His Creation including inanimate and animate objects. God, in the divine infinite
semi-conscious state, is now nearing the verge of gaining full consciousness concurrently with His identification with human form.

Fifth Stage
Visualize the fifth state of the man as being still asleep but with
eyes now almost open. The man in this state is still in the semiconscious or semi-awake state, experiencing the dreams at their
height in their final stage, in which the impressions are projected
through his sub-consciousness with the greatest intensity. The
zenith is reached both by the intensified projection of the impressions in much less hazy forms, or in greater degree of realism, and
by relevant dreams which are dreamt in a greater degree of clarity
or in their ripe stage. This is the stage in dreams when the subsubtle forms of Nothingness have reached their zenith and appear
more clearly. The dreams at their height now must stop, because
the zenith reached by the projections of impressions through the
sub-consciousness of the man is at this point sufficient to excite and
urge the emergence or manifestation of full consciousness at any
moment. This state of the man almost fully conscious may therefore
be pictured as a man with his eyes almost wide open, though still
asleep. This is the stage reached a split second before the man has
roused from his dream state to become wide awake. This is the completely matured semi-conscious state of sub-consciousness.
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While visualizing the fifth state of the man, side by side with it
picture that state of God in His divine dream state where God is experiencing the completely matured state of the divine, infinite
semi-conscious state and is almost about to gain full consciousness.
At its zenith the intensity of the projection of infinite impressions
through the divine, infinite sub-consciousness of God has almost
ceased to identify God semi-consciously with the last of the creatures
in the cosmic evolution of Creation and forms. With divine, infinite sub-consciousness, God is in His divine, infinite semi-conscious
state, which when almost matured identified God with infinite impressions of animal forms. But now in the fifth stage of the divine
dream state where God is in the completely matured divine, infinite
semi-conscious state, God can no longer be made to identify with
impressions of animal forms even though they are intensively and
infinitely projected through His divine, infinite sub-consciousness.
At this point a stage is reached in the divine dream state wherein,
with the projection to infinity of impressions projected infinitely
through the divine, infinite sub-consciousness of God at its zenith,
this infinite projection has almost identified God with a human form
and God is almost fully conscious.

Sixth Stage
Visualize the sixth state of the man as having completely awakened from his sleep and as having his eyes completely wide open.
In this state the man is no longer in the semi-conscious state,
dreaming the dreams which were nothing but the hazy and faint
projection of the dormant impressions of Nothingness which were
stored in the sub-consciousness of the man, and realized through
his sub-consciousness in sub-subtle forms of Nothingness. This
is the stage in the state of the man where he has just awakened
completely, but albeit he is fully conscious, he is not conscious of
his “Self” as yet. The man is no longer in his sound sleep and semiconscious states and, with full consciousness gained, is pictured
now with wide-open eyes. This means the end of the dream, or the
end of the false state of man where he experienced the latent or
dormant Nothing manifested in its raw state as Nothingness in the
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shape of hazy and faint sub-subtle forms. The man now in the
awake state no longer experiences or sees the Nothingness as something hazy or faint as he used to see it in his dream state. With his
eyes just opened wide and fully, he is dazed and stares vacantly
at things that now confront his sight more realistically. The man
now observes things that confront his sight as if he were seeing the
ripe, the clear and the fully developed forms of the same Nothingness that he saw in his dream as raw, hazy and faint. In this state
the man sees, as it were, yet another dream, but he sees it much
more realistically than the dream from which he awakened a split
second before.
This is the sixth stage in the state of man where the man, dazed,
simply experiences the sight of things much more realistically but
still as if it were just a vacant dream. That is, the man sees more
forcefully and realistically but still vacantly the dream of his dream
state, giving him the sense of yet another dream within the dream
of his dream state.
This state corresponds to the few seconds immediately after a
man has awakened and cannot help but see at first the objects that
come within range of his vision rather than his own self. This is because, as soon as his eyes open after the sleep state, the spontaneous opening of the long-shut eyes creates in him a sort of dazed
state and, although the man has awakened and is fully conscious,
he is still unaware of his Self or of its position in relation to the objects surrounding his very self. He simply stares at the objects upon
which his gaze falls.
While visualizing the sixth state of the man, make a parallel
of it by picturing in the same way that state of God as of that instant
when God has just identified Himself with a human form and has
just gained full consciousness. At that moment God is no longer in
the divine, infinite semi-conscious state, dreaming the original divine dream which was the projection of the latent Nothing released
by the divine, infinite sub-consciousness as the Creation, or as
completely evolved Nothingness.
In this sixth state, God is now out of His original, divine sound
sleep and His divine, infinite semi-conscious states because He is
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now fully conscious. Here God is conscious not of His unlimited
Self nor of His infinite, unbounded and unlimited trio-nature of infinite power, knowledge and bliss, but is just fully conscious. God
is fully conscious now in the sense that God is consciously absorbed in the Nothingness which now manifests through His full
consciousness as clear and well defined, realistic gross states apparently demonstrating their infinite aspects ad infinitum.

Seventh Stage
Visualize the seventh state of the man where he has his eyes
wide open and is completely and fully awake in the sense that he
now asserts his limited self or ego, and is conscious of his human
form or the gross body, of his surroundings and of the gross world.
Though this man is fully conscious and completely aware of the
gross, and experiences the gross world in full, yet he is still unconscious of the limited energy and mind of which he indirectly
makes unconscious use, being aware of their aspects through the
limitations of his gross body alone. In this state the man is fully
conscious, but gross-consciously, and is fully aware of his self as
a man in the world of his surroundings.
The man is not only completely aware of the gross world, and
of all things in the world which confront his view, but he also actually experiences them by involving his fully conscious and fully
aware state of limited self in them. He now recognizes the objects
of the gross world through his five predominant gross senses and
differentiates them one from another, using them discriminately or
indiscriminately, automatically and indirectly utilizing energy and
mind which are now fully developed, in attaching to them their
relative values as and when his limited self asserts in his awake
state before he passes away once again in sound sleep.*
* In the awake state, it is the mind that sees through the gross eyes, hears through
the gross ears, smells with the gross nose, eats through the gross mouth and acts
through the gross limbs.
In the dream state (sub-conscious state) it is the mind that sees through the subsubtle eyes, hears through the sub-subtle ears, and so on.
In the sound sleep state, it is the mind that is at peace and at rest.
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While visualizing the seventh state of the man, picture likewise
that state of God where God identifies Himself completely with the
human form and gains full and complete consciousness. God now
no longer dreams divinely the original divine dream but, with full
consciousness now completely gained, He experiences falsely the
complete awareness. This awareness makes God falsely aware of
that original Nothing which was latent in His own state of infinitude, and which, with the present gain of full consciousness, makes
God experience that Nothing realistically as the Everything, infinite and real. In other words, God, when He was in the divine, infinite semi-conscious state, was experiencing the latent Nothing
manifested as the Nothingness as His divine dream. Now, when
God is in a fully conscious state, He apparently experiences that
Nothing, not as the divine dream of Nothingness, but He now actually experiences the awareness of this Nothing as the Everything.
In this stage with the advent of awareness, although God in the
state of creator has stopped dreaming divinely the original divine
dream, yet, because of His having gained full consciousness and
complete awareness, God now becomes completely aware of the
original divine dream not as a dream but as something realistic, not
as illusion but as reality, not as the Nothing but as the Everything,
preserving the Nothing that He created. Thus it is that, although
God gained full consciousness and experienced complete awareness in the state of creator, this very awareness of God the Creator
proves a deception and makes God now experience His own divine
dream (or the Creation) of the Nothing as Reality while He identifies Himself with the human being.
In short, God the Creator as the God-in-man, though now fully
conscious and completely aware and out of His original divine
dream state, yet finds Himself not as God but as man with complete
gross consciousness, experiencing the creation of His own original
divine dream state as Reality. Here it is to be said that the God-inman continues to experience in the awake state with the awareness
of false reality the vacant divine dream as yet another dream of God
within that original divine dream.
This is the most alluring stage in the state of God when, with
full consciousness gained, God is led astray, by the false awareness
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attained, to identify Himself not with His unlimited and infinite Self,
but with His most perfect image in the shape of the human being,
while God continues to experience the vacant divine dream.
Although it appears as the most fantastic imagination, yet it is
a fact that the very life of man is the veil that shrouds the reality
of the eternal existence of God.
It is the irony of divine fate that God gets lost in man to find
Himself, and the instant that man gets lost in God, God realizes His
Reality as Existence, eternal and infinite.
In other words, infinite God becomes infinitely absorbed in His
own infinitely perfect image intently seeking His infinity; and although God does gain full consciousness through it, He does not realize the reality of His own eternal, infinite existence in it. But, the
instant the full consciousness thus gained ceases to identify God
with the infinite reflection of His infinitely perfect image, this image
vanishes from the consciousness of God, and God spontaneously
and automatically and consciously realizes His own identity as God,
the infinite Existence, and finds that He alone ever was, always is
and eternally will remain the Only Reality.
Thus God in the man state, at first realizing Himself as man, asserted His limited aspects through the limited self or the limited
ego, the limited mind, the limited energy and the finite gross body.
Then eventually and ultimately realizing Himself as God, He manifests His unlimited, unbounded, infinite trio-nature of infinite
knowledge, infinite power and infinite bliss through His divine unlimited Self.
While depicting, through the seven different primary stages, the
process of unfoldment of the latent consciousness of God in His
original, unconscious, divine sound sleep state, as compared with
the seven different primary states of man gaining consciousness
right from his unconscious sound sleep state to the state wherein
he gains full consciousness and wakes up completely with wideopen eyes, it is found that this is the process of the evolution of
consciousness of God which eventually identifies the fully conscious God with the fully conscious man, after identifying God
with all and everything inanimate and animate in the drama of the
divine dream of Creation.18
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Right from the unconscious state (compared to the divine sound
sleep state) until full and complete consciousness is gained in the
man state (compared to the wide-open eyes of man experiencing
the gross world), God remains One, indivisible, infinite, formless
and eternally all-pervading. But it is the all-pervading, infinite nature of God that expresses consciously and unconsciously His eternal divine existence, directly and indirectly, in one and all states
and forms, through their expressions of their very being.
The whole process of evolution was an absolutely spontaneous
outcome of the original, infinite whim surging in the unconscious
God to become conscious of His eternal and infinite existence. And,
paradoxical as it may seem, in the process of evolution the unconsciousness of God urged the gradual unfoldment of the latent consciousness of God, which consciousness grew greater and greater
through a gradual, systematic and progressive process of gathering and experiencing varied and innumerable impressions through
identifying God with varied and innumerable gross forms.
So it is that the evolving consciousness of God gives rise to the
identification of God with forms and states of forms of higher and
higher types. This identification of God in turn gives rise to an apparently unending chain of associations and dissociations, or the
so-called births and deaths, of forms and beings which continue to
form and assert and then dwindle away in the Nothingness, leaving behind the legacy of impressions which in turn again lead the
evolving consciousness of God to identify Himself with yet another
form moulded of the very impressions left behind by the form that
dwindled away.
Through the process of evolution, the unconscious God did
eventually gain full consciousness when the evolved consciousness
of God eventually identified God with the human form. But this
full consciousness gained was impressioned consciousness and
therefore did not make God realize the original, infinite state of
God. On the contrary, God realized that He is man. Thus God, after
having the original whim of His First Word (“Who am I?”), at this
stage finds Himself to be man and experiences the gross world, apparently living in it as man and quite oblivious of His infinite and
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eternal existence until He finds the real answer to His First Word
of “Who am I?” to be “I am God.”
So it is that the original whim created the Nothing; and the
impressions or the sanskaras preserved that Nothing as the Nothingness, i.e., the Creation and the creatures of Creation; and eventually the opposite impressions will ultimately uproot these impressions and destroy that Nothingness to give realization of Reality.
It was the original whim of God that effected in the absolutely
independent God the infinite triune attributes of God the Creator—
God the Preserver—God the Destroyer (i.e., Brahma—Vishnu—
Mahesh). It is God’s original whim itself that is responsible for bestowing upon God infinite attributes such as the Creator—the Preserver—the Destroyer.
These infinite triune attributes of God consistently force assertion through consistent formation, conservation and dissolution
of all things and beings in existence. Even in the everyday life of
man and of all creatures in Creation, this infinite triune aspect of
God consistently appears to assert through consistent births, procreations (maintaining the preservation) and deaths.
The original first word, through the original whim of God, created out of the latent Nothing the latent original first impression of
“Who am I?” and this original first impression procreated the latent Nothingness as the original Creation. In turn, the procreation
of the Nothingness procreates the impressions which continue to
preserve the Nothingness consistently as the original Creation,
until eventually this Nothingness is destroyed by opposite impressions through the processes of reincarnation and involution of consciousness, and the final answer of “I am God” is obtained to the
first word “Who am I?”
It is in accordance with the procreated impressions of the varied individualized conscious assertions of inanimate and animate
forms and beings that illusion consistently maintains its apparently infinite and varied stand. It is because of this unfailing and
apparently unending chain of varied individualized procreated impressions that the original Creation, originating out of the original
whim of God, is consistently preserved, while being concurrently
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evolved so that every individualized form and being in existence
may consciously experience the answers to the first word “Who am
I?” as “I am an inanimate thing,” “I am an animate creature,” “I am
a rational being,” “I am a man” and “I am a woman.”
For example, when God in the man state, as man, is in sound
sleep, and when time and space as the day and the universe of the
man have all been apparently destroyed for him, then what is it
that every day unfailingly creates his daily morning for him? And
again, when man wakes up every day, then what is it that unfailingly creates for him his universe and all the things that are of it
and in it? It is the man’s own dormant impressions gathered during the course of the evolution of consciousness, and during the
process of reincarnation, that incite his own dormant consciousness during sound sleep to wake him up inadvertently every day,
so that the man’s own dormant impressions may have the necessary
scope to become exhausted through conscious experiences during
his awake state. In this manner the man’s own impressions in the
dormant state create for the man his own morning and his own
universe every day. Although both the daily morning and the universe of the man were simultaneously created for him by his own
dormant impressions, yet both were already handily preserved for
him by his own impressions of his life in the everyday awake state,
and also through the procreation in his own everyday life of deeper
and deeper impressions or sanskaras of the already existing Illusion, or of the original Creation, which sprang from the original
whim of God. Eventually, both the morning (or the day) and the
universe of that man are destroyed by the man’s own opposite impressions experienced in his sleep state, which are diametrically
opposite to the impressions of his awake state.
Hence, in regular unfailing succession, God in the man state
as man, consistently asserts Himself as the Creator of His own Creation through the dormant impressions of man; as the Preserver of
His own Creation through man’s leading the everyday life in the
awake state, procreating the impressions of creation; and as the
Destroyer of His own Creation through the opposite impressions
of man when he falls asleep and ultimately passes away in the
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sound sleep state. Every day, finally destroying the very creation
as individualized by his consciousness, man once again creates,
preserves and destroys the whole creation through the play of impressions. Even through the very being of every thing and of every
creature, God consistently asserts His infinite triune attributes as
the Creator, the Preserver and the Destroyer.
As in the nature of the man state, so also in the nature of every
state of God, God consistently asserts directly and indirectly, apparently and really, His infinite triune attributes of Creator, Preserver and Destroyer at one and the same time. Even in the very
pulsation of the heart and in the functioning of the lungs, the three
aspects of the infinite triune attributes never fail to assert. With
every pulsation of the heart, the heart expands, relaxes (in the refractory period) and contracts, simultaneously heralding the advent of the birth of a being on the one hand, and sustaining the life
of the being on the other hand, and finally, with the eventual and
final contraction, leading to the physical death of the being.
Thus it is that the triune attributes of God, as God the Creator,
God the Preserver and God the Destroyer (Brahma, Vishnu and
Mahesh or Shiva), assert independently as well as simultaneously in
all things and in every creature and in all beings, in every state of
God at every stage in the evolution of consciousness, and on every
plane in the involution of consciousness, until eventually the original cosmic Creation, having sustained the ages, cycles and periods,
and being preserved by the play of cosmic impressions, is finally
destroyed by the play of cosmic opposite impressions of God. This
final destruction is generally known as mahapralaya, meaning the
“Greatest of the great event of absorption,” when the whole cosmic
Creation as Nothingness is absorbed infinitely by the Everything.
In the process of evolution, unconscious God did obtain full
consciousness, not of His original infinite state but of the gross
and finite. After all the struggle during the course of evolution,
which achieved full consciousness for God, no doubt—at what
price was it gained? The cost was the burden of the legacy of impressions accumulated in the gross form—the last medium of association of the evolving consciousness of God—through which
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full consciousness was completely evolved in the instant that God
identified Himself with the human form. Therefore God in the man
state is still unaware of His original state despite having gained full
consciousness. This unawareness is due to the unwanted (though
necessary) burden of the gross impressions still clinging to the full
consciousness gained.
The process through which God in the man state struggles to
unburden these finite impressions is one which takes place through
opposite impressions, and is called the process of reincarnation.19
In trying to unburden consciousness from the finite impressions the gross consciousness of God necessarily has to experience
these impressions and then exhaust them by innumerable opposite
experiences through a series of reincarnations. Experiences opposite by nature are absolutely essential to exhaust the impressions,
because opposite experiences alone can shake up the roots of
thickly set or firmly established varied impressions.
In the process of reincarnation the fully gross-conscious God
in man, fortified with fully developed subtle and mental bodies,
which are consistently though unconsciously used, must necessarily experience a series of unending chains of varied and innumerable experiences, opposite by nature, in order that the impressions
of opposites might be exhausted. These impressions are constantly
being imprinted upon, or picked up by, the mental body or the
mind of man, and are retained or released by the sub-consciousness
in man. When these impressions are released through the subconsciousness and full consciousness of God in man, as man, he
has varied experiences according to the variety and the intensity of
the impressions released. Whereas the subtle body of man, which
is the seat of energy, energizes these impressions to activate man
into committing actions in his everyday life of either the dream
or awake state (as the case may be). These actions are also opposite
in nature to the varied related opposite impressions.
Thus in the man state on the gross plane, although energy and
the mind are fully developed and are continually and consistently
used, yet they are employed indirectly and unconsciously. When
on the planes of Energy (i.e., on the subtle planes), this Energy is
divinely and consciously made use of; but on the subtle planes the
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Mind is made use of indirectly and unconsciously. On the mental
planes, when this Mind is made use of divinely and consciously,
Energy is only made use of indirectly and unconsciously.*
It necessarily follows that while this gross-conscious God in the
man state experiences the opposites in the gross world, He reincarnates a number of times, sometimes as a male, sometimes as
a female, in the varied castes, creeds, nationalities and colours and
in varied different places and continents, always reviewing opposite impressions and exhausting them by experiences of opposites.
It is always through these diverse oppositional impressions
and their respective opposed experiences that gross-conscious God
in the man state on earth can possibly one day, after millions of rebirths, thin out the thick-set impressions. It is the process of this
cycle of so-called deaths and births of human-forms that ultimately
urges the consciousness of the gross-conscious God in the man
state to involve. This process of involution of consciousness gradually takes shape when the gross impressions gradually grow fainter
and scarcer.
Involution of the consciousness of God in the man state is only
possible when the opposite impressions, after a very, very long process, gradually thin out through the process of unfailing reincarnations which leads to the limit of gross impressions.
When the limit of gross impressions is reached, then the stage
is attained where gross-conscious God in the man state gradually
becomes dissociated from the gross world as the involution of consciousness begins to infold the consciousness. Simultaneously with
the beginning of the involution of consciousness, God in the man
state gradually dissociates from experiencing the impressions of the
opposites of the gross world.
It was seen that God attained full consciousness through the
process of evolution of consciousness; but the full consciousness
gained was a consciousness that was impressioned. In order to
wipe the impressions off of the full consciousness gained, the process of reincarnation and the process of involution of consciousness must be followed through.
* [See also Meher Baba, “Control of Mind over Energy and Matter,” Life at Its Best, ed.
Ivy O. Duce (San Francisco: Sufism Reoriented, Inc., 1957), 38. Ed.]
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The process of the evolution of consciousness of God was compared to the gradual opening of the eyes of man. When man opened
his eyes completely it was compared with the end of the evolution
of consciousness, because God then had gained full consciousness.
The process of the reincarnation of God in the man state may be
compared with the man completely awake with full consciousness
and with eyes wide open, gaining diverse experiences opposite to
the impressions he gathered during the years of his life, and which
he now actively experiences during the course of his days, forgetting his own self amid the execution of his multifarious activities.
Now the urge for the involution of the consciousness of God
in the man state may be compared with a man who, having been
engrossed in his activities of the day, at last finds time, when the
day’s work is practically over, to pay attention to his own self rather
than to his activities. Thus urged, man’s attention shifts automatically from external activities towards paying proper attention to
his own self.
Just as full consciousness was evolved in seven different stages,
so too, evolved full consciousness is completely involved through
the process of involution in seven different stages. These seven
stages of involution of consciousness are named “the seven planes
of consciousness.” The seventh plane is the seventh and last stage
in the process of involution of consciousness where consciousness
is completely involved and God consciously realizes His eternal infinite existence. That is, God, Who was originally unconscious,
now becomes oblivious of oblivion itself.
These seven stages of gradual involution of the consciousness
of God in the man state may be compared with the wide-open eyes
of a man, at first gazing straight ahead of him and away from him.
Then, in an attempt to behold his own self, he lowers his eyes
gradually, shifting them in seven stages, until eventually his range
of vision includes his own self.
Through unfailing, numerous reincarnations wherein a limit
to gross experiences is reached, and when the gross impressions
become faint and almost defunct, the gross consciousness of grossconscious God in the man state gradually begins to involve, and
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God in the state of man is initiated into the process of involution
of consciousness.
At this stage the involving gross consciousness experiences
partially the first stage or plane of the subtle world through the
medium of the already fully developed subtle body of God in the
man state. This is the initial stage before the first plane where the
involved gross consciousness of gross-conscious God in the man
state obtains the first glimpses of the first plane of the subtle world,
and experiences their impressions partially through the gross body
and partially through the subtle body. Here both the gross and the
subtle senses are simultaneously used.
This is the stage where God in the man state stands, as it were,
on the line of demarcation which delimits the gross world from the
subtle world and where the consciousness of God in the man state
experiences strange things. With His gross eyes He obtains glimpses
of the subtle plane, with His gross ears He hears celestial music of
the subtle plane, with His gross nose He enjoys subtle scents. In
short, gross-conscious God in the man state, partially on the first
plane of the subtle world, experiences subtle impressions with the
gross senses.
With further involution of gross consciousness, gross-conscious
God gradually experiences completely the first plane of the subtle
world. Now the gross consciousness of God in the man state is no
longer gross consciousness, but is subtle consciousness.
Subtle-conscious God in the man state gradually becomes conscious of the second plane of the subtle world as the involution
progresses on and on to infold consciousness further and further.
This subtle world is the domain of infinite energy. The infinite
and unlimited power, which is an aspect of the infinite trio-nature
of God, when radiated from unbounded infinity into the finite
worlds of illusion, is translated into the finite and manifested in the
domain of the subtle world in the form of infinite energy of the
subtle world.
Thus, in the second plane, God in human-form is subtleconscious, and therefore He is not conscious of the gross body and
the mental body—the mind. But God in human-form does work
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through the gross body and through the mind (the mental body),
not directly but on and from the subtle plane.
Therefore even if subtle-conscious God in the man state is unconscious of the gross body and of the mental body, and does not
experience directly the gross and mental worlds, still, God in the
man state does make use of the gross body (though not directly but
from the subtle plane) through various aspects of the gross, and is
therefore observed from all outward appearances as an ordinary
gross-conscious human-form which eats, drinks, sleeps, sees, feels,
hears, and so forth. Similarly, God in the man state, when conscious
of the second plane of the subtle world, does use His mental body
(i.e., the mind), not directly but through various aspects which give
it the outward appearance of being an ordinary gross-conscious
human-form having thoughts, desires and emotions.
At this stage, with greater involution of consciousness, subtleconscious God in the man state on the second plane, gains greater
awareness of the infinite energy of the subtle sphere and is now
capable of performing tricks or minor miracles of lower degree
through the release of this infinite energy, and can demonstrate
such powers as converting a dry tree into a green one and vice versa,
stopping railway trains and motor cars, filling a dry well with
water, and so forth.
This subtle-conscious God in the man state on the second
plane experiences the subtle world with the subtle senses of His
subtle body. He is now totally not-conscious of the gross world,
though from all outward appearances He remains and functions
as an ordinary man, eating, sleeping, having feelings of pain and
pleasure, and so forth, yet actually His involved consciousness
experiences not the gross but the subtle sphere and creates fresh
subtle impressions through His subtle senses, which are three in
number, with faculties only of seeing, smelling and hearing.
Further involution of consciousness makes it possible for God
in the man state to experience the third plane of the subtle world.
Here subtle consciousness gains greater awareness of the infinite
energy of the subtle sphere, and God in the man state experiences
greater finite power. In this stage He is capable of performing grand
miracles such as giving sight to the blind, restoring limbs to the
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maimed and sometimes even raising the dead* into life. In this
state subtle-conscious God in the man state is also capable of experiencing the different planes and worlds of the subtle sphere, just
as a gross-conscious human-form is capable of travelling from one
continent to another, using the gross vehicles at his disposal.
The second and third planes of the subtle world are the two
major planes which are solely in the domain of the subtle world.
The first plane is partially in the domain of the subtle world and
partially of the gross world. Similarly the fourth plane is partially
of the subtle world and partially of the mental world. For this reason the fourth plane is said to be the threshold of the mental world.
Now, with gradual though progressive gain in the involution
of the consciousness of subtle-conscious God in the man state, the
consciousness of God experiences the fourth plane of the subtlecum-mental.
In the fourth plane God in the man state is fully conscious of
the subtle body and completely experiences the subtle sphere, and
therefore He is completely aware of the subtle nature of the subtle
sphere which is infinite energy. This is the very same infinite energy which is the finite aspect in the Nothingness of that infinite
and unbounded power of God which was latent in God’s state of
the Everything.
In the fourth plane God in the man state is fully equipped with
infinite energy and thus He is now capable of raising the dead and
of even creating new forms, in new worlds, breathing with life.
Subtle-conscious God in the man state in the fourth plane is in reality infinite energy personified.
This infinite energy of the fourth plane of the subtle-cum-mental
worlds is not the ordinary so-called energy of the gross world. It is
that infinite energy which is called the “breath of all life,” or “pran,”
and which can cause all things to become alive. It is this energy
which when infinite can create living things out of dust.
Although this energy be infinite, it is yet by no means equivalent
to the reality of that infinite power of God. This infinite power of
* Those on the third plane of consciousness can only raise the dead of the sub-human
species.
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God, when translated into Illusion, becomes the finite aspect of the
infinite energy of the fourth plane of the subtle-cum-mental worlds.
Subtle-conscious God in the man state, possessing the key to
the store of the infinite energy of the fourth plane, is now firmly established on the threshold of the mental world, and is confronted
by the full blast of the intense desires, emotions and thoughts
which are the aspects of Mind of the mental world.
Though the fourth plane is the exalted stage of consciousness
where God in the man state consciously experiences Himself as infinite energy personified, yet it is the state of experiences of the
so-called “darkest night,” because here the consciousness of God
in the man state undergoes the experience of being caught, as it
were, between “the Devil and the deep.” Fired by intense desires
and emotions, the overpowering incitement or temptation to wield
and use the infinite energy which is at His command proves a
treacherous foe at this juncture when the involution of consciousness of subtle-conscious God in the man state is unfailingly and
rapidly progressing towards the mental sphere where it will gain
mastery over all desires, emotions and thoughts.
If desires at their zenith emanated by the mental plane, confronting the consciousness of God in the man state in the fourth
plane, overpower God (in the man state on the fourth plane), and
if the forces generated by the infinite energy at His command are
released by Him, then the experience of the liberation of infinite energy at this juncture often proves fatal, especially when He grossly
misuses the forces liberated by infinite energy to satisfy selfish ends
indiscriminately.
At this juncture on the fourth plane if the power of the infinite energy of the subtle world is indiscriminately liberated, the resultant effect of the complete liberation of that energy is almost
unimaginable by gross consciousness. However, an idea could be
gathered of that result from the fantastic experiences of the liberation of nuclear energy, which is merely one of the gross aspects of
the infinite energy of the subtle world.
Thus, if the involved consciousness of God in the man state
succumbs to the temptation of experiencing the complete liberation of infinite energy in the fourth plane of consciousness, the
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inevitable experience is so severe that the full consciousness gained,
and the subtle consciousness experienced, totally disintegrate into
the most-finite consciousness, identifying God once again with
the most-finite gross form of stone. Consequently, the consciousness of stone-conscious God must once again go through the whole
process of the evolution of consciousness, identifying Himself
with gross forms until He identifies with man and again wins full
consciousness.
It is a fact that when consciousness is once gained it can never
be lost, but the disintegration of consciousness from the fourth
plane is the one exception to this rule. This disintegration of consciousness occurs only in the case of fourth plane consciousness
and that, too, only very, very rarely, when He succumbs to the temptation of misusing the powers of that plane.
If God in the man state in the fourth plane does not misuse the
powers of infinite energy but uses them discriminately, without
being overpowered by desires,* then with further involution of consciousness the subtle-conscious God in the man state experiences
directly the sixth plane of the mental world, skipping over the experiences of the fifth plane of the mental world.
But if God in the man state in the fourth plane neither uses nor
abuses the powers of infinite energy, then gradually, with further
involution of consciousness, subtle-conscious God in the man state
in the fourth plane of consciousness crosses the threshold of the
mental world and begins to experience the fifth plane of consciousness.
The fifth and sixth planes of consciousness are fundamentally
the planes of the mental sphere of the Mind. In the mental world
* [Desires must be consciously wiped out because they can create new impressions
and in turn further desires which may lead to further binding actions. Consciousness is preoccupied with such impressions and their physical expression rather
than with the real Self. If these impressions are wiped away consciously, the soul
(atma) will then begin to perceive the Truth, and will begin to emancipate itself
from the tyranny of worldly desires. The individual (jiv-atma) minus life (of desires) becomes soul (atma), and is always the unconscious Almighty. It is while
we are living that life must be given up. To renounce worldly desires while retaining consciousness of unconsciousness is the goal of life. Ed.]
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mental-conscious God in the man state is master of His mind,
whereas in the gross and subtle worlds when gross- and subtleconscious, He was the slave of His mind.
With the progress of the involution of consciousness of subtleconscious God in the man state, the experiences of the fifth plane
of the mental world are realized by the mental sense which is only
that of seeing.
In the man state, when God is mental-conscious He is not conscious of the gross or subtle bodies but He does work through the
gross body and subtle body, not directly but on and from the mental plane. So even if mental-conscious God in the man state is not
conscious of the gross and subtle bodies, and therefore does not
realize the experiences of the gross and subtle worlds, He still can
unconsciously utilize the gross body through various aspects of
the gross. He is thus observed eating, drinking, sleeping, seeing,
hearing and feeling as in an ordinary gross-conscious humanform, although He is all the while conscious only of the mental
body with His mental sense of only “seeing.” Similarly He can unconsciously utilize His subtle body through various aspects of infinite energy and is thus observed moving about actively and
performing acts while all the time He is only conscious of the mental body—the mind—and only consciously experiences the mental
world with His mental sense. Mental-conscious God in the man
state in the mental sphere has now only one sense, and that is of
“seeing.” The mind persists through the fifth plane of consciousness. In the sixth plane of consciousness, the mind itself becomes
the Inner Eye and sees God. In the seventh plane of consciousness,
the mind is annihilated.
Hence it is that mental-conscious God in the man state in the
fifth plane experiences the impressions generated through His
mental sense of “seeing” and consequently experiences the mental
world with the mental body (mind). He is now conscious only of
mind. In this stage, God in the man state is capable of controlling
the minds of gross-conscious and subtle-conscious states of God in
subtle-conscious and gross-conscious human forms.
But in the fifth plane, mental-conscious God in the man state is
totally incapable of performing any miracles because He is now in the
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mental sphere and no longer in the subtle sphere of infinite energy
which, when released, resulted in miraculous powers. Yet, because
He is mental-conscious and is about to become “Mind” personified,
He controls the minds of the subtle-conscious state of God and
becomes the source which incites those in the state of subtle consciousness to perform miracles. He is the One Who, in the mentalconscious state, according to the desire and will of His mind, is
capable of checking, controlling or guiding the minds of those in
the subtle-conscious planes either to perform the miracles or not,
though He Himself in His mental-conscious state cannot perform
any miracle.
God in the man state of mental consciousness is capable of creating and controlling the thoughts, desires and emotions of all
minds in gross- and subtle-conscious states. He is Himself stable
as soon as He experiences the state of the fifth plane, from which
state the consciousness involved thus far can never devolve nor
disintegrate.
As the involution of consciousness of mental-conscious God in
the man state gradually progresses deeper and deeper, He experiences His mastery over the mind, and the consciousness of mentalconscious God is said to be Mind personified. Thus God in the man
state now becomes fully conscious of the mind or the mental body
and experiences the whole of the mental sphere or the mental world
in the sixth plane of mental consciousness. This experience is of
“seeing” God in His original state face to face. This “seeing” is the
seeing of the mental consciousness with the mental sense of “seeing.” In other words, God in the man state sees God everywhere
and in everything.
Right from the first plane up through the sixth plane the involution of consciousness progressed gradually and consistently as the
consciousness of God underwent fewer and scarcer experiences of
multifarious and diverse opposite impressions, which grew fainter
and fainter. Therefore, during the progress of the involution of consciousness of God, the diverse opposite impressions gradually lessened and became fainter until the involved consciousness of God in
the sixth plane was fully conscious of the mental body and experienced the mental world in full with practically no impressions at
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all except for a last faint trace of residual impressions of opposites.
In other words, the involved consciousness fully identifies with
the mind and God tends to realize that He is Mind. Now God in the
man state as Mind has the last finite impression that He as Mind
sees God face to face in all things except in His Self. This is the state
of God in the man state in the sixth plane of consciousness.
This mental-conscious God in the man state of the sixth plane,
practically void of all impressions at this point and only conscious
of Mind, is now confronted by God Himself and sees Him face to
face, and also sees Him in all things, but He does not see His Self in
God because He is still impressed with the consciousness of Mind
and takes Himself as Mind.
This mental-conscious God in the man state, associating Himself with Mind, is conscious of Himself as Mind and experiences
Himself as still something other than God, because He actually sees
God face to face with His mental consciousness. Then, too, He sees
God much more vividly and intensively than, in the gross or subtle
states of God, He can see the gross and subtle objects in the gross
and subtle worlds.
In this stage the consciousness of God, which had experienced
diverse and innumerable opposite impressions, now experiences
the last trace of dual impressions of opposites. Therefore, mentalconscious God in the man state on the sixth plane is yet conscious
of duality, that is, identifies Himself as Mind and differentiates
Himself from God.
In order to understand the involution of consciousness in the
mental sphere more clearly it is necessary to understand that the
mental sphere of the fifth and sixth planes of consciousness is
the domain of the Mind. This Mind of the mental planes has two
sections.
In the first section the state of Mind is inquiring or reflecting.
In this state Mind functions as Thoughts—high thoughts, low
thoughts, good thoughts, bad thoughts, material thoughts, spiritual
thoughts and thoughts of every kind, type and state.
In the second section the state of Mind is impressive or sympathetic. In this state Mind functions as Feelings—feelings of sufferings
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and emotions, feelings of desires and longings, feelings of pangs of
separation and feelings of every kind and type and state.
Since Mind of the mental sphere has distinct dual functions,
it is inevitable that the experiences in the field of Mind (i.e., the mental sphere) must be distinctively of two kinds also.
Thus the mental sphere has two domains. Therefore the domain
of the fifth plane of consciousness is of thoughts, and the domain of
the sixth plane of consciousness is of feelings.
Consequently, the consciousness of mental-conscious God in
the man state in the fifth plane identifies with the first section of
Mind, which is inquiring or reflecting Mind. Therefore, this mentalconscious God in the man state of the fifth plane is the creator
and master of thoughts, as He is “Thoughts” personified, and is
accordingly capable of controlling only the thought section of all
minds of all gross- and subtle-conscious states of God. This is often
misinterpreted as controlling the minds of all gross- and subtleconscious states of God, but the fact is that God in the fifth plane
of consciousness does not control the mind as a whole, but controls
only that state of Mind which functions as thoughts.
Mental-conscious God in the man state in the fifth plane of
consciousness, while identifying Himself as inquiring or reflecting
Mind emanating only thoughts, does not identify Himself with the
second section of Mind and is therefore still incapable of establishing mastery over feelings (i.e., emotions and desires).
With greater involution of consciousness, mental-conscious God
in the man state of the fifth plane progresses into the sixth plane of
consciousness wherein He gains consciousness of the second section
of Mind of the mental sphere and thus tends to identify Himself with
that second section of Mind (i.e., impressive or sympathetic Mind).
Mental-conscious God in the man state in the sixth plane of consciousness experiences the mental world, with the mental sense of
seeing, through complete identification with feelings, and thus God
in the man state is not Thoughts but is Feelings personified. Wherefore He experiences consciously the feelings of seeing God face to
face continuously in all things and everywhere. He feels seeing God
everywhere continuously but He cannot feel seeing Himself in God
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as God. For this reason He cannot reconcile feelings of sight of God
with His own identity as God, because He still identifies Himself
with feelings. He feels for, longs for and pangs for union with God
Whom He at this stage feels seeing face to face.
This identification with the second section of Mind (feelings)
is the state of God in the man state where the predominant aspect
of divine love, which eventually leads to union with God (i.e., realization of the God state consciously), is manifested most forcefully.
Hence it should be clear that the fifth plane of the mental sphere
is the state of full consciousness of thoughts only. The mastery over
control and creation of thoughts alone is established, and there is
no mastery or control over feelings of desires and emotions. But the
sixth plane of the mental sphere is the state of full consciousness
of feelings, and thus the mastery over control and creation of feelings is established and no more scope is now left for even a single
thought to penetrate into the domain of feelings.
The sixth plane consciousness is thought-less and governs the
feelings of all of the gross- and subtle-conscious states of God. This
is often misinterpreted as mastery over the hearts of all those in the
gross- and subtle-conscious states of God. He does not govern or
regulate the so-called hearts but controls and governs that second
section of Mind in the mental sphere which emanates feelings of
emotions and desires.
The loving of God and the longing for His union is really and
fully demonstrated in the sixth plane of consciousness. Only when
the sixth plane of the mental sphere is transcended, does Illusion
vanish with the vanishing of the last trace of impressions, and Reality is realized.
Mental-conscious God in the man state on the sixth plane is
still experiencing duality, because God in this state of consciousness finds Himself as Mind and not as God.
This experience of duality lingers on and on until the final involution of consciousness attains the seventh plane of consciousness. This is the final and seventh stage in the process of involution
of consciousness when the full consciousness of God in the man
state is now fully withdrawn inwards, so completely that it is now
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fixed and focussed onto Himself rather than onto the objects of His
own creation.
Now that full consciousness has been fully involved, the objects of Nothingness, which apparently appeared to exist, vanish
completely together with their impressions.
With complete annihilation of impressions of the associations
of the Nothing, the impressioned consciousness of God in the man
state is spontaneously transformed into the unimpressioned or
impressionless consciousness of God which makes God in the
man state experience the “passing-away-in” His original state of absolute vacuum. It is but natural that the full consciousness, fully
involved, and now free from even the slightest trace of any impression, should give no other experience but that of the original,
absolute vacuum state of God which once prevailed and which is
now experienced consciously.
This full consciousness, fully involved, is the super-consciousness
or the mahachaitanya. The unconscious God in the original, absolute vacuum state is now fully conscious, or super-conscious,
of His original state of God in the Beyond the Beyond state.
This “passing-away-in” the absolute vacuum of the original
state of God is called attaining the fana of the seventh plane of
consciousness.
In Sufi terms fana means “passing-away-in.” Fana has two
stages: the first stage of fana is the conscious experience of the absolute vacuum state, and the second stage of fana or fana-fillah is
the conscious experience of the “I am God” state.
Fana-fillah, the second stage, is the Goal of God in the man
state where God in human form, that is, as man, ultimately realizes
the “I am God” state with full consciousness. This is the state of final
majzoobiyat as it is termed by the Sufis.
Much before the first stage of fana is attained, God in the man
state, as man, had full consciousness of the limited ego or “I,”
mind, energy, body and the world in an ordinary awake state, because the full consciousness of God in the man state, as man, was
directly focussed on them through their finite impressions. And
as soon as the consciousness of God in the man state, as man,
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began to involve, the involved consciousness experienced gradually the six planes of sub-super-consciousness through impressions
gathered and spent in each of the six planes. When the sub-superconsciousness completely involved, that is, was withdrawn inwards
towards Himself, then God in the man state, as man, gained the
seventh plane of super-consciousness devoid of all impressions.
This was the final stage in attaining the Goal.
Simultaneously with the complete involution of consciousness, and on gaining super-consciousness, the mind is finally completely annihilated and vanishes once and for all time together
with all impressions. The false experiences of the limited ego or
“I,” mind, energy, body and the world all disappear forever, vanishing completely, because all these experiences were but the outcome of the impressions generated out of the Nothing, which literally
meant nothing and were nothing.
Consequently, with the vanishing of the limited ego or “I,”
mind, energy, body (typifying happiness) and worlds with all of
their corresponding paraphernalia, a state of absolute vacuum is
spontaneously experienced by the consciousness, which remains
eternally when once it is gained. At this stage God, in the man state
as man, with full consciousness as super-consciousness, is now only
conscious of absolute vacuum—the consciousness is now fixed and
focussed on “Absolute Vacuum” itself.
This vacuum is absolute in its entirety; vacuum alone prevails
and there is an entire absence of the Nothing as well as of the Everything. This is therefore called the “Divine, Absolute Vacuum,”
and it is not born of Illusion, but it is born of Reality.
This state of divine vacuum prevails just at the instant when
the Nothing disappears or vanishes and just immediately before
the Everything fills in that vacuum to give conscious experience of
the reality of the “I am God” state.
This is the first stage of fana where all that is of the Nothing vanishes completely and where the super-consciousness is focussed
only on absolute vacuum, which now prevails as it prevails eternally
in the original God-Is state of God in original, divine sound sleep.
Therefore, in the first stage of fana the consciousness of God, in
the man state as man, is not of the limited self or ego or “I,” mind,
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energy, body and worlds, nor is the consciousness even of God or
of the unlimited Self or Ego or “I,” universal mind, unbounded energy, universal body and universes; because, in this first stage of
fana only the consciousness of absolute vacuum prevails. This vacuum is also divine; it is not of Illusion but it is of Reality. In this first
stage of fana the super-consciousness of God, in the man state as
man, experiences the “passing-away-in” the absolute vacuum state
of the original God-Is state, and is thus conscious now only of absolute vacuum.
As has already been said, this same absolute vacuum state is
also established in the everyday sound sleep state of a normal man
where the limited ego or “I,” mind, energy, body and the worlds
also vanish and the consciousness gained remains dormant.
The only difference, which truly makes a world of difference,
between the absolute vacuum state of the everyday sound sleep
state of man and the experience of the absolute vacuum in the first
stage of fana is, that although the same absolute vacuum is established also in fana, yet in fana the consciousness no longer remains
dormant. In this stage it is fully and completely matured consciousness, now actually experiencing the very same absolute vacuum state as the original state of God.
The experience of the first stage of fana is of the nirvana state.
Nirvana is that state where apparently “God Is Not.” This is the
only state where “God Is Not” and “Consciousness Is.” This experience of the first stage of fana is what Buddha emphasized, but
later on it was misinterpreted as Buddha having emphasized that
there was no God. The reality, however, is that God Is; but in the
absolute vacuum state of the first stage of fana only consciousness
remains, experiencing absolute vacuum.
As it can never happen for God not to exist, in the state of nirvana God plays the part of consciousness itself, which consciousness is sometimes termed super-consciousness or mahachaitanya.
The second stage of fana follows this nirvana state and the “I
am God” state is experienced consciously.
However, it is only in some cases that the first stage of fana is immediately followed by the second stage of fana called “fana-fillah”
where the annihilated false and limited ego or “I” is replaced by the
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real and infinite, unlimited “I” on which the super-consciousness
now becomes automatically focussed. Simultaneously the absolute
vacuum is automatically filled by the experience of the Infinite.
The super-consciousness of God in the man state, as man, now
fixed and focussed on the unlimited “I,” spontaneously identifies
man with God the Infinite. Simultaneously with the identification,
the super-consciousness of God the Infinite experiences the “I am
God” state. This is the Goal.
Attainment of the Goal is to attain the nirvikalpa samadhi.*
Just as man goes to sleep every night and must wake up every
day in the state of man, so also when one goes into divine sleep one
must wake up in the Divine. Similarly the first stage of fana is the
sound sleep state with full consciousness, and the second stage of
fana which is fana-fillah is the state of awakening in God as God.
When the first stage of fana is immediately followed by the
second stage of fana-fillah,20 in some cases the consciousness of
the limited “I,” “self,” mind, energy, body and the worlds does not
come back; but the consciousness, now as super-consciousness, of
the unlimited “I” only exists as identified with the universal Self,
God. The super-consciousness now experiences the “I am God,”
“Aham Brahmasmi” or “Anal Haqq” state. This is the experience of
nirvikalpa samadhi, meaning thereby “Undoubtedly I am God.”
This is experienced because in fana-fillah the atma consciously
merges completely in Paramatma, or in fana-fillah the soul achieves
complete union with the Over-Soul.
This experience is the Goal and it was attained only after the
evolution of the consciousness, latent in the Nothing, took place
when the latent finite Nothing manifested as infinite Nothingness. The evolved consciousness, while infinitely entangling itself
in the field of the Nothingness, experienced this false and finite
Nothingness as real and infinite. Ultimately, when this consciousness involved, it could gradually experience the infinite falsity of
* The soul has necessarily to pass through the state of nirvana to attain Liberation
(mukti). Escape from the round of birth and death is attained both in nirvana and
nirvikalpa. It is because of this that nirvana is supposed to be the Goal, but the
fact is that the real Goal for one in human form is to attain nirvikalpa. And, there is
a world of difference between nirvana as Goal and nirvikalpa the Goal.
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the infinitely false Nothingness, and eventually realize the infinite
reality of the God-the-Infinite as the Everything beyond doubt and
beyond limitations and as eternal existence in the “I am God” state
of fana-fillah.
This fana-fillah is the goal where the “I am God” state is experienced, for example, by those persons who are called “Majzoobs”
(one being overpowered by God, or one whom God controls).
These persons are also known as “Brahmi Bhoots.” In this state one
constantly, continually and consciously experiences the “I am
God” state together with the continued and conscious experience
of the infinite trio-nature of God, sat-chit-anand (i.e., infinite power,
infinite knowledge and infinite bliss), as one’s own infinite nature.
So it is that self-conscious God, in the man state as man in the
seventh plane, is now fully conscious of Self as infinite and eternal.
He is now also conscious of the source of energy and mind which
were nothing but the finite aspects of His own infinite power and
infinite knowledge, which He experiences now, while being continually in infinite bliss.
In His travail to gain Self-consciousness, the indivisible, eternal
God, unconscious of His infinite state, gathered and experienced
innumerable diverse impressions, and all the while associated Himself with finite and ephemeral existences, unfurling the gross,
subtle and mental worlds, while evolving gross consciousness of
the gross world and while involving consciousness of the subtle
and mental planes of the subtle and mental worlds. The final involution of the consciousness of God culminated in conscious realization of His Self in His infinite state.
Consequently when the consciousness of God gained consciousness of Self and experienced infinite power, knowledge and
bliss, God realized that He exists eternally in infinite bliss and that
all through the travail of gaining Self-consciousness, the impressions, experiences and associations and dissociations of the gross,
subtle and mental bodies and worlds were of the Nothing and were
but vacant dreams. He realized, too, that identification with gross
bodies, creatures and human beings, and all experiences of the
three worlds and the six planes with all of their paraphernalia, had
their relative existences sustained and maintained as long as His
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consciousness was immature. Maturity was only attained in the
seventh plane with consciousness fully involved. This led God to
realize His Self, or made God fully conscious of God-realization. In
other words, God’s own infinite state was consciously realized by
God Himself when He attained the “I am God” state.*
In other words, God first goes through the becoming process
in the gross; that is, in the gross, God becomes the body of anna
bhuvan (gross sphere). Then in the subtle He becomes the energy
of pran bhuvan (subtle sphere). Then in the mental He becomes the
mind of mano bhuvan (mental sphere). Beyond this in vidnyan, God
becomes God—that which He was and is and always will be. Therefore God, Who was originally unconscious, now becomes oblivious of oblivion itself and gets the real and final answer to His
original First Word—“Who am I?”—as “I am God.” Thus in the
gross, subtle and mental spheres God becomes actually what He really is not; and in vidnyan He becomes actually what He really is.
Originally God was God; now God has become God.
Just because God, after “passing-away-in” His original state of
absolute vacuum in the first stage of fana, realizes His own infinite state of “I am God” in the second stage of fana, this fana (i.e.,
fana-fillah) becomes and is the goal.
Attainment of this goal means the end of the First Divine Journey, which began with gnosis and which ended, after traversing all
planes of consciousness, in deification.
The second stage of fana is deification which means man has
become God. Man now is God and experiences God’s knowledge,
God’s powers and God’s bliss; but this is not “Perfection” as yet,
a lthough it is the goal. At the second stage of fana or the fanafillah, which is the end of the first divine journey, man has entered
God and thus has become God, but has not yet entered God’s life.
Man at the end of the first divine journey simply realizes that he
is God and simply experiences the “I am God” state together with
* The happiness of God-realization is the Goal of all Creation. The real happiness
which comes through realizing God is worth all physical and mental sufferings in
the universe. Then all suffering is as if it were not. The happiness of God-realization
is self-sustained, eternally fresh and unfailing, boundless and indescribable; and it
is for this happiness that the world has sprung into existence.
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the experiences of infinitepower, knowledge and bliss, and enjoys
the state of infinite bliss.
After the Goal is attained at the end of the first divine journey,
but very rarely however, God as man, now in the God state, can leave
infinite bliss and come down to normal consciousness from the
super-conscious “I am God” state and begin to experience the state
of baqa, thus entering the second divine journey.
The Sufi term “baqa” means “abiding-in.”21
To come down to normal consciousness from the super-conscious
“I am God” state and to experience the “abiding-in” God state
would mean getting established in the very life of God. Thus in
baqa the life of God in a human being is established. This means
that in baqa man establishes himself as God consciously. This consciousness is called “sulukiyat” or the normal consciousness of being “established in the life of God.” Distinct from this is the majzoobiyat or “being drowned or absorbed by infinite bliss” in the state
of “I am God.” Accordingly, God as man, experiencing the state of
baqa, is called the real “Salik” in Sufi terminology. This baqa of Reality and Divinity is called “baqa-billah.” In Vedanta it is known
as “atmapratisthapana.”
The Salik not only experiences infinite power and infinite
knowledge while in infinite bliss, as in majzoobiyat, but, now being
the Salik, He consciously accumulates all the infinite power, infinite knowledge and infinite bliss while being established in the life
of God with the normal consciousness of His sulukiyat.
But before finally and really “passing-away-in” the reality of
the ultimate fana-fillah state with full consciousness completely
matured, and before getting established in the final baqa-billah of
Divinity, generally speaking in terms of Illusion, there are as many
individualized experiences of fana-baqa as there are varied and innumerable species and states of life in Creation.
Nevertheless, three fundamental types of fana-baqa include all
the individualized experiences of fana-baqa.
The first of the three fundamental types is the rudimentary.
This type is the fana-baqa of the phenomenal, false life in Illusion
experienced by all who, daily “passing-away-in” fana, gain baqa
to “abide-in” Illusion every day. This rudimentary fana-baqa of the
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ordinary phenomenal, false life is composed of the ordinary sound
sleep state and the ordinary awake state.
As stated before, even when one with all of the impressions of
Illusion “passes-away-in” sound sleep, the same original divine absolute vacuum of the God-Is state is established, where never anything existed and where nothing ever exists except the one infinite
and only Reality as the Everything, which is called the Infinitude
of God in His God-Is state. When the impressions of Illusion, with
which one goes to sleep, wake one up, one abides in Illusion itself
in the awake state and establishes everyday life in Illusion.
Accordingly, in everyday life, when one goes into sound sleep,
fana is established as one daily “passes-away-in” the original God
state without consciousness. And when one wakes up daily, baqa
is gained to “abide-in” the everyday life of Illusion, as long as
sound sleep does not overpower and drag one, once again, into the
state of the daily fana which is the One’s original, divine state of absolute vacuum.
The second type of fana-baqa is of the planes on the Path towards attainment of the goal and differs from the rudimentary type
of the ordinary phenomenal, false life in Illusion, although this second type of fana-baqa of the planes is also illusion.
In every plane, from the first through the sixth plane on the
path, the full consciousness evolved is being gradually withdrawn
inwards or involved. Hence the fana-baqa of the planes is in accordance with the impressions impregnating the involving consciousness and differs from the first type of rudimentary fana-baqa
of the impressioned consciousness that is fully evolved or is still in
the process of evolution.
Every plane on the path towards the goal of fana-fillah has its
fana-baqa while the fully evolved consciousness is being gradually involved in conjunction with progressive advancement in
the planes.
But the generalized meaning of the Sufi term “fana” is the
“passing-away-in” the absolute vacuum of the original God-Is state.
Therefore, whether the fana is of the rudimentary type of the ordinary phenomenal, false life or of the second type of the planes on
the path, it does not make any difference at all. In both types the
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fana (“passing-away-in”) is fundamentally the same, for daily in the
sound sleep state the impressioned consciousness, in both cases,
“passes-away-in” the same state of absolute vacuum, regardless of
all the differences in the types of impressions of Illusion.
Although the fana is always the same in both the evolving consciousness and the involving consciousness, yet it is the type of impressions of Illusion with which the consciousness is impregnated,
while abiding in Illusion during the awake state, that really matters, and that does create the differentiation when “passing-awayin” the sound sleep state or in the state of fana.
For example, the fana of an animal or a creature in the sound
sleep state “passing-away-in” the absolute vacuum, with its own
particular impressions of Illusion, differs completely from the fana
of a human being in the sound sleep state “passing-away-in” the
absolute vacuum with his own particular impressions of Illusion.
Similarly, the impressions of Illusion of an ordinary human being
will be quite different from the impressions of Illusion of a human
being in the planes of the path.
In all cases, though the different types of fana remain always as
fana, yet the different impressions impregnating individual consciousness in the baqa of the awake state give rise to the individualized fana of each and all species and states of life in Creation.
In contrast with that, when the baqa of the individualized life
is gained in the awake state after the sound sleep state of fana, the
baqa, which in Sufi terms means “abiding-in,” establishes in Illusion the everyday individualized life of Illusion in accordance with
the predominant impressions with which the individualized life
had “passed away” from the variety of impressions of Illusion in
the state of its individualized fana, in the sound sleep state. As
such, every individualized baqa completely differs from every other
baqa, because when this individualized baqa is gained in the awake
state, the impressions of the impressioned consciousness of every
individualized life are solely responsible for establishing in Illusion
the individualized life of Illusion.
Hence it is that in regular, unfailing succession the fana of Illusion in the sound sleep state is invariably followed by the baqa of
Illusion in the awake state, which in turn gets lost in the inevitable
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fana only to alternate and re-establish again and again—day after
day, year after year, and life after life—irrespective of whether this
fana or baqa is of the ordinary, phenomenal false life or is of the
planes on the Path. It is never stable as long as it is of the Illusion.
As long as individualized life does not really and finally “passaway-in” the fana-fillah of Reality and become established in the
abiding baqa-billah of Divinity, it is obvious that there are bound
to be innumerable and diverse types and groups of fana-baqa of
Illusion in accordance with the persisting impressions that consistently impress the evolving and the involving consciousness of
individualized life in baqa.
In every plane also, from the first through the sixth plane of involving consciousness, there is bound to be a particular type of
baqa for each of the six planes, in accordance with the particular
impressions of the Illusion of each plane.
When a man is said to be on the first plane his fully evolved consciousness is beginning to involve, and his full consciousness remains focussed on the first plane of the subtle sphere, because the
impressions of the first plane consistently impregnating his involving consciousness make him abide in the first plane and lead
him to experience the illusion of this plane. Even though the gross
body of the man on the first plane is exactly like the gross body
of a man not on the first plane, and though the man on the first
plane also sleeps and wakes up exactly like an ordinary man of
the everyday phenomenal, false life, yet, because his involving consciousness is directly focussed on the first plane, he “passes-awayin” the sound sleep state of the first plane fana with the impressions
of the illusion of the first plane, and wakes up daily to get established in the first plane baqa to “abide-in” the first plane, and to experience the impressions of that plane.
The difference between the fana-baqa of the man who enters
the planes of the path and of the man who is not on the planes
of the path is that the former can be likened to a man who, after
living for many years in a certain place, severs all of his past connections and sets out on a world tour, travelling from one place to
another, crossing continents one after the other. Although this
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man would be daily going to sleep, and awakening the next day, as
he was accustomed to sleeping and awakening every day in his
first habitat, yet now in the course of his world tour he would be
“passing-away-in” sound sleep and would be daily waking up evidently with the predominant impressions of his completely
changed environments and novel experiences.22
In short, he who enters the first plane of involving consciousness eventually experiences the first plane fully. This man, who is
getting established in the first plane, establishes his living in this
“world of his own” and therefore he sleeps in this plane and wakes
up every day in this plane as well. In exactly the same way, all individualized consciousness in all other planes “passes-away-in” the
fana of those particular planes to wake up in such planes and establish the everyday life baqa in these particular planes.
Nevertheless, the fana-baqa of every plane of the path is fundamentally of the same type, because it pertains only to consciousness that is involving gradually and not to that of the evolving nor
of the evolved consciousness. Whatever difference there is to differentiate the fana-baqa of one plane from another plane would
only be such as would exist between two men living on two different continents of the same earth and having their own individual impressions of that particular part of the earth on which each
lives. The man in America has his own impressions and relative experiences of his individualized life; the same is true of the man in
Asia who has his own impressions and experiences related to his
continent which is quite different from America.
But the fundamental fact remains that both men live on the
same earth. Despite the vast difference between the impressions and
the consequent experiences of these two men, yet when both sleep,
they both “pass-away-in” sound sleep. And, whether one sleeps on
a bed of velvet and the other on a bed of hay, it is quite immaterial
when both can equally enjoy the same sound sleep state. In like
manner, when both wake up they both can live their individual lives
in illusion on the same earth, irrespective of the difference in their
impressions and their consequent relative experiences due to living
on different continents. Thus the fana-baqas of all the planes on the
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path are not in any way different fundamentally, although each and
every plane on the path has its own fana and baqa when individualized life on the planes is under consideration.
Just as the rudimentary first type of fana and baqa includes all
the individualized fanas and baqas of dogs, horses, camels, elephants, of all creatures and human beings that live the phenomenal,
false life of illusion in the gross world, so also the second type of
fana and baqa of the planes on the path includes all the individualized fana-baqas of each and all on every plane from the first
through the sixth planes of the illusory subtle and mental worlds.
When a man in a particular plane, with his consciousness gradually involving, becomes completely dazed by the enchanting experiences of the plane, the man is said to be a majzoob of this
particular plane.* Such a majzoob is completely absorbed and overpowered by the impressions of Illusion of the plane which consistently impregnate his consciousness. Even in the awake state this
majzoob of the plane behaves as if he were completely intoxicated
by and drowned in the enchantment of the plane. Such a man is
commonly known as a “mast,” meaning thereby that the man is
“God-intoxicated.”
On the other hand, if a man in a particular plane does not get
absorbed in and overpowered by the fascinating experiences of the
plane, but continues to maintain his poise throughout while his involving consciousness is persistently impressed by the impressions
of Illusion of that plane, he is then said to be a salik of the particular plane.† Such a salik, to all external appearances, behaves like a
very normal man of the world even though his consciousness is
progressively involving and is completely dissociated from the
gross world as far as his consciousness, fully focussed on the particular plane, is concerned. The sulukiyat and masti of each plane
are different.
There are, however, certain cases when a man in a particular
plane is sometimes completely drowned in and absorbed by the
* The majzoob and salik of the planes should not be confused with the real Majzoob
of the seventh plane known as “Majzoob-e-Kamil” (perfect Majzoob), nor the real
Salik of the seventh plane.
† [See footnote above. Ed.]
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fascination of the experiences of the plane and behaves like a majzoob, and at other times he regains his poise and behaves like an
ordinary, normal salik of the plane. Such a man on the plane is
said to be a majzoob-salik of the plane if the predominant behavior is that of a majzoob, and a salik-majzoob of the plane if the
predominant behaviour is that of a salik. Such a state in Illusion
may be compared with the turiya avastha at the Divine Junction
in Reality.
The third type of fana-baqa is of the seventh plane of the final
involution of consciousness and is the real fana-fillah of the Reality and the real baqa-billah of the Divinity. When the impressioned consciousness of individualized life is totally and finally
relieved of all impressions of the Illusion, and when this unburdened or impressionless individualized Self consciously “passesaway-in” the original, divine absolute vacuum to gain the fana-fillah
or the “I am God” state, the goal is finally attained. This is the state
of real majzoobiyat.23
The only but infinite difference between the fanas of all the different individualized species and states of illusory life and the final
and real fana of the divine life is that in the former the consciousness is nil while in the latter full consciousness prevails.
After the state of fana-fillah, the state of baqa-billah is established
by some individualized selves to live the life of God as “Man-God”
on the earth. Such a “Man-God” lives at one and the same time in all
states of life and in all planes, the life of man in Illusion—knowing
Illusion as Illusion—and of God in Reality. This is the state of real
sulukiyat.
After attaining the state of fana-fillah and before establishing
the state of baqa-billah, there is also a state of turiya avastha at the
Divine Junction between fana-fillah and baqa-billah. In this state
there is sometimes the experience of real majzoobiyat of the fanafillah and sometimes the experience of real sulukiyat of the baqabillah. This is the state of the real Majzoob-Salik or Salik-Majzoob
as the case may be.
The consciousness of the false limited “I,” which was there before fana, matured through the process of involution, and the limited false “I” was replaced by the real unlimited “I” in fana-fillah. In
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baqa-billah this matured consciousness is now focussed once again
and is fixed on the “I” as the real unlimited “I,” on the mind as Universal Mind, on energy as Unbounded Energy and on the body as
the Universal Body called the “mahakarana sharir.” An important
fact must be noted here: that in the state of baqa-billah simultaneously the same consciousness is also focussed and fixed on the
limited “I,” mind, energy and body, wherefore the Salik consciously
experiences the false as falsity with the false, and the Real as Reality with the Real.
Consequently, in God’s state of baqa-billah, the same consciousness simultaneously experiences the dual experiences of “I am
God” and “I am human.” Along with this dual experience the same
consciousness spontaneously also experiences, without break, the
infinite knowledge, power and bliss of God along with the experiences of the weaknesses and sufferings of humanity.
It follows that in God’s state of baqa-billah, God, in the form
of an ordinary human being, establishes Himself in His divine life
or, man “abides-in” the life of God.
In short, baqa-billah is that state of God where “abiding-in” or
getting established in God is experienced by those who are defined
as “Saliks” or “Jivanmuktas.”24, 25 The Salik continually and consciously experiences simultaneously the dual experience of the “I
am God” state and “I am human” state, and accumulates infinite
knowledge, power and bliss, simultaneously experiencing human
weaknesses and sufferings, knowing their falsity to be based on the
manifestation of the finite Nothing that manifests out of His own
state of being Everything and Infinite.
In baqa-billah, the life of God-in-human being established,
man as God experiences the sahaj samadhi. This means that man
as God simultaneously, without the least effort, has continually and
automatically the dual experience of God and of man. This is the
state of Perfection.
Perfection generally carries with it the sense of the highest
pitch of, or the extreme type of, accomplishment, and Perfection as
such cannot become more perfect. But when the term “Perfection”
is used in terms of Divinity, there are three types of Perfection in
the state of sulukiyat of baqa-billah:
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The first type is known as “Kamil”—The Perfect One.
The second type is known as “Akmal”—The Most Perfect One.
The third type is known as “Mukammil”—The Supremely
Perfect One.
There is absolutely no difference whatsoever in their continual
and conscious experience of the eternal Reality, but the degrees of
comparison that are attached to the perfection are due to the difference in the function of the offices of “Perfection.” Hence, due to
differences in function, different attributes are attached to each
type of Perfection.
The Kamil can spontaneously give conscious experience of the
realization of God to only one man and make only that man like
unto him in the eternal experience of the Reality. The Akmal can
make many like unto him in experience; whereas the Mukammil
can make not only any number, even all in the Creation,* like unto
him in the experience of the eternal Reality, but he can also spontaneously bestow on any number the transfiguration of their physical bodies and even make their physique appear and live and
experience like unto his own physical body in the gross world,
together with giving the eternal conscious experience of the Reality.
Baqa-billah is the end of the second divine journey. In between
the states of fana-fillah and baqa-billah, at the Divine Junction (muqame-furutat), there is the state of turiya avastha (fana-ma-al-baqa).
Turiya avastha is that state where sometimes the superconsciousness gives the experience of the “I am God” state and where
sometimes super-consciousness gives the experience of the “I am
human” state of normal consciousness.
This state is experienced by those who are termed “MajzoobSalik” or “Paramhansa” and who in this state of turiya avastha
* A Mukammil can make all Creation God-realized if he wishes. All Creation means
all human beings and everything that is in Creation from a particle of dust to an elephant. But a Mukammil will never wish to do so because the carrying out of such
a wish would mean the end of cosmic Illusion (the whole Creation). To put an end
to cosmic Illusion would amount to putting an end to the divine play. And to end
the divine play would go against the very nature or characteristics of God in His
original State II (described on page 161) when He remains infinitely conscious and
simultaneously infinitely unconscious.
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sometimes experience consciously as “I am my own God” and
sometimes experience consciously as “I am my own creature.”
At the Divine Junction, between the end of the first and the beginning of the second divine journey, the fluctuating divine experiences of “divine” and “human” are experienced alternately until
the “I am God” state of fana-fillah gradually becomes established in
the state of baqa-billah where the “abiding-in” God state is established and where man as God simultaneously, without the least
effort, automatically undergoes the dual experience of God and
man at one and the same time.
As soon as the Divine Junction is crossed the majzoobiyat of
fana-fillah becomes established as sulukiyat in baqa-billah. The
Majzoob of majzoobiyat could only consciously experience infinite
knowledge and power while being drowned* in infinite bliss. The
Salik of sulukiyat, however, not only consciously experiences but
also consciously accumulates infinite knowledge, power and bliss,
although He does not use these infinite aspects for others as
Qutubs of the qutubiyat do.
The end of the second divine journey leads to the third divine journey which is the state of qutubiyat where living the life of
God is actually experienced by those who are termed “Qutubs” or
“Sadgurus” or “Perfect Masters.”
The state of qutubiyat, which follows the sulukiyat of baqabillah, is where man as God, established in the life of God in baqabillah, now begins to live the life of God in the state of qutubiyat as
a Qutub or a Sadguru. He now not only consciously experiences as
in the state of fana-fillah and consciously accumulates, as in the
state of baqa-billah, infinite knowledge, power and bliss, but uses
* [Meher Baba was asked, “If Majzoobs are utterly unconscious of all the spheres
(gross, subtle and mental), of everything except the ‘I am God’ state, then how is it
they react to the physical side of life (eating, drinking, showing preference to certain things, antipathy to others)?”
Meher Baba replied, “The Majzoob may apparently like or dislike, ask or reject,
seem happy or angry; it is an automatic reflex action of which he is unconscious,
like the sound of snoring is to the fast-asleep man emitting it. Like the sleep walker
who is unconscious of his actions, however normal or varied they may be, the
Majzoob is oblivious to his body and surroundings, and is conscious only of his divine state of ‘I am God.’” Ed.]
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these infinite aspects in this state of qutubiyat for those who are
still in Illusion. Such a Man-God of the state of qutubiyat is called
a Perfect Master,26 who as man has not only become God and established himself in God but lives the life of God as God’s individual representative in Illusion.
The dual role of “I am God” and “I am human” which was established in baqa-billah is now not only simultaneously experienced but is also lived through in the state of qutubiyat; and the
Man-God (Qutub, Sadguru or Perfect Master) now simultaneously
lives the life of God and the life of man with all of the strength of
the infinite knowledge, power and bliss of the God state together
with all of the weaknesses and sufferings of the man state.
At the end of the third divine journey the Perfect Master not
only lives a dual role and displays strength and weakness simultaneously, but also simultaneously utilizes this display of infinite
strength through infinite knowledge, power and bliss, and infinite
weakness through infinite suffering for those who are in ignorance
and who still conceive the false, finite Illusion to be infinite and real.
In contrast to this state, in the state of baqa-billah God experiences
His Godhood constantly, simultaneously with the continual and
constant experience of His manhood; and yet He cannot use the infinite knowledge, power and bliss and also cannot utilize the infinite weakness and suffering for those in ignorance because God
does not live the life of God in this state as in the state of qutubiyat.
It is very, very rare and it is for only very, very few to begin and
to end their third divine journey in the Qutub or Sadguru state. In
this state man as God now lives the life of God. He now uses the
infinite knowledge, power and bliss that He experiences. He is that
“God and man” or Man-God who has brought down the One indivisible existence into the Many. He is that Man-God who brought
down Independent Reality into Illusion and controls Illusion from
the divine office of His Beyond state vidnyan bhumika or muqame-Muhammadi.27
The very life of this Man-God or Perfect Master is the sahaj samadhi. Such a Perfect Master is at one and the same time, simultaneously, in all the universes and in all the worlds, on all the levels
and on all the planes, living the life of the “One and the All.” His
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life is that of living also on particular levels and on particular
planes, as every creature, and as an individual of that certain level,
and of that particular plane. At the same time, together with living the life of God, he lives the life of man on this earth.*
In this state of qutubiyat it may be said that God overlaps Godhood, which means that the consciousness of God after pervading
everything still remains infinite, unlimited and unbounded in this
Beyond state of God, while remaining eternally conscious of the
Beyond the Beyond state of God.
The fourth divine journey pertains to the dropping of the
Qutub’s body (sharir).
Even after dropping his body, the Qutub eternally remains consciously and individually as God the Infinite; and the individual
and indivisible state of “I am God,” of the state of fana-fillah, which
is the goal, is everlastingly experienced. That is, even after the body
or the human-form is dropped in the fourth divine journey, the experience of conscious, infinite, indivisible individuality is retained
eternally as “I am God,” Everything, infinite and unbounded, “One
without a second.”
Similarly, God in the state of baqa-billah, where the apparently
dual role of consciousness of “I am God” and “I am human” is
manifested, is naturally enacted until the cloak of Illusion, knowingly and consciously donned, is dropped. That is, when the human
form or the body is dropped the experience of conscious, infinite,
indivisible individuality is retained eternally as “I am God,” Everything, infinite and unbounded, “One without a second.”
God is Existence eternal, infinite and all-pervading. Since
God is eternally infinite existence, it follows that there are an infinite number of states of God, infinitely and eternally existing. But
* [In the words of Meher Baba, “Perfection does not belong to God as God, nor does
it belong to man as man. . .. The finite being, who is conscious of his being finite, is
obviously short of Perfection; but when he is conscious of his being one with the
Infinite, he is Perfect.. .. Thus we have Perfection when the finite transcends its limits and realizes its Infinity, or when the Infinite gives up its supposed aloofness and
becomes man; in both cases the finite and the Infinite do not stand outside each
other. When there is a happy and conscious blending of the finite and the Infinite
we have Perfection.” Ed.]
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fundamentally there are only two states of God: the original state
and the final state.
The original state is the Beyond the Beyond state of God where
eternally God “Is” and consciousness “Is Not.” The final state is the
Beyond state of God where consciousness “Is” eternally of the “GodIs” state of the Beyond the Beyond state of God.
The same Existence, as God, prevails eternally, whether it is as
the Beyond the Beyond state of God or as the Beyond state of God.
The only difference is one of consciousness. In the Beyond state of
God, the Existence consciously realizes Itself as existing eternally
as the Beyond the Beyond state of God-Is.
Therefore the divine goal is to realize the “I am God” state
where Existence consciously realizes Itself as existing eternally
as the Beyond the Beyond state of God-Is. This is the Reality, and
the conscious realization of this Reality once gained is retained
eternally. Invariably It manifests Itself in no other forms but in
human forms of the earth in different divine states of God through
different divine statuses of majzoobiyat, of turiya avastha or fanama-al-baqa, of sulukiyat and of qutubiyat.
All other intermediary states of God are illusory states where
the same eternal, infinite, all-pervading, one, indivisible, formless
Existence, as God, though not realized as the eternal Reality, asserts
through its very being, in assuming forms of infinitely innumerable
inanimate and animate things and creatures, as lifeless and living
states of God, while in the process of gaining full consciousness
of the eternal reality of infinite existence.
All these intermediary illusory states of God thrive in the illusion of cosmic Creation through multifarious and diverse gross,
subtle and mental impressions of illusion; and though the entire
cosmic Creation is illusion, yet it serves the purpose of a divine incubator, where consciousness of the Divine incubates, and where
such incubation produces the maturity to realize the eternal Reality after the consciousness is nurtured and progressively developed through multifarious, diverse and finite impressions and
experiences of the opposites of the gross, subtle and mental forms
and worlds of the cosmic Creation.
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In the illusory states of God, the eternal, formless, infinite God,
while being impressed by His own cosmic creations, gains consciousness first of the gross forms and experiences the gross worlds, then
of the subtle forms and experiences the subtle worlds, then of the
mental forms and experiences the mental worlds and, eventually
attaining consciousness of His unlimited Self, experiences His
eternal state.
Consequently, when God is conscious of His gross forms He
identifies Himself with the gross bodies and finds Himself as a particular gross body according to the special impressions of that gross
body. This means that the infinite, eternal, formless God finds Himself as finite, mortal and having gross form. The cause of this ignorance is but the impressions—sanskaras.
So God, Who is eternally in the Beyond the Beyond state of
Paratpar Parabrahma or in the infinitude state of God-Is, in the beginning acquires ignorance through being impressed by the impressions rather than by acquiring knowledge of His reality.
Hence when God acquires a particular form, body or sharir according to particular impressions, He feels and experiences Himself as that particular form, body or sharir. God in His stone-form
experiences Himself as stone. Accordingly, in consonance with impressions and their consciousness, God feels and experiences that
He is metal, vegetation, worm, fish, bird, animal or human being.
Whatever be the type of the gross form and whatever be the shape
of the form, the evolving consciousness of God tends God spontaneously to associate Himself with that form, figure and shape
which tends Him to experience Himself through impressions that
He is that form, figure and shape.
Similarly, when God is conscious of the subtle body (i.e., the
pran) then God experiences the subtle world and regards Himself as the subtle body or pran. Likewise, God becomes conscious
of the mental body (i.e., the mana or the mind), experiences the
mental world and regards Himself as the mental body or the mana
(i.e., the mind).
It is only because of impressions that the infinite God, the OverSoul, without form and infinite, experiences that He is veritably but
a finite gross body in the gross sphere (i.e., the jiv-atma in anna
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bhuvan), or a subtle body in the subtle sphere (i.e., the jiv-atma in
pran bhuvan), or a mental body in the mental sphere (i.e., the jivatma in the mano bhuvan). God, while experiencing the gross world
through gross forms, associates with and dissociates from innumerable gross forms. The association with and dissociation from
gross forms are called “birth” and “death,” respectively.
It is because of impressions that the eternal, immortal, formless
God, or the Over-Soul, without births and deaths, has to experience
births and deaths a number of times. While God has to experience
these innumerable births and deaths because of impressions, He has
not only to experience the gross world which is finite and therefore
false, but together with it He has also to experience its happiness
and misery, its virtue and vice.
All forms, figures and shapes, all worlds and planes, all births
and deaths, all virtue and vice, all happiness and misery, experienced by God, Who is eternal, formless and infinite, are the outcome of impressioned consciousness. Since all impressions are but
the outcome of the Nothing that manifested as the Nothingness,
it means that whatever God experiences through His evolved consciousness in the gross, subtle and mental worlds is the experience
of the Nothing; and as this Nothing by nature is nothing, therefore
all the experiences in the intermediary illusory states of God are
nothing but literally illusion and, as such, false and finite.
Only when the impressioned consciousness is freed from all
impressions is liberation or mukti in human form attained as nirvana or fana, where only consciousness “Is” and where all else of
the Nothing, which was as Nothingness, vanishes forever. Only
in the case of the one who retains the body* for three to four days†
after nirvana does the liberated (or the unimpressioned or impressionless) consciousness invariably realize eternal Godhood in the
second stage of fana (i.e., in fana-fillah) and assert itself as “I am
God” without doubt. This is the nirvikalpa state of “Undoubtedly
* [Meher Baba explained: “Those who do not retain their bodies for three to four days
but drop their bodies immediately after nirvana attain Liberation (mukti).” Ed.]
† [Time does not exist for anyone who is in nirvana or for the one who has attained
Liberation. The period mentioned (three to four days) holds meaning only for the
understanding of those who are gross-conscious and are bound by time. Ed.]
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I am God” when, literally, the impressionless or unimpressioned
consciousness, linked with human-form, realizes “I am God, I was
God and forevermore will remain God” as Existence, eternal and
conscious. In this way man becomes God; and it is said that man is
God-realized, or that the jiv-atma in Paramatma has become the
Shiv-Atma in Paramatma, or the Over-Soul.
The eternal reality is that Paramatma, or the Over-Soul, is atma
or the soul; and this reality is realized only when the impressioned
consciousness as jiv-atma becomes the impressionless or unimpressioned consciousness as Shiv-Atma, merging in Paramatma to
assert and realize the identity of Paramatma.
If in reality atma is Paramatma, how then could any situation
arise for atma to merge in Paramatma?
In order to clarify this situation and understand that Paramatma is atma in reality, we compare Paramatma with an infinite,
limitless and shoreless ocean. Therefore atma, which is Paramatma,
can never be out of bounds of the limitless and shoreless ocean
(i.e., Paramatma). Atma can never be out of Paramatma because
Paramatma, which we have compared to the limitless and shoreless ocean, is infinite and unlimited. How could atma come out of
or have a place beyond the expanse of the limitless when atma is
Paramatma?
Hence, atma is in Paramatma, too.
Now, in order to understand that the atma which is in Paramatma is in reality Paramatma Itself, let us imagine that it is possible
to separate or take one iota of the ocean out of the limitless expanse
of the unlimited and shoreless ocean. It follows then that this iota
of ocean, when in the limitless ocean, is ocean itself before separation, and was in the unlimited ocean not as an iota of the ocean
but as the ocean itself (because every iota of ocean when not limited by the limitations of being an iota is unlimited ocean itself).
It is only when the iota of the ocean is separated from the unlimited ocean, or is taken out of the unlimited ocean, as a drop, that
this separated iota of the ocean is looked upon as the limited drop
of the unlimited ocean.
In other words, the infinite, unlimited and shoreless ocean now
is made to look upon itself through the drop as merely the limited
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drop of that infinite, unlimited and shoreless ocean; and in comparison to the infinite, unlimited and shoreless ocean, this drop of
ocean is most finite, most limited, and has now infinite limitations.
Similarly, atma, as compared to the drop of the infinite ocean, can
never be out of any limitations of the limitless and infinite Paramatma as compared to the infinite, unlimited and shoreless ocean.
But just as the iota of ocean acquires its limitations as a drop
through a bubble on the surface of the ocean, and just as this bubble
bestows upon the iota of the ocean an apparent separative and limited existence apart from the infinite ocean, likewise atma, which
is not only in Paramatma but which is Paramatma Itself, apparently
experiences and asserts separative existence from the infinite, unlimited Paramatma through the limitations of the bubble of impressions, which bestow conscious ignorance, and with which atma
shrouds itself and experiences itself as limited and separate from
Paramatma.
Through these limitations, formed by the bubble of impressions, self-created by atma, atma apparently inherits a separative
and limited existence from Paramatma, and because of this selfcreated separativeness from infinite Paramatma, atma, which is Itself infinite, unlimited and unbounded, bestows upon Itself the
aspects of being most finite and most limited, with infinite limitations acquired through impressions.
As soon as the bubble of impressions bursts on completion of
total involution of consciousness, and conscious ignorance, as impressioned consciousness, is transformed into conscious knowledge, as unimpressioned consciousness, the limited and the most
finite experiences of the atma vanish. Atma, liberated from apparent separative finite existence, automatically merges in, or finds itself as one with and in Paramatma—eternally infinite, unlimited
and unbounded in the Beyond state of God; and this is called atma’s
union with Paramatma or Allah. In this state of consciousness,
atma is now completely conscious of the Beyond the Beyond unconscious Paratpar Parabrahma state of God, which is the original state of God when it is said “God-Is.” In Sufi terms, God in the
Beyond state is termed “Allah,” and God in the Beyond the Beyond
state is termed “Wara-ul-Wara” or “Ghaib-ul-Ghaib.”
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In human form the highest and the most exalted divine status
of God is that of qutubiyat where the Qutub, or the Sadguru or Perfect Master, not only consciously experiences infinite knowledge,
infinite power and infinite bliss and all-goodness and all that is
infinite beauty, meaning glory, but He consciously uses these infinite aspects for those jiv-atmas still undergoing the illusory states
of God in Illusion.
In this exalted divine status of qutubiyat not only man becomes
God but man lives the life of God, too. To worship this Man-God is
to worship God with infinite attributes.
This highest divine status of living the life of God consciously
in human-form is attained very, very rarely by very, very few ShivAtmas, after the unconscious atmas pass through the process of evolution, reincarnation and involution of consciousness as jiv-atmas,
and attain nirvana which in some cases is immediately followed by
nirvikalpa samadhi of super-consciousness asserting as Shiv-Atmas.
At all times and in all ages, and at one and the same time, there
are always on this earth fifty-six Shiv-Atmas or God-realized Atmas.
Of these fifty-six Shiv-Atmas some remain in the state of majzoobiyat; some remain in the state of the Divine Junction—in turiya
avastha—known in Sufi terms as “fana-ma-al-baqa”; a very few of
them, crossing the Divine Junction, remain in the state of sulukiyat;
and only five of them are always there in the state of qutubiyat, as
long as all these retain human-forms.
Thus, at all times and in all ages, there are always five Qutubs
(Sadgurus or Perfect Masters) living on the earth amongst humanity,
wielding infinite aspects of ahadiyat of the arsh-e-ala or vidnyan
of the vidnyan bhumika of the Beyond state of God in the form of
infinite knowledge, power and bliss for the progressive emancipation of all in the field of Illusion.
According to the divine law, these five Qutubs or Sadgurus or
Perfect Masters, at the end of every cycle, precipitate the advent of
the direct descent of God on earth in human male form. Hence, at
the end of every cycle, when God manifests on earth in the form
of man and reveals His divinity to mankind, He is recognized as the
Avatar—the Messiah—the Prophet. The direct descent of God on
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earth as Avatar is that independent status of God when God directly becomes man* without undergoing or passing through the
processes of evolution, reincarnation and involution of consciousness. Consequently, God directly becomes God-Man, and
lives the life of man amongst mankind, realizing His divine status of
the Highest of the High, or the Ancient One, through these Qutubs
or Sadgurus or Perfect Masters of the time.28
Fundamentally there is absolutely no difference in the experience of Reality, whether the Shiv-Atmas are in the divine status of
majzoobiyat, turiya avastha, sulukiyat or qutubiyat. Once the goal
is attained, all Shiv-Atmas in all divine statuses undoubtedly and
consciously begin to enjoy for ever and ever that divine heritage of
infinite bliss while spontaneously and continuously experiencing
their own triune nature of infinite knowledge, infinite power and
infinite bliss.29
However, the difference in their divine status is due not to their
experience of their infinite triune nature but to a difference in the
scope of wielding infinite power after establishing themselves in
the vidnyan bhumika of infinite knowledge or sulukiyat, and then
living the life of Man-God, as Qutub, exercising their infinite knowledge to wield infinite power while enjoying infinite bliss.
The difference between the divine status of a Qutub or Sadguru
and the Avatar of the Age is that a Qutub, after having gone through
the whole process of cosmic evolution, enters and lives the life of
God as Man-God, while the Avatar does not have to go through the
process of evolution at all because the Avatar is that highest status of God where God directly becomes man and lives on earth as
God-Man.
In living the life of God, both the Sadguru (or Qutub) and the
Avatar (or the Saheb-e-Zaman) are equal in having the same experiences. Both are leading God’s life and also both are on every level
* Fana-ul-fana = the state of God becoming man (the direct descent of God on earth
as Avatar).
Baqa-ul-baqa = the state of God becoming God-Man (God’s knowing Himself as
Avatar).
State of ordinary man is the state of God as man.
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and plane of life in Illusion. Both are simultaneously on the level of
the lowest to the highest. In spite of this, the most important and
the only difference is that the Qutub acts on that level and the
Avatar becomes30 that on that level.
To make the point of “acting” and “becoming” clear, many and
innumerable examples can be quoted, but for ordinary human understanding let illness serve as an example.
For instance, a Qutub or Sadguru cannot and will not fall ill,
and when he appears to have fallen ill, it is just his “acting” of illness. When people actually see him ill they do not see him ill but
in reality they see his illness perfectly enacted because he is the
Perfect Master and perfection personified; he acts as if he were ill.
On the other hand, when people see the Avatar ill, He has actually fallen ill and He has literally become ill. But though the Avatar
has actually become ill, He has at His back simultaneously infinite
power, infinite knowledge and infinite bliss.
On every level, in every state and in all planes simultaneously
a Sadguru behaves as the creature or the thing of that level and state
and as a man of that plane; whereas the Avatar becomes as the creature or the thing of that level and state and as a man of that plane all
at once. And, at one and the same time becoming and being one and
all on all levels, states and in all planes and beyond all levels, states
and all planes, the Avatar is the only one infinitely capable of giving
a universal push to all things, all creatures and to all mankind, at
one and the same time, accelerating the maturity of consciousness.
In Reality God is Everything and is in every one. The Avatar of
God is not only Everything and in every one but he actually becomes Everything and every one.
Hence the fundamental and only difference between an Avatar
and a Sadguru is that on every level and on all planes a Sadguru acts
whereas an Avatar does not act but actually “becomes” that.31
In short, there are always, at all times and in all ages, fifty-six
God-realized souls or Shiv-Atmas in human form on the earth.32
It must be noted that all of the fifty-six God-realized ones may
be called Perfect Ones; but all of these fifty-six Perfect Ones are
not all Perfect Masters; although all fifty-six experience the same
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experience of the eternal Reality, without the least difference of
experience whatsoever, and although all the fifty-six are one in
consciousness of the ultimate goal—Reality, perfect in all respects
and God-realized, yet there is a difference in their function. Therefore the term for the fifty-six God-realized ones may be “Perfect
Ones” but not Perfect Masters or Sadgurus or Qutubs.
Out of the fifty-six Perfect Ones or Shiv-Atmas in human form,
there are always at all times in all ages, five Perfect Masters or
Sadgurus or Qutubs; and these five control the affairs of the whole
universe.
When the age is not of the Avataric period, these five Perfect
Masters conjointly look to the affairs of the universe, and the one
from amongst the five Perfect Masters who is responsible for the
control of all of the affairs of the whole universe is called by the Sufis
“Qutub-e-Irshad.”
But, when the age is of the Avataric period at the end of every
cycle,* the Avatar (Ancient One, the Highest of the High), the Independent Reality (Infinite Consciousness of the Beyond state of God),
is made to manifest in Illusion directly on the earth through a male
human being. This manifestation of Infinite Consciousness of the Beyond state of God, through a male human-form on earth, is commonly called “the direct descent of God on earth” in human form.
This descent of God on earth is generally known as the “Avatar.”
Hence it is obvious that when the age is of the Avataric period
and when the Avatar (or the Reality, or the God-consciousness of
the Beyond state of God) is made to manifest into Illusion on the
earth, by giving this Reality a human form to be made presentable
to the humanity of the world, this Avatar, or this God-Man, must
necessarily be other than the fifty-six God-realized ones.
The then existing and functioning five Perfect Masters, at the
appropriate time of the Avataric period, individually and conjointly
bring about the advent of the Avatar;33 and exercising their infinite mercy and love for all in Ignorance living the illusory life in
* All cycles of time in Illusion end and begin after 700 to 1400 years, and there have
been and will be millions and billions of such cycles in a Cycle of cycles; thus there
is no end to Illusion which always remains illusion.
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Creation, use their infinite power and grace to precipitate this advent and make manifest the infinite Reality of the eternal, infinite
God-consciousness in the Beyond state, onto this earth into Illusion;
and they bestow, through their infinite power, knowledge and bliss,
onto the Reality a most suitable “cloak” of Illusion in the shape of a
human male form, so that the divinity of the Reality may be made
most presentable, in the world of Illusion.
Thus, when Infinite Reality (i.e., God) manifests on earth in the
form of a man and reveals His divinity to mankind, He is recognized
as the Avatar, the Messiah, the Prophet. God thus becomes man.
In this manner, infinite God, age after age, throughout all cycles,
wills through His infinite mercy to effect His presence amidst
mankind by stooping down to human levels in human-form, but
His physical presence amidst mankind not being apprehended, He
is looked upon as an ordinary man of the world. When, however,
He asserts His divinity on earth by proclaiming Himself the Avatar
of the Age, He is worshipped by some who accept Him as God; and
glorified by a few who know Him as God on earth. But it invariably
falls to the lot of the rest of humanity to condemn Him while He
is physically in their midst.
Thus it is that God as man, proclaiming Himself as the Avatar,
suffers Himself to be persecuted and tortured, to be humiliated
and condemned by humanity for whose sake His infinite love has
made Him stoop so low, in order that humanity, by the very act of
condemning God’s manifestation in the form of the Avatar should,
however indirectly, assert the existence of God in His infinite, eternal state of Reality.
The Avatar is always One and the same because God is always
One and the same,* the eternal, indivisible, infinite One who manifests Himself in the form of man as the Avatar, as the Messiah, as
the Prophet, as the Buddha, as the Ancient One—the Highest of the
High. This eternally One and the same Avatar is made to repeat His
manifestation from time to time, in different cycles, adopting dif* [Meher Baba was asked whether a Perfect Master, after leaving the body, ever comes
back to earth, i.e., does he ever take birth again. Baba replied, “No, never. Only
the Avatar takes birth again and again.” Ed.]
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ferent names and different human-forms, in different places, to reveal Truth in different garbs and different languages, in order to
raise humanity from the pit of ignorance and help free it from the
bondage of delusions.
During the Avataric period, the one, from amongst the then living five Perfect Masters, who used to function as Qutub-e-Irshad,
ceases to hold this divine office with the advent of the Avatar and
delivers his duty and charge of the sole responsibility for the affairs
of the universe into the hands of the God-Man as soon as He is able
to assume His office as the Christ—the Avatar of the Age—and remains himself, as long as he is in a gross body, holding the same
office of Qutub as the other four hold.
In spite of the advent of the Avatar, there must be fifty-six
God-realized ones in human body, and from amongst these fiftysix there must be the five Perfect Masters living on earth. When one
from amongst these five Perfect Masters drops his physical body, the
office is never left vacant; it is invariably filled by another living
God-realized one who has realized the eternal Reality at the time.
Hence, even when the Avatar is on earth, there are fifty-six Godrealized ones, including the five Perfect Masters in human-form,
but the Avatar becomes the sole Authority.

Meher Baba’s Explanation of Chart VII
Facing This Page

WITH THE energy from the subtle and the illumination from the
mental spheres, for trillions upon trillions of years in the past and in
the future, the gross universe has been and will be forming and disintegrating into countless stars, suns, planets, worlds, moons and
meteors. Yet, in fact, there are no such things as time and space. Once
the soul is freed of illusion, Illusion does not merely cease to exist,
but is then found never to have existed at all.
After a gradual evolution through the mineral, vegetable and
animal kingdoms of the gross universe for a definite yet immeasurable period of millions, billions and trillions of years, consciousness reaches perfection in man. Man then rightly ought to be
God-conscious, but does not become so because of the sanskaric
bindings born of impressions of the illusory experiences gathered
during the evolution of consciousness. Thus man remains fully
conscious only of the gross.
Before man’s perfect but gross consciousness can involve into
the Reality of God-consciousness, it has first to involve into subtle
consciousness, and from the subtle into full mental consciousness.
For that, the gross impressions have to turn into the subtle and from
the subtle into the mental impressions regaining, in degree, the
faintness and fineness of earlier impressions as gathered in the
vegetable and mineral forms—the fundamental difference being in
consciousness.
Unlike the definite course followed in the process of evolution,
man as man can make use of his consciousness fully and freely.
Therefore the fully gross-conscious man, according to the resultant
tightening or loosening of his sanskaric bindings, can become fully
subtle-conscious, and thereafter fully mental-conscious, sometimes
after a few or sometimes after numerous human reincarnations
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between each of the two involutions of his consciousness. And if
one happens to be blessed with divine love from a “Lover of God,”
or if one has the guiding hand of a Perfect Master, the emancipation from all bindings, however great and complicated they may be,
is achieved much more easily and quickly. In exceptional cases, an
instantaneous emancipation is also possible without involving a
single reincarnation.
However, in order to loosen the bindings through the opposite
experiences of the duality of Illusion, i.e., pain and pleasure, good
and bad, man and woman, strong and weak, etc., on his own, man
has to remain conscious of multifarious experiences for eighty-four
lakhs of times through something like fifty crores of sleeps of death;
yet invariably, on account of the all-pervading grace of God, man
becomes subtle- and mental-conscious, and is thus able to cut short
more or less the stalemate of recurring physical births and deaths.
Finally, by the grace of the God-Man or the Man-God, in far, far
less than an instant’s flash of time, man becomes fully conscious
God and finds that time and space are born of His own eternity and
infinitude in which time and space have no existence at all.*

* [Asked for further clarification, Eruch B. Jessawala wrote in reply:
“The reference to fifty crores of sleeps of death is approximately what one soul has
to undergo during the processes of evolution of consciousness of forms and of
reincarnation with the help of changes in the media, i.e., association with and dissociation from different forms of different species.
“Eighty-four lakhs of shakings or reincarnations are in human form, but ‘fifty crores
of sleeps of death’ include pre-human forms’ associations with and dissociations
from media and the experiences of their impressions.
“Man need not die more times than he can be born! Man is born once with the birth
of mind, and man dies once with the annihilation of mind. As such, there is indeed
no reincarnation; it is just a process of crores of sleeps of death for the mind that
is born once and that dies once! Birth of mind involves the processes of evolution, reincarnation and involution. Death of mind is realization of the Self.” Ed.]

